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FORMOSA BOUND
A life long desire was realized for
Father John Hickey and realized again
for Father Jacob Johnson, who had
been on the Foreign Missions previously, when they left on September 22nd
from San Francisco on their way to
the Foreign Mission fields. Due to
Communist's persecution their destination will not be China but Formosa
where they will join Fathers Leo Fox
and Thomas Smith who are already
engaged in missionary work on that
island.
With these two missionaries go the
congratulations of the double family
on the attainment of their desire to
bring Christ's doctrine to the poor and
neglected of the world as well as an
assurance of a remembrance in our
daily prayers and sacrifices. May God
bless their efforts abundantly!

Rev. Jacob

New St. Vincent's
School Dedicated

Johnson, C.M.

Fr. Lester Fallon
Celebrates Anniversary

On August 30, while the students
were still at camp, the new St. Vincent's High School in Perryville was
blessed by His Excellencey, Archbishop
Joseph E. Ritter. This dedication marked a notable step, both for the town and
for the two parishes. The old St. Vincent's school on St. Joseph road had
long proved inadequate for the large
number of students who, according to
the mind of Holy Mother Church,
needed to receive a Catholic secondary
education.

"Let us love God, but let it be at the
expense of our arms and in the sweat
of our brows." These words of St. Vincent, called by Garrigou-Lagrange the
greatest contemplative in the active
life, express his teaching that we are
to love God through devotion to the
duties of our state in life, and that
we are to love and serve Christ in the
neighbor. All who know Father Lester
Fallon will agree that he is a true son of
St. Vincent "following faithfully in the
footsteps of his father." This year on
the feast of St. Vincent, Father Fallon
celebrated 25 years in the priesthood.
It was in Freeport, Illinois on May
12, 1902, that Father Fallon was born.
He had his minor seminary training
at the Cape, and entered the Novitiate
in 1920. Two years later he vowed to
God that he would observe poverty,
chastity and obedience, and that he
would labor for the whole time of life
for the salvation of the poor country
people. As a student he taught at De
Paul University in Chicago. In 1927
he was chosen to go to Rome to study
theology. He was ordained at the tomb
of St. Vincent in Paris and in 1929
he received his doctorate in theology
from the Angelicum in Rome.
When he returned from the Eternal
City, he was stationed at Kenrick
Seminary in St. Louis where he taught
dogma and apologetics. As one of the
pioneers in street preaching he founded

Rev. John Hickey, C.M.

Kev. Lester Fallon,

U.11.

the Catholic Motor Missions of the
Archdiocese of St. Louis, a work now
in its 19th year which has done untold
and unknown good for the poor of the
country districts.
It was through his activities as a
street preacher that he first conceived
the idea of a correspondence course in
religion. From about the year 1938 he
became increasingly interested in the
apostolate by mail and carried on much
work with the help of the students at
Kenrick. Since 1946 he has devoted
his whole time and energy to fur('Contiinued on Page Five)

The new building cost a total of
$625,000 and can accommodate some
350 students from Perryville and surrounding communities. It is thoroughly
equipped in the most modern style,
with well lighted classrooms and hallways, a large and spacious auditorium
which serves also as a gymnasium, and
a well filled library. Perhaps one of
the most remarkable features of the
school and one which always impresses
visitors from other sections of the
country is that there is no tuition
charged. This in itself is at the same
time a rare service and a compliment
to the people of Perryville.
The school was formally opened for
classes on September 8. Architects
were A. E. and Arthur Stauder, with
the Kiefner Lumber Company serving
as general contractor.
Those present at the ceremonies, besides the Most Rev. Archbishop, included the Very Rev. James W. Stake(Continued on Page Six)
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-St. Vincent
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Editor-Mr. Stafford Poole, C.M.
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AN OPENING NOTE
"What's going on in the community? All I know is what
I read in the De Andrein."
We are not trying to flatter ourselves. That statement
in some form or other has been uttered in the province
during the past year. And not in faraway, outlying places.
We have heard it in the heart of the big city. News travels
fast in the Double Family, but it isn't always fast and complete enough to reach everyone.
That is where the De Andrein comes in. News! Not the
very latest.. .we are not trying to scoop anyone, even if we
knew how. The provincial appointments listed in this issue
are probably common knowledge as this goes to press. No,
not the very latest.
What are we trying to do then? We want to give as complete and thorough a coverage of the activities of the
Double Family in this province as we can, to be in a small
way a principle of unity by offering a survey of what is
happening around the province, what new works are being
undertaken, how the old ones are getting along.
This is where our readers come in. They-rather, youcan send us news, articles, anything that will be of interest
to the rest of the community. The greatest worry for the
De Andrein staff is not financial; it's what to put into the
next issue. Here at the Barrens we are not ideally situated
for news gathering. We want to avoid localism, but sometimes it is hard. Your help and cooperation will always be
appreciated.

MISSION MONTH
During this the month of the Missions we would like to
call upon our readers to help the Missions by saving cancelled stamps. Particularly do we direct this appeal to
those of our readers engaged in schools or societies where
it is possible to conduct a Stamp Drive for the Missions
sometime during the month, or better still, throughout the
entire month.
As always, there is a great need for every type of stamp,
but particularly in regard to such items as high denominational and pre-cancelled stamps, and most especially, commemorative and foreign stamps.
In saving stamps for the Missions please leave a margin
of paper of about one-quarter of an inch around the edge
of the stamp in order to protect the stamp's perforation.
To leave too great a margin or to save the postmark is useless. This point is of great importance, so we would greatly
appreciate your co-operation in this regard.

PROVINCIAL APPOINTMENTS
of the
DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY
1953-1954
Sister Gertrude Vandenberg from St. Mary's Mobile to
East Lake, Birmingham.
Sister Rose Collins from St. Joseph's, New Orleans to
Laboure, St. Louis.
Sister Beata Goetet from Long Beach, Miss. to St. Joseph's
High, Natchez.
Sister Agnes Donoughue from St. Vincent's, Perryville to
St. Marys, Natchez.
Sister Veronica Bush from Holy Trinity School, Dallas to
Mt. Carmel School, Porto Rico.
Sister Mary Ruth Rault, from St. Vincent's, Perryville to
St. Louise de Marillac School, St. Louis.
Sister Gabriella Millerick from St. Malachy's School, St.
Louis to Boyle Hts., Los Angeles.
Sister Mary Maurice Burst from Notre Dame, Price,
Utah to Santa Barbara.
Sister Josephine Jauchler from Puerto Rico to St. Louise
de Marillac, St. Louis.
Sister Hortense Shruff from St. Patricks School, La Salle
to St. Patrick's, San Francisco.
Sister Hortense Shruff from St. Patricks School, La Selle
to St. Ann's, Dallas.
Sister Edith Thompson from St. Louise de Marillac, St.
Louis to St. Patricks, St. Louis.
Sister Mary David Kelly, St.'Vincents School, Perryville
to Notre Dame School, Price, Utah.
Sister Maria Lannen, SS from East Lake to Long Beach,
Miss.
Sister Mildred Rhulman, Notre Dame School, Price to
St. Vincents School, Keokuk.
Sister Mary Daniel O'Neil from Laboure High, St. Louis to
New SS of Guardian Angel Settlement, St. Louis.
Sister Mary Louis O'Connell, SS-relieved. From Guardian
Angel Settlement Indianapolis (Pro tem) St. Vincent's Hospital.
Sister Helena O'Shea, SS from Laboure, St. Louis to St.
Joseph's School, New Orleans.
Sister Lucina Hite from Sister in Office-Seminary-New
SS of St. Patrick's School, La Salle.
Sister Augustine Beutler from St. Patrick's, ChicagoSister in Office, Marillac Seminary.
Sister Eugenia Schaefer from St. Joseph's School, New
Orleans to St. Joseph's School, Natchez.
Sister Anne Aycock from De Paul Sanitarium, New Orleans to St. Vincent's Hospital, St. Louis.
The following Sisters will leave for Washington to begin
their Social Service studies at the Catholic University:
Sister Margaret Mary Bruns who has been studying at
St. Louis University.
Sister Mary Barbara Hannon from St. Vincent's School,
Santa Barbara.
Sister Mary William Sullivan from St. Vincent de Paul
School, San Francisco.

Congratulations
Three Year Vows:

Brother Bernard Stein,

August

9

Messrs. Charles Persil and Francis Agnew, September 8.
Received into the Novitiate: Messrs. Joseph Franzczak
and Robert McEvoy, July 19.
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Provincial
Appointments
1953-1954
CAPE GIRARDEAU
Holy Family Parish
Rev. John Shaughnessy
CHICAGO
De Paul University
Rev. William Cortelyou
Rev. John Bagen
St. Vincent's Church
Rev. Joseph Grabka
DALLAS
Holy Trinity Church
Very Rev. Charles Cannon (Superior)
DENVER
St. Thomas Seminary
Rev. Robert Stack
Rev. Harold Persich
KANSAS CITY
St. John's Seminary
Very Rev. Lee Zimmermann (Superior)
Rev. Manuel Pelleteri
LA PORTE
Rev. Edward Rowland
LOS ANGELES
Los Angeles Orphanage
Rev. John Conroy (Chaplain)
NEW ORLEANS
St. Joseph's Church
Very Rev. Thomas Stanton (Superior)
Rev. Vincent Smith (Chaplain, Hotel Dieu)
St. Stephen's Church
Rev. Charles Welter
PERRYVILLE
St. Mary's Seminary
Rev. Jeremiah Lehane
Rev. Cecil Parres
Br. Clarence Seyer
St. Boniface Church
Rev. Thomas Wesner
ST. LOUIS
Kenrick Seminary
Rev. John Zimmermann
Rev. Thomas Connolly
Preparatory Seminary
Very Rev. Edward Riley (Superior)
Rev. Donald Ryan
St. Vincent's Church
Rev. J. Edwards
Rev. Edward Roche (City Hospital)
Rev. Richard Lang (City Hospital)
Rev. Frank Murphy (Novena Band)
St. Catherine Labou'res Church
Rev. Wendelin Dunker (Pastor)
SAN ANTONIO
St. John's Seminary
Rev. Ray Ruiz
Rev. Rudolph Miller
Assumption Seminary
Rev. Francis Gagnepain
COTULLA
Rev. John Van Lare
WASHINGTON
House of Studies
Rev. Jerome iCalcagno
Rev. Robert Schwane

Rev. John Q. O'Connell
ROME
Rev. Clarence Corcoran
U. S. ARMY (Chaplain)
Rev. William V. Brennan

St. Thomas
Seminary Auxiliary
Soon after taking office as the rector of St. Thomas' Seminary, Denver,
Colorado, the Very Rev. William Keneally, C.M., was giving a series of lectures to the Infant of Prague circle of
St. John's parish in Denver. In the
friendly conversation that usually followed the meetings, the seminary happened to be the topic of discussion and
Father Keneally told of the poor living conditions and many discomforts
the students had to put up with during
their residence there.
After some thought on the part of
the discussion group, the members asked Father Keneally's opinion of forming an auxiliary. This auxiliary would
be more or less the working body of
the Seminary Guild, an older organization, whose membership, though inactive, has always received the seminary magazine as well as many spiritual
blessings.
Fr. Keneally, of course, gave his
ready consent. This first group numbered only ten members, but compensated for the small membership. They
were invited to visit the seminary,
where they saw, not only the chapel
and other places usually shown to visitors, but also the living quarters of the
students. Much to the surprise of the
women they found bleak surroundings,
surroundings that certainly were not
comfortable, much less an incentive
to any young man to sacrifice his home
life for years of hard study and preparation for the holy priesthood.
After years of service the walls were
dark and in need of painting, and
furniture was in need of repair. Pillows
and mattresses were in need of cleaning and renovation; and blankets, too,
had need for cleaning or replacement.
No curtains, shades or drapes were
found on the windows. Very few rooms
had chairs that were safe to sit in.
On every side you could see the need
of improvements for just the common
comfort of the students.
Plans were discussed for a longrange program to improve the living
conditions of the priestly candidates. It
was then that the friends of the seminary came forward by the dozens. A
membership drive, a silver tea and
finally the first bazaar were held, the
latter on the seminary grounds in September, 1950.
Improvements were on the way. Successful bazaars were held also the two
following years.
Projects of the auxiliary have been
many. Pillows and renovated mattresses, blankets, window shades, all were
bought and added to the long list of
improvements of the past three years.
About $1,000 was spent to put the dining room and kitchen in shape. In recent months the auxiliary has purchased one of the three new stoves
now in the kitchen. Adequate lighting
has been installed in the classrooms,
the walls of 22 rooms and the halls
have been
painted, and shades or

drapes have been purchased and installed on more than 150 windows.
These projects will be continued
through the years and items will be
replaced as needed.

he

CAMP 1953
What we might do for a work such
as this is print last year's article on
camp. For, when we get down to it,
camp is camp and does not change
substantially from year to year. We
could go a little farther and say that
this year, as every other year, everyone had their fill of swimming, hiking, fishing, boating, and last but not
least, sheer delightful rest.
In general, things got off to a rather slow start. Most of the students
were rather fatigued after summer
school, and as a consequence, there
were very few hikes or ball games
during the first week or so. However,
a few days in the bunk did wonders
for everyone, and things were back
to normal soon enough.
In particular, there were a few things
about camp '53 which in a way, might
be of interest to the reader. One thing
worthy of note was that we had a
beardless camp this year. In former
years it was the custom of some, really backwoodsmen at heart, to revert
to type during camp and let the beard
grow. This was not allowed this year,
and as a result, at the end of camp
we did not have to reintroduce ourselves to the rest of the student body
as happened in former years when we
were practically unrecognizable because
of the beard. And also, who can doubt
as to the cleanliness of the students
during camp? Since the weather was
hot and dusty all the time, our four
new showers did a rip roaring business
all day every day . . . Yes sir, noth-

ing felt better than a nice cool shower
after a long day of hiking over hill
and dale.
Then too, it seems that the hunting
and fishing were better than usual
this year. Game was plentiful, and
hardly a hunter set out who did not
return with some meat for the table.
Fried catfish, bass, and perch were
the regular Friday fare enjoyed by
most of the fishermen.
As we said before, these things
which have been written of are the
things that make up camp. Camp is
not just one thing or two things. It is
a group of little things which mean a
great deal to us. This year's camp was
little different from those of preceding
years. It follows, therefore, that it has
fulfilled its object: We are recreated
mentally and physically and ready,
more or less, for another year in the
trenches.

An annual donation of several hundred dollars is given to the athletic
fund. Since the auxiliary hopes to
make the bazaar an annual event, it
has purchased lumber for the booths,
which the students have made.
Many purchases were aiso made for
the- chapel. One project was to install
pads on the kneelers. Then six complete new sets of vestments, also six
Missals and stands, and cruet sets
were purchased for the six side altars.

New carpeting was placed in front
of the six side altars. Altar cards were
purchased, as was also a storage cabinet for the care of vestments.
(Continued on Page Six)
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NEWS FROM SUMMER SCHOOL
Catholic University

ST. LOUIS

CAPE

Six students boarded the train in St.
Louis for the long, but enjoyable, ride
to the nation's capitol. The temperature
chere was also in the nineties, but the
realization that there was an air-conditioned house at journey's end seemed to take the edge off the heat wave.
On arrival at the house of studies
the students were assigned various
rooms. Since there were thirteen men
in the house and only twelve rooms,
the youngest students, Messrs. Jordan
and Martinez, shared a room. They
so arranged their study time as to
give one another an opportunity to
use the typewriter and the desk, when
necessary.
After the valises were unpacked and
the rooms suitably arranged, the students were anxious to register and obtain their class schedules. Although
all morning classes were preferred,
only two students had such a schedule.
The other students sweated through
the afternoon classes, when just the
thought of having to cross a hot campus to a sun-infested building was
enough to cool anyone's ardor.

Mops and brooms swished across the
floors sending the dust of a quiet winter scattering as eight busy students
once again readied the third floor of
the Vincentian Foreign Mission house
in St. Louis for their summer stay
there. Summer classes were fast approaching for the fifth consecutive
year.
Sparkling floors and windows greeted the twenty-three students who attended St. Louis University this summer as they arrived the afternoon of
June 21st ready for their summer
courses. Scholastically speaking the
summer was a huge success. Student
fields of endeavor were varied. Credits
were obtained in such differing subjects as Biology, Physics, Spanish,
Psychology, English, History, Sociology,
Mathematics and Latin. For those educators with a statistical turn of mind
the grades obained line up something
like this.

The Southeast Missouri State College-or simply Cape State-was a
place known to most of us only in a
vague sort of way seven or eight months
ago. Those of us who attended the
Apostolic school at "The Cape" censidered it merely as a place across
town at which we infrequently attended football games.

Who Did What

Messrs. Horan and Bronars acquired
more credit hours in Education, while
Mr. Haley fought the good fight in
the Latin department. Mr. Martinez'
time was occupied in translating and
explicating Spanish poetry of the
Renaissance period. Middle English
was Mr. Jordan's field of endeavor.
He selected a dissertation topic. "The
Merry-go-round of Sir Thopas."
Summer school was not solely a matter of work. The university music department offered a few recitals, and
the drama students staged two plays
for the religious. The local theatre
owner continued the fine tradition of
offering a free movie to the religious
on Saturday mornings. The Army Air
Force orchestra gave a concert in the
gymnasium with a fine selection of
music ranging from "The Sorcerer's
Apprentice" to a medley of tunes from
the musical hit "Oklahoma." The Friday evening softball games with the
Augustinians across the road offered
another from recreation to same of
the confreres.
Lighter Moments

Some of the lighter moments of
the summer session were: Mr. Bronars
coming home with art aptitude tests
for the confreres, with results much
to the chagrin of Mr. Haley and the
Sharpe; Mr.
obvious delight of Fr.
Martinez spending many hours on a
Platonismpaper, explaining the
not-existent-of certain
which was
Spanish poems; Mr. Jordan periodically summoned to face the wrath of
Anna, the librarian, over the issue of
a missing pome, "The Owl and the
Nightingale," which, he adamantaly
maintained, had been returned; Mr.
Haley holding a running conversation
with six nuns during the intermission
(Continued on Page Six)

Vincentians Rank High

Out of 39 grades obtained 14 were
A's, 22 were B's, 3 were C's. This means
that according to the standards of St.
Louis University, almost all 23 Vincentian students rank as "high achievement" or "above average." A total of
62 credit hours was obtained, of which
48 were in graduate work.
This summer also saw the Rev. Mr.
Mullin pass his qualifying examination in English Literature, a feat not
accomplished without much application. The difficulty of this exam is proverbial at the University and so Mr.
Mullin deserves our heartiest congratulations.
Extra credits in Sociology were obtained by Rev. Messrs. Discon and
Feeley and by Mr. Gallagher, who attended a Marriage Counselling course
which was held the week previous to
the regular summer session.

Successful Beachhead

Ailments and Thanks

Physically speaking we were not so
fortunate. During the course of his
second four weeks at summer school,
Mr. Walter Reisinger came down with
what proved to be an ailing appendix.
A succesful operation shortly cleared
up the trouble, but he lost credit for
the second
course.

semester

of his

In early May of last spring came
electrifying news to ten Perryville
scholastics that their summer school
destination was to be Cape State.
June 1st, two days after final exams
here at the Barrens and a week before
Ordinations, saw us, ten strong, enrolling in the auditorium of Academic
Hall. Conspicuous we were-ten clerics
in coat and collar and new straw hats
mingling with school teachers and
summer students in casual campus
attire. Enrollment was tedious. A long
series of papers, signatures, checks and
double checks. Through the courtesy
of Dean Rose we by-passed the waiting
line at the initial enrollment station.
The steps following this, however, saw
us elbowing our way from department
to department getting signatures,
checking papers and aligning classes
in right order. Our veterans of St.
Louis, Messrs. O'Donnell and Menard,
assured us that confusion is standard
procedure on any campus registration
day. To us fledglings, Messrs. Brown,
Crowley, Cashman, Haley, Pilz, Lee,
Dowd and Cawley, it was a bewildering experience. Three hours later, the
final stamp had smacked against the
last paper and we crossed the walk
to Kent library for text books. What
a relief to relax in the auditorium
of that building until our names were
read out from the stage and we could
move forward, receive our books, and
realize that the first day was over!
We returned to the calm and peace
of St. Vincent's College-not ready
to make a judgment of our life-to-be
on the campus, but with a little apprehension gnawing in our minds.

physics

It is obvious to all who were at Cass
avenue this summer that such a successful summer would have been impossible without the help and cooperation of Fr. Clarence Murphy, our procurator, and Fr. Steve Dunker, the acting superior. Certainly our heartiest
thanks go to our director, Fr. Frank
Zimmermann, who proved himself a
confrere in every possible way during
our stay with him.

This proved unnecessary. The first
days were as confusing to the average
Cape State undergraduate as it was
to the Perryville students and so the
solemn faces of the first days were
understandable. In a few days we noted
a most cordial atmosphere everywhere
on the campus. Students were careful^
to return our greetings and a crop of
smiles sprouted everywhere we went.
We had landed at Cape State and had
made a successful beachhead!
Because of the overwhelmingly nonCatholic atmosphere we aroused considerable curiosity on the campus-not
from hostility, but from a lack of
familiarity with things Catholic. Some
of us had the experience of being stopped and asked, "Sir what church do you
represent?" Eventually an article appeared in the campus paper along
(Continued on Next Page)
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(Continued from Page Four)
with a picture of the group. Even there,
however, we were given the misnomer
of "priests."
Scholastically we found that Cape
State rated second to none. Professors
were friendly, but assignments obviously indicated that they also meant business. All of us had completed our work
qualifying for a B. A. here at the
Motherhouse and so none of us took a
full schedule at Cape. Most of us had
two courses only in the fields assigned
to us. There were five in mathematics:
Messrs. Crowley, Cashman, Pilz, Lee
and Cawley; two in Library Science:
Messrs. Dowd and John Haley; one
in science: Mr. O'Donnell; one in music,
Mr. Menard; and one in finance: Mr.
Brown. Math majors were particularly
"intrigued" by a course called Math
of Finance - fortunately they had
a most understanding professor.
The Wingdings
Rev. Clarence Corcoran, C.M.

The Rev. Clarence A. Corcoran,
professor of Sacred Music at Kenrick
Seminary in St. Louis, left on Septem,ber 6 for Europe, where he will spend
a year studying Gregorian Chant. Fr.
Corcoran sailed from New York on the
French liner Isle de France and will
first visit Lemans, France, where the
famous Solesmes Abbey is located. He
will then go to Rome to take up his
studies at the Pontifical School of
Music. Fr. Corcoran has been stationed at Kenrick since his ordination in
1937.

FR. FALLON
(Continued from Page One)
thering this particular work as the head
of the Religious Information Bureau
in St. Louis under the auspices of the
Knights of Columbus. It was under
his inspiration and guidance and "at
the expense of his arms and in the
sweat of his brow" that the correspondence course grew from the humble
beginnings to the national and even
international proportions it has attained at the present time. All told,
there have been over 170,000 people enrolled in his course of instruction.
The De Andrein, along with the entire Double Family, joins in extending belated, but heartfelt, congratulations and prayerful good wishes to
Father Fallon, a priest who truly understanding the purpose of material
creation, has used modern means and
modern ideas for the glory of God and
the salvation of souls.

As an impetus to better campus relations seven of our men joined the
campus softball league. To complete the
roster, four of the lay students joined
the team. The Wingdings-as theS
called themselves-were in third place
at the end of the season. Much good
feeling was engendered by our participation in the games. We were repeatedly told that considerable prejudice was dispelled when the students saw these friendly "priests" at
play.
Two men sat in the director's bench
during the course of the ten week
stay. Fr. Anthony Falanga was our
guide during the first "pioneering
Fr. Bernard Degan replaced
days."
him about the first of July and remained our director until the last
week of the summer session. Fr. Falanga then reassumed the helm. To
them both we owe a grateful thank
you.
Note should be made, too, of the
generous hospitality of the St. Francis Hospital staff. In the octave of the
feast of St. Vincent we were their
guests at a "picnic"-or so it was styled
by the Mother Superior. Without taking issue with her definition of a picnic we are emphatic in saying that it
was one that we will long remember.
Apart from the interesting experience and work of attending Cape State,
another pleasant phase of the summer session was our return to the
ColApostolic School-St. Vincent's
lege. To return there, to receive the
cordial welcome of its superior and
the faculty was a pleasant aspect of
the summer. A return to old haunts,
the half-forgotten noises and sounds
of traffic on river, rail and bridge
were nostalgie reminders to some of us
of our days there as seminarians a
short time ago.
We were pioneers of sorts. But the
pioneering would never have been as
successful without the friendly aid and
cooperation of Fr. Frommel and Fr.

Dennis Flynn. Their kindness was a
great help in insuring the success of
another phase of the summer school
program.

Mlr. Josepn lvicivlenamni, IVz.6.

Say, "O-Ohhhhh-as in owe, own,
bone." Someone ambling down a highly buffed corridor of the seminary's
somber, dignified, one hundred and
three year old, red brick classroom
building, and hearing the elements of
the most elementary schooling resounding through the learned halls of
Theology and Philosophy, might have
scratched his head in wonderment and
worry. But, fear not! It was the Third
Philosophers teaching the six Spanish
students English as a part of the modern education course conducted by
Father Frank Gaydos, 1C. M. This past
summer's education course embodied
such practical points as visual and
audio aids, practice teaching, and even
a field trip to the new St. Vincent's
High School in town to witness the
latest in physical assets of an up-todate, modern school. This class occupied the Third Philosophers from ten
to eleven fifty in the morning.
In the sleepy, summer hours, eight
to nine fifty, under Father Gaydos'
tutorship we lifted ourselves to the
second degree of abstraction in our
Analytic Geometry course, analyzing
such figures as Archimedes Spiral,
conic sections, hyperbola, etc.
The Biology course of the First and
Second year Philosophers metamophosed their whole outlook on life by
the use of field trips, lab. periods and
lectures. No longer was a weed just
a weed to them, it was a rag weed or
a broad leaf plantain. They laid for
themselves, under the direction of Mr.
McMenamin, a basic knowledge and
vocabulary for the understanding of
medical, biological and scientific terms.
The predominating spirit of summer
school here was work. The halls of the
scholasticate were mute even during
recreation periods. Four to five hours
preparation for two classes was usual.
If "Laborare est Orare," then Our Lord
was surely highly honored.
Before ending, allow me to introduce
Mr. Joseph McMenamin to you. He is
now head of the Science department
of Oak Park High School, in the world's
largest village. Formerly, he taught at
De Paul University and North Carolina.
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NEW HALL AT ST. THOMAS SEMINARY

The exterior of the new assembly
building at St. Thomas Seminary, Denver, is completed, and the over-all cost
of the structure will amount to $110,000.
With the constructoin of the superstructure finished, there remain yet
the laying of the asphalt-tile floor in
the second story, the finishing of the
acoustical ceiling, and the installation
of lighting facilities, both for the stage
and for the hall itself. Also, a section
of the stage is yet to be built.
Ground was broken for the new
students' center at the time of the
alumni reunion at the seminary in
October, 1950. On that occasion, Archbishop Urban J. Vehr dug the first
spadeful of earth for the building in
the presence of some 200 former stu-

--·
Sisters Attend Congress

Two Daughters of Charity who have
worked with victims of Hansen's disease (still incorrectly called leprosy)
for more than 25 years will attend
scientific congresses in Europe.
Both members of the staff of the
U. S. Public Health Service, they are
Sister Hilary Ross, in charge of the
laboratory, and Sister Laura Strickler,
in charge of the pharmacy.
In Paris, Sister Laura will read a
paper before the International Pharmaceutical Association, representing
40 nations. Sister Hilary is coauthor
of a paper to be read at the sixth International Congress on Hansen's Disease to be held Oct. 3-10 in Madrid.
A noted biochemist, she will participate
in several discussions of the Congress.
Dubbed "dean of the Carville Laboratory," Sister Hilary has been on
the staff 31 years, and did much of the
laboratory research that promoted
life-saving sulfone therapy. She is also
adept at laboratory photography.
Sister Laura, who has had 28 years'
duty at Carville, besides maintaining
her pharmacy post, teaches music to
hospital patients and directs the patient's music club. Both sisters will

dents. It was feared that the building
ban imposed by the National Production Authority in November, 1950,
miq'ht interfere with the project, but
such was not the case.
The first floor of the building was
completed, and a temporary roof
placed, in 1951. This part includes a
large room with recreation and toilet
facilities, including a section for radio
enjoyment, Ping Pong tables, pool
tables, and two bowling alleys.
feet, the
100x40
Approximately
structure is heated by gas hot-air
blowers.
In addition to use as an assembly
hall, the newly completed second story
will provide a large playing floor that
can be used also as audience for stage
productions. The stage, at one end of

the floor, will be outfitted with complete lighting and scenery furnishings.
A fireproof projection booth, for two
projectors, has been installed and there
will be baskets at both ends of the
hall for cage competition. The stage
is flanked by dressing rooms and a
space for storage of scenery.
According to John Connell, Denver
architect, the building should be finished by the end of September. The recent brick strike delayed construction
to some extent.
The building is the first step in expansion at the seminary. Plans are
now being drawn for the large new
classroom, dormitory, and library buildings to be erected with proceedings
from the Archbishop's Seminary Campaign.

I

study Hansen's disease communities in
Spain and Portugal.
The Daughters of Charity have served at Carville almost since Louisiana
established the hospital in 1894. A
special edition of the ICarville patients'
monthly magazine, for distribution at
the Madrid congress, will urge the
divorcing of Hansen's disease from its
historic misnomer "leprosy."

Catholic University
(Continued from Page Four)
at the concert; Mr. Horan counselling
a nun via the tape recorder, and the
professor's comment that it was a fine
job of counselling, but that the recording would not be played back to
the class.
The efforts of the students in the
classrooms were rewarded with 4 A's
and 14 B's with a total of 36 credit
hours earned. Our appreciation is extended to Fr. Lavelle for the hospitality afforded us, to Fr. Eirich, our Director, and to Fr. Sharpe who took us
on an excursion to St. Joseph's College,
Emmitsburg, where, through the kind
assistance of Sister, Gertrude, we inspected the buildings and historic
landmarks and enjoyed the facilities
of the swimming pool and gymnasium.

St. Vincent's School

(Continued from Page One)
lum, C.M.V., Visitor of the Western
Province, Sister Catherine, Visitatrix
of the Western Province of the Daughters of Charity, and Clarence J. Hinni,
Mayor of Perryville. The Very Rev.
Maurice Hymel, C.M., served as Master of Ceremonies for the dedication.
The novices did the honors for the
"Ecce Sacerdos" for the Archbishop.
The new St. Vincent's school is certainly a wonderful example of advanced Catholic education. Congratulations
are certainly in order to the priests
of the parishes of St. Boniface and of
the Assumption, to the Daughters of
Charity who teach there and to the
people of Perryville who by their sacrifice and generosity have made the
school possible.

St. Thomas Auxiliary
(Continued from Page Three)
It is gratifying to see an idea which
has been carried out here at Perryville
by auxiliaries in St. Louis and Chicago
spreading to other cities and other of
our seminaries. This is, of course, just
one more example of the wonderful
work that can be done by the laity to
help in the training of priests.
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"Ecce Sacerdos Magnus. . ." are words well appropriated

to Father William P..Barr's Golden Jubilee celebration
which took place in the venerable Seminary Church September 30, 1953.
The Mass was that of St. Jerome, Doctor of the Church.
In the Epistle of the Mass St. Paul directs these sober

words to his readers, ". . .be watchful in all things. . .work

as a preacher of the Gospel, fulfill thy ministry."
The words became pregnant with meaning as we saw before us a Priest of God who had been watchful in all
things, who had worked as a preacher of the Gospel most
zealously, and a man who had truly been energetic in fulfilling his ministry.
The spirit of the occasion was expressed by Father
$takelum in his sermon at the Mass. Father Barr's life,
said the Visitor, can aptly be summed up in the word
"loyalty." And this loyalty is exemplified in the fifth chapter of the common rules of the Congregation. St. Vincent
discusses here the Obedience which we pledge: ". . .a sincere

and loyal reverence and obedience to our Holy Father the
Pope. . .to their excellencies the Bishops in whose dioceses
our Congregation happens to be established.
"We shall steadfastly, cheerfully, and promptly obey the
Superior-General. . .with a blind-like obedience. .. like a
rasp in the hands of the carpenter. This same type of
obedience is also to be rendered other authorities in the
Congregation; local superiors, visitors, and even to less
important officials."
Father Barr has been a true Vincentian by loyalty and
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obedience to God, to the Church and to his community.
From his first days as a priest Father Barr served
the community in an executive capacity, Father Stakelum
pointed out. First he was novice and student director here
at the Motherhouse. Later he was superior in yarious seminaries scattered through the Mid-West and-.Far-West. He
served twice as Visitor of our province. Thattfhe vigor of his
health remains, continued the speaker, is"testified in the
fact that today he holds the office of superior in our newest
major seminary, St. Mary's at La Porte, Texas.
This remark was born out for us when Father Barr boomed out the Preface and the Pater Noster. With no suggestion
of faltering in his voice he sang out the ancient versicles.
And his confident "Sursum Corda" sounded a reassuring
note to those of us many years his junior.
Archbishop Ritter, at the conclusion of the Mass, added
words of gratitude. The Archdiocese, he said, owes much
to Father Barr and his confreres for instilling into its
priests a love of vocation and devotion to duty characteristic of the alumni of Kenrick.
During the recessional after the Mass the Student Falso
Bardoni sang, "Cantate Domino canticum novum quia mirabilia fecit. .. Sing to the Lord a new song because he has
done wonderful things." As we saw Father Barr, with
the familiar spring in his walk, rubbing his hands in his
well-known manner, and smiling a generous thank you to
the assembled guests, we could not help appropriating also
these words of the Psalmist to the jubilarian . . truly, he

has done marvelous things! And for that let us sing a new
song to the Lord!
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Around the World
During the past three or four months we have received
several letters here at Perryville which came as something of a surprise. Community news has traveled quite
far around the world and some of those who saw it took
out time to write, send inquiries and make requests. A few
are already familiar to De Andrein readers, but we print
three of these letters to provide a glimpse of the Church
in other countries.

INDIA

(More news of the "Malabar Vincentians" about whom
we have been printing articles for the past couple of years,
cf.'April, 1952. Last summer they sent this extract of news
about their unique group.)
We are very happy to record that our two Deacons, Rev.
Mr. Emmanuel Pallikkunnan and Rev. Mr. Joseph
Kulathinal were, by the grace of God, raised to the
priesthood. One member has received the subdiaconate;
another, the Acolythathus (sic); and 10 others, Tonsure.
This year six students were sent up to the Major Seminary. Thus the total strength of Vincentian students in
the Apostolic Seminary of Alwaye comes to 18. There is
another student undergoing his course in Nellore, at the
Minor Seminary of the Congregation; and this year, the
Seminary would begin work by the beginning of July with
six new admissions.
The Cuttack Mission, run by the members of the congregation of the Mission from Spain, is in hearty collaboration with the Malabar Vincentians. Ever since the direction
of the Internal Seminary (Novitiate) was conducted by a
Father of the Cuttack Mission, the bond of union has become more firm and consolidated; and the Malabar Vincentians, in their turn, do their best to recruit students for
the Cuttack Mission from Malabar.
It is noteworthy that Malabar, Cathloli' from the time of
St. Thomas the Apostle, remains as a nursery of -missionary vocations, and is serving the other parts of India
with aspirant .missionaries. Adveniat Regnum tuum.
Fr. G. Mannara

BRAZIL

MADAGASCAR

(In April, 1953, the De Andrein printed a letter from Sr.
Grasso, a Daughter of Charity in Vohipeno, in south-east
Madagascar. It was titled A Cry of Anguish Desiring to be

Heard by all. Touched by the appeal, several sisters at St.
Paul's hospital collected a sum of money, which was sent
to the motherhouse to be forwarded to Sr. Grasso. Here is
her reply.)
It has been a little while since I received the announcement of the sum that a Daughter of Charity has gathered
for our mission. I did not answer immediately to express to
you my very profound thanks, for at the time I was on the
eve of my departure for Tarafangana, about 40 kilometers
from Vohipeno, a place where we habitually make our holy
annual retreat.
There I have had the leisure to pray for you and for the
Daughter of Charity whom I do not have the honor of
knowing.
The cistern that I spoke of in my letters is completed
and Messieurs the alligators are now shedding crocodile
tears as they lick their chops and thinks of' the tasty
meals that might have been theirs when the little ones
walked along to the river. Once more the bird has flown.
After we finished the cistern we had a little money left
over, so we began the construction of a dormitory and
refectory for our dear orphans. To prevent accidents we
had to tear the other one down. We have prayed and
trusted that our little burse would be sufficient for our
work and now thank God for His goodness since Tres Honore
Mere has written us that your donation has raised the
level of our house.
Every Wednesday our little ones offer their Masses
and Communions and sacrifices for your good intentions
and those of our benefactors and indeed, you are always
in our prayers.
May God send his blessings upon you and the Daughter
of Charity in great abundance.
Sr. Grasso

Seminario Sao Vincente de Paulo
Estado do Rio-Brazil
Very Dear Vincentian Confreres,
Surely you are surprised by receiving this letter from
your unknown brethren, Brazilian students. We have resolved to maintain epistolar relations with Students confreres of all over the world. And now we accomplish our
statement.
Probably you like knowing our news. And we shall give
them to you, in good will. Our Province includes nearly the
whole Brazil, except a small part in South, committed to
Polish Vice-Province and another part in North, belonging
to Dutch Vice-Province. We have 125 priests. We are 43
students. There are 26 Novices and 15 Coadjutor Brothers.
We have two Apostolic schools: one of them in Caraca,
Minas, with 180 Apostolics. The other one, of Fortaleza,
Ceara, with 60.
We conduct 5 high and 4 little seminaries. Five parishes
are under our direction, and we have two colleges. Missions work, so flourishing anciently, is today-owing to
several circumstances-condensed in just one Mission house!
One of our Priests is now a Sacred Scripture and Archeology
student in Palestine. Others too will go to Rome, at this
year end.
In spite of all, we are full of life, and we hope in a
short time, we shall be in a frank improvement, because we
trust in the large number of vocations God is sending to
us. Our lookings are turned principally upon our dear Missions, so beloved by St. Vincent.
Greetings from all of us. And all success in your work.
We will pray hard for you!
Dev. in St. Vincent

Brazilian Students
(Marcos de Lena, C. M., 2nd Philosophy)
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REV. JAMES HELINSKI, C.M.-1872-1953
The Celebration

64 Years in the Community

Father James Helinski, C. M., assistant pastor at"St. "Joseph's church,
New Orleans, and a resident of that
city for almost a half century, died at
Hotel Dieu on Sunday morning, October 11, 1953-the feast of the Maternity of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
Father Helinski was 81 years old. He
was born in Vissek, Poland in 1872.
After emigrating to America in the
year 1888, he worked for the Sisters of
Charity at one of their houses in
Chicago, and encouraged by them he
decided to join the Congregation of the
Mission. He entered St. Mary's Seminary in 1889. So poor was the young
man (the story goes) that he left for
the Barrens in a dead man's suit given
him by one of the Sisters.
With the passing of the years, Father
Helinski was ordained to the Holy
Priesthood on Christmas Eve, 1898.
Father himself told the story of how,
suffering from tuberculosis and with
the fear of early death, he was ordained early by the order of his superiors. But in the order of Divine Providence he lived and this was to be but
the first in 16 escapes from death
which were to occur in later life.
After short assignments in parts of
California and Texas, Father Helinski
came to New Orleans in 1900. He was
stationed at St. Stephen's for several
years and about 1915 was assigned to
St. Joseph's.
"The Hanging Priest"

His labors brought him among the
oyster camps along the Gulf coast,
where he administered to the needs
of the poor laborers. He was also chaplain at the old Parish Prison for ten
years and at Hotel Dieu Hospital for
some thirty years.
This brief statement contains a
wealth of inspiration and good works,
understood really by those who knew
and lived with Father Helinski and
who received his spiritual help. More
than once attempts were made to have
(Continued on Page Nine)

"Jubilee guests, straight ahead," "Archbishop, Bishops, and Provincial park
here," such were the signs that lined St.
Joseph's Road the morning of September 30th, a day that will live long in the
memories of all who had the privilege
to participate in any way in the celebration that marked Father William P.
Barr's fifty years in the service of God
as a priest.
All morning cars arrived with confrrres and secular priests both from
this Archdiocese and other dioceses. It
was evident from the beginning that
this was no local affair but Provincewide.
Confreres from houses as far as
Los Angeles, IChicago and Denver joined with the eight Domestic prelates, two
Bishops from St. Louis and Belleville, and Archbishop Joseph E. Ritter
of St. Louis to make the procession one
of the most inspiring events of the
day. The body of the church was filled
with the Students and Novices, the
Daughters of Charity, who were very
well represented, and many of the
jubilarian's friends from town.

The Celebrant

staff, Father Martin introduced the
Provincial and turned over to him the
role of toastmaster, as the gathering was
so clearily provincial and interdiocesan.
Father Stakelum stated that the speakers would be chosen as they represented Father Barr's former Vincentian students, his former Kenrick students
and as they represented the Episcopacy
of the country. The telegrams, Father
Stakelum said, could not all be read as
their number was far too great. He did
however, read one from the Apostolic
Delegate, Archbishop Amleto Giovanni
Cicognani and one from our Most

The Very Rev. William P. Barr,
C.M., was born in 1881 in New Orleans,
Louisiana. He received his early education from the Christian Brothers before
entering the Apostolic School of the
province here at the Barrens in 1893.
On January 8, 1899, after the customary
two years, he pronounced his holy vows.
He completed his studies and took his
doctorate in Theology at Rome, where
he was ordained to the priesthood by
Archbishop Copetelli, vice-regent of the
Eternal City.
Upon his return to Perryville, he assumed the offices of Director of Students, then of Novices, while at the
same time teaching Theology. During
jis stay in Perryville he was well known
for his sermons. Such was the esteem
for his oratory that he was chosen to
deliver the dedication speech at the unveiling of the soldiers' monument in
the square,
In 1920 he became rector of St. Thomas Seminary, Denver, Colorado, then in
ouick succession, he was appointed superior of Dallas University and the
Motherhouse he~ 3 t Perryville. It was
while serving in this latter capacity
that he was appointed Visitor of the
western province for the first time, a
post which he held from 1926 to 1932.
It was while Fr. Barr was Visitor that
the present scholasticate building was
erected. He then served six years as rector of Kenrick Seminary, after which
he was again appointed Visitor of the
province. Ill health, however, soon forced him to resign.
A list of works such as this would do
credit to any man. But Fr. Barr was to
add more. From 1939 to 1948 he served
as the first rector of St. John's Seminary in Camarillo, California. From
there he went to Denver and from Denver to the Barrens again. In 1951, while
teaching Moral Theology at Perryville,
he again answered the call of his superiors and undertook the administra-

(Continued on Page Ten)

(Continued on Page Nine)

The Mass . . .
Father Barr was assisted at the altar by Father John Qronin, Director
of the Daughters of Charity of the
Western Province, as Deacon and Father
Marshall LeSage, assistant at St. Stephen's parish in New Orleans, as Subdeacon. The music for the occasion
was furnished both by the falso and
the student body who joined together
in singing the Gregorian Mass of the
day under the direction of Father Leo
Ebish. The Very Rev. Visitor preached
the sermon in which he commended
Father Barr highly for his long life of
true Vincentian loyalty to the Western
Province, the Little Company and to
the Church. Archbishop Ritter took
the opportunity immediately after
Mass of thanking the jubilarian for
the tremendous services he had rendered the Church in this country over
the long, fruitful years of his life.
. . . and the banquet

After the Mass the visiting Prelates,
Priests, Students, Novices and Brothers repaired to the Knights of Columbus hall in town for a banquet in the
jubilarian's honor. Our refectory could
never have accommodated such a large
crowd. After the meal, which was prepared by Miss Minnie Buchheit and
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THE NEW ST VINCENT'S SCHOOL

This picture gives a front view of the new St. Vincent's School, which was
completed and dedicated last September. At the far right is the gymnasium
which also serves as an auditorium for theatrical productions. To the left is the
main entrance with a statue of St. Vincent over it. In this wing are the offices
of the principal and dean and also a well equipped science laboratory. The rounded section in the center is the library.
The school is very well equipped and lighted. Each classroom contains a row
of glass brick along with regular windows to aid in the diffusion of light.
The tuition-free school cost a total of $625,000 dollars and is thoroughly modern
in every respect. It is under the direction of the Daughters of Charity. Sister
Clothilda is Sister-Servant.

Mother Seton's
Cause Progresses
Officials of the Sacred Congregation
of Rites reported that all the preliminary work of gathering testimony in
the beatification cause of Mother Elizabeth Ann Seton has been completed.
Some 1000 pages of evidence and
testimony are contained in a volume
being printed in connection with Mother Seton's cause. She may become the
first native saint of the United States.
St. Francis Xavier Cabrini is the first
American citizen to be canonized.
Though the officials said the Seton
cause, which was introduced in Rome,
in February, 1940, offers "excellent
prospects," they warned against overanxiety and optimism. There are many
steps to be gone through yet, including
P, long study of the testimony by members of the Sacred Congregation and a
board of Cardinals.
When this study is completed, there
will be meetings of the Congregation
for study and discussion of the merits
of the beatification cause. If no objection is raised at the first two meetings,
the third meeting will take place in the
presence of the Pope, and a final decision made concerning the heroism of the
virtues of Mother Seton.
If this first stage of the apostolic
process is successful, the Pope will issue
a decree concerning her heroic virtues.
She may then be called Venerable, but
no public veneration may be shown her.
Mother Seton's cause has been entrusted to the confreres of the eastern
province, with the Rev. Salvator M.
BurgiQ, C.M., as vice-postulator.

Parish
Celebrates Jubilee
The parish of Our Lady of the Rosary of Talpa in Los Angeles celebrated
its silver jubilee on Sunday, September 20. The pastor is the Rev. Joseph
Cervera C. M., of the Spanish Vincentians. This particular parish is now
affiliated with the province of Mexico.
Bishop Timothy Manning celebrated
Mass in the church and afterwards
blessed the crown for the statue of
Our Lady of the Rosary, which was
the gift of the parishioners. The beautiful statue, copied from the original
miraculous statue found at Talpa in
1644, was brought from Mexico and
shrined in the church for the occasion.
Before the Mass, all the parishioners
assembled in the churchyard and
marched in procession, saying the
Rosary in Spanish, led by Fr. Cervera.
All the varied groups of parish sodalities carried their colorful banners
and sang hymns to the Virgin of Talpa.
A Solemn High Mass was celebrated
that same morning by Msgr. Fidencio
Esparza, pastor of San Antonio de
Padua church, with the sermon preached by Rev. Martin Sedano, C. M., who
conducted the novena preceding the
celebration. The choir sang an Ava
Maria composed by Fr. Cervera.
Bishop Manning remained for the
entire celebration and remarked the
faith of the people. The jubilee also
included a jamaica, in which all participated. Fiesta attractions included
Mexican costumes, music and dancing
and Mexican foods of all kinds.
(Continued on Page Ten.)
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Another Jubilee
"The first issue of the mission magazine The Andrean was published today. It certainly is excellent. More power to the editors."
(Students' Diary, Nov. 10, 1928)
Sometime last spring, Mr. Phillip
Zoelle-, editor of the Perry County Republican and printer of the De Andrein,
mrenrtioned to one of the staff members
that 1.e had been printin,: our little
pT;rer for almost twenty-five years.
This casual remark started a small wave
of speculation among the staff, who
ofte- a little research fourd that the
co:.rmunity monthly was to celebrate
its silver jubilee this month.
Looking through the old copies in
the archives, we find that the De Andrein has undergone quite a transformation in the past quarter of a century.
Most of the old copies we possess are
merely carbon copies of typed pages,
but others show us mimeographed
sheets with highly decorated covers.
The first editor whose name is mention.round Nov. of 1929)

is Mr. Joserh

G. Phoenix, C.M.
A Mission Magazine
It was then primarily a mission magazine, organ of the Catholic students'
Mission Crusade, put out by our chapter,
the Stephen Vincent Ryan Unit. All
the articles in the first issue were about
China. Its purpose was summed up in
the first editorial:
Its purpose is evident: to further
the missionary spirit; to evince to
our confreres who have made the
great sacrifice that they are remembered and their work followed with
abiding interest.
At first the only outside news was of
the motherhouse here at the Barrens,
giving the magazine a strictly local
flavor. Soon however, it entered other
fields and along with book reviews we
find articles ranging from "Discussing
Prohibition" and "The Psychology of
Examinations" to "Perryville-the City
Beautiful."
The Student Diary of November, 1929
tells us that plans were discussed at one
of the mission meetings for making the
De Andrein a review for the entire province. However it is not until November
of 1930 that we find the first issues
clothed in the familiar format that we
now use. It was called The Andrein.
The name De Andrein was not given
until the following December. Incidentally, for the benefit of those who by
this time have noticed an inconsistency,
it was in 1930 that the volumes were
first numbered. That is why the twentyfifth anniversary issue is appearing in
volume 24.
After 25 Years, What?
And so the De Andrein began what
has turned out to be a quarter of a
century of service. Substantially it has
changed little; in 1946 the two shields
of the Stephen Vincent Ryan Unit of
the C.S.M.C. were replaced by a picture of the Venerable Felix de Andreis.

Circulation has gradually increased till
it now averages between four and five
hundred copies a month.
(Coritinued on Page Ten)
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of the COD in Amarillo Nov. 5th.

of thie Arch diocese on Oct.10th
In
conjunction with this he
ave a lecture on the.Viotu Proprio and its implications.
The Assumption and
St.
Join's Seminaries Alumni
annual leet-

Association at its

inE

13th

on Octo

Very6 Rev.o

r.

well of Dallas

chose

John

as

M

the
Wei-

president.

Fr. Harold EhlinCer was elected vice president, F'r .
im. Bo-

tik, secretary-treasurer,

and

]Fr. Alexander Wandler as chro-

nicler.

Directors are

Devin Junne,

Mser.

anod Frs. WiLbert

Leopold, ana Bernard Goetz....
At the mfeetin 0 the Lmembeýrs votted to contribute
4u00.
from
the association treasury to be
devided equally between
St.
John' s andc Assuption Seminary

This money will be used for
projects recomilended by the
rectors of the two institutionso
ST. MARY'b SEMINAY;
LA PORTE:
The seminary has
o nie of the largest enrollments
ever this
year - 9b students,
including
those in
college,
philosophy, and theology...The
new seminary in
Houston
is
cominL
alone nicely
after a
two month
delay
due
to
a
strimeo
Rapid progress since

then indicates that it may be
ready for use as plannedtn
Sept.
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The faculty reguon Suadays as
in
larly fill
chaplains at the Air Force
Base, Ellington Fieldo FroVimoP
BAREis giving the retreat to
te student bouy at Caaarillo
aith to
fi
is

Octo
California,
in
ATHER
NoVo I1st 0 0 0

COLORADO
STo TfiOijMS SiMINARY:
is offering
FRo CHARLES EL.
one Mass a month for the Catholic Theater Conference to pro-

mote the spiritual
its

unity

of

memberso

giving the invocation at the
Educational meeting at Houston
Oi~I<A {Oi iA
OKLAHOMA
STo F•RANI1S

STOo
SEMINARY

This years enrollment began with twentyo These in10th, and llth
clude the 9th,
grades of hi.h school
0
this
was added
grade

One
yearo

These are students exclusively from the Oklahoma diocese 0
CALIFORNIA
INARY
STo JOiHNS SEiM•

Ordinations will be conferred
8th at the seminary.
on Octo
ON and PAi]?,I
6
Frs. J1AMES
the
atteanded
Lfi~
QK
TRICK
Southern Calo Division of the
National Catholic Education
As soC o Meeting held in San
Francisco Octo 17th.oooolb5 stu
dents are enrolled this year,
the largest enrollment to date,
The students under the direction of FRo OSCiR Jo MIA.
presented a Columbus Day raaio.
God We
program entitled "In
Trust" .. o Fr Ryder, So Jo
the
celebrated the liturgy of
SunRussian-Byzaitine Rite on
day Octo a.Y4o

CJOSH' S CHURCH:

i~ON has succeedFII THOiMAS
as pastoro
~•
l
ed FR- FRANK
aUiY
and JAMES
JOHiN
FRSo
G8;~Itof the

Eastern Province

conducted the mission in Sto
Joseph's parish Oct. 11 thru
Oct 5Bthooo...An averae of 600
to 800 people attend the 5:30
o clock Mass on Suniday evenThis number reached a
inso
peak of 1000 on one occasion.
thousand
Several
and children parmen, women,
the Holy Name
ticipated' in
Rally and procession on Oct. 4,
The procession ended. at Beauregard Square o The Archbishop
addressed the assembled crowd
and Benediction by candlelight
followed.
ST, KATHERINES CHURCH:
The Sto Vincent de Paul society celebrated the centenary of
New Orleans
founding in
its
last Septo The Second Particucomposed of memlar Council,
14 cobers of New Orleans'
met for Mass
lared parished,
and breakfast at Xavier Uniin•••s offered
versityo Fr.o
the Mass and delivered the ad-

dress for the occasiono
LO S ANGELES PREP:
of
immediate prospects
The
moving to the new location out
in the valley are not likely,
The new seminary will not be
Enyearo0 oo.
completed this
rollment this year is up 35 %
with a total of 41i boys...o..
to the fachallenge
Quite a
culty '

a sFATHER CQ4QOS
sisted as sub-deacon in a ponhigh Mass offered by
tifical
the newly consecrated Bishop
Sto Louis
in
Bowers SoVoDo,
which
The Mass,
Cathedral.
celebrated by a
was the first
Negro Bishop in that historic
FR.
Cathedral, was televised ...
to
CONNORS was also chaplain
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the Archbishop in the procession of Prayer sponsored
by
the Holy Name Societyo. oFe R .
S
Q.,T
S t. Stephen' ,, was com-

plemented by the Archbishop
for his treatise concerning
marriage problems, which he
read at the Fall Clergy con-

welcoming party to FR. oiAUC+-i
.. On Sept
o,.6th
Yon Sept.
thre student body visited camp.
"o..a very happy and
licious..."

The faculty celebrated

ference,

9
ST. JOHN' S
\MiARY;
Kansas City, Moo:
A new record

in the enrollment this year
with 1l1 students. Three of
these .are from the Wichita
diocese, fifteen from the Archdiocese of Kansas City, Kansas
the remainder for the diocese
of Kansas City, Miissouri..Forty hours took place at St.Vincents Church Oct.16,17, & 18th
FR8. NjRlls,)
and
preached, .aFR. MAU-

.

RICEAE••
is giving the Miiraculous Medal Novena starting
Sunday Oct L5the..,.FR.
IRa
AR

IS^ will address a

meeting of

the heads of the
Catholic
schools in
the diocese. This
meeting, to be held at St. T'eresa's colle6e,
is
designed
to foster vocations in the diocese.

St. Louis:

ST. VINCENTS'

CHURCH

Fro JOHN
H

.N4
be-

gan FREE RURAL MISSIONS

at

West Plains and Thayer Missou ..
ri on October 25th. The first
parish has 50 families;
the
second, 20O
FR. RICkARD ltis
senior chaplain at City Hospo
ST. VINCENT'S COLLEGE;
Cape Girardeau;
The Cape
is in its
first
full
year as a
state recogniz^ed school.
The
recognition is only temporary.
Final recognition comes after
a short period of trial....Enrollment at present is eightyone...The faculty gave a fare-

well

party

to FR.

the

Feast of St. Vin-

cent on Septo a7 by defeating
the varisity in baseball, 11-

MISSOURI

S.

success-

ful day. The weather was ideal
food was ,..abundant and de-

Eg

aand

. °.........FR.

FLYNN con-

tinues the Miraculou';
Meal
program each week., Cape's television station now being constructed has all the fans
anxiously awaiting the sight
as well as the soundoof this
excellent fifteen minute presentation

ched

o... ..FR.

.&prea-

~t

cliosin of 40 hours at
Charleston....The confreres
are helping
out very
often
these ay~s at
parishes in
Southeast lMissouri.
On October
o1th
Mibsion Sunday was observed
witi a fine proram~
Papers
were read by r,. P.,•ay,e
& Mr.
D. B.gx; musical numbers by
the student body & falso choir
There was a beautiful
stage
setting and a display

of Chi-

nese art, objects, photoLgraphs,
and re.production of a Chinese
villae. .FR. C.S. .UNKE,
gave
a talk at the end o the prograin and then showed movies of
China. At the mornin* Mass he
also preached

an

excellent

sermon on sufferings of the
Church in China and its bright
future.
Imp rovements:. Rany .
of.the priest:fsoiroomsipined;
varius departments - the auditorium, and science labbratory
have been redecorated.Thekitchen is
completely remodeled tile
floors and walls, stain less steel equipment.
The jQb,
yet unfinished, will. be one o..o
the finest in Southeast Missouri,
to tuote the Contractor.

For the boy's recreation room,
a juke box, bowling alley ma-
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large electric shuffle

*chines,

board and furniture have been
purchased or -donated , thanks
to several kind benefactorso

SST. MA, Y 6I LNARY:
conducted the bi-HU
FR. t
ennial visitation of the house
from October 9th to the &4tho
The new library buil ding is in
its last stages of constructiono
Terrazo laying and polishing
goes on while plasterers finish
up the ceiling of the reading
.As -.is

robm..

customary every

deyear, the novices fell in
basestudent
the
before
feat

ball team under
of Mro GLENNON -

the management
o
0

score: 10-,. The game
on October 7th o

Final

was held

MADAGASCAR--

(An, addted note for those who
have read Sister Grasso's letter in the editorial columno)
The Vicariate - Apostolic

of

Fort

Dauphin has been

entrusted to our confreres;
consists of 38 confreres,
Daughters of Charity,

it
°65

ter,

Mussin

Bey,

dria (Egypt)

and

moved to

cess Nefisa,

the Prin

Alexan-

"

"After the first years
passed in theintimacy of the domestic hearth, Haida Caid Ismael was entrusted, for her educa
tion to the Daughters of ChariLife in her
ty in Alexandria.
new environmient pleased her so

much that she never wanted to
leave the Sisters with the "big
Her desire was sawhite cap"
Sent to Constantinotisfiedo

ple, she received Baptism at
the a6e of 17, and after havinb
renounced the title of princess
was received into the Daughters
Sent to France she
of Charity'
made her novitiate and was experienced in the service of the
poor and in the various worKs
she then reof the commuinity;
to Constantinopel where
tui.nedf
for 43 years she displayed a
bou-tiiul acmost intense ,and

tivity on behalf of her countrythem the
mena, spreading amon,
gooa oaor of Christian Charity."
(Katoliski Miisi joni,
Aprii, 1953)

37' Poor

Sisters, 34 male and 20 female
teachers, 2 6 oatechists; there
have been ,constructed 180
The following works
churches
are flourishing; parishes, Missions, schools, orphanages, laboratories, leprosaria, hospischools, and
tals, catecnias
nurseries

(Sintesi Vincenziana, No.oJ)

there died at
- "In :199
at the nice age
Constantinople
of 87, Sister Auxelia, a DaughBefore becomter of Charity0o
ing a Sister she had been a Mohautmedan and.was. called Haida
.
Caid Ismael.
" When in
1830
the

SFrench conquered Argonel in Mau-

ritania, the parents of our Sis-

SUBbGEIBER6

By the time this issue of the DE ANDREIN goes to
press ( and, of course, we're
late a6ain ) , it will be too
late to correct some of our acYour subscriptio4 and
countso
blank may
subsbription
our
So if you
mails.
the
in
cross
have already paid and find a
blank with
fresh subscription
it
and inow
ignore
issue,
this
orebeing
that your money is
di tedo
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ST. THOMAS SEMINARY EXPANDS

made him its lifelong opponent. He is
universally recognized as one of the
prime movers behind the introduction
of the electric chair into Louisiana.
Prior to his last illness, he passed the
days quietly, reading his Bible, taking
street car rides to view the sights of the
city and meeting parishioners and
other friends.
Some of these friends were "lost
sheep" criminals whom he had helped
restore to law-abiding paths. They remembered his many kindnesses and
when he celebrated his golden jubilee
in 1948, one of the happiest thoughts
was the fact that many "lost sheep"
came to congratulate him.
Father Helinski's body was placed on
view in the church on October 12, when
the children and adults of the parish
filed in to see the remains of the beloved priest.

ST THHOMAS

SLM'i
iARY

Plans for a huge dormitory-classroom building at St. Thomas Seminary,
Denver, Colorado, have been completed,
according to the Very Rev. William
Kenneally, C. M.
Actual construction is expected to
get under way in the early spring of
1954. The project is being made possible by the generosity of the people
of the Denver Archdiocese in the Archbishop's Seminary Fund. The actual cost
is expected to be in excess of $1,000,000.
The new addition will be erected to
the south of the present dormitory
building. The library will be placd on
the south corner of the project.
The wing housing the dormitory and
the classrooms will run east and west
and form a wing parallel to the chapel.
The new addition will harmonize with
the face of the present structure in a
modified Spanish architecture.
Three stories high, the dormitory
will have a full, above-ground basement. The dormitory will provide accommodations for 88 students and
there will be 12 faculty suites. There
will be classrooms and a faculty conference room and an office for the dean
of studies on the first floor.
The northwest end of the second
floor will be devoted to a chapel in
which visiting dignitaries may offer
Mass.

A feature of beauty, as well as convenience, in the plans is the enclosed
cloister walk, which will runr south
from the present dormitory to the
library. The walk will be 12 feet wide,
will have a tile floor and will be heated
throughout with radiation. It will also
have large continuous windows.
At the end of the cloister walk,
about 40 feet from the dormitory, the
library will be situated. It will be divided into a reading room, the library
proper or book stack section.
The library reading room will be one
and one-half stories high with a
vaulted ceiling.
Adjoining the reading room will be
the librarian's office and work room,
a walk-in vault for valuable volumes,
a periodical room and a microfilm
room.
Off the reading room to the east
will be the stack room. Two stories high
and divided into separate floors, this
part will have shelving sufficient to
accommodate some 90,000 books and
will thus provide adequate space for
future growth.
The construction project will not
disturb the grotto of the Blessed Virgin on the seminary grounds or the
grave of the beloved Father Julian
Layton. C.M., which is situated near
the grotto.

Fr. James Helinski, C.M.

all of Father Helinski's kindness and
encouragement to make his peace with
God. The criminal just ignored Father
Helinski up to the day of the actual
hanging. However, Father Helinski
made up his mind that he would treat
this man with the same consideration
and cordiality which he would show a
friend. He accompanied the man on the
walk to the gallows. Still there was no
sign of repentance or gratitude. He
mounted the first step, then the sec-

(Continued from Page Three)
Father Helinski write down his experiences for future generations, but
always he hesitated, either because
such revelations might hurt the living
or trespass on knowledge which a
priest is not free to reveal.
The sight of the suffering of condemned men affected him deeply. His
long term of service earned for him the
nickname of the "Hanging Priest."
But he merely used to say, "I'm happy
because I made their last moments
happy."
One of his friends tells us how
there was once a man condemned to be
hanged, who kept up iron resistance to

ond and on the third. ..

.the man

turned around, grabbed Father by the
shoulders and begged for forgiveness.
Father Helinski's heart sank with grattitude to God for many months of
prayer and concern about the man.
The many harrowing things which
Father saw in the system of hanging

The funeral and Office of the Dead
took place the following morning.
Celebrant of the Mass was the Very
Rev. Thomas P. ,Stanon, C. M., Paston of St. Joseph's church; deacon was
the Very Rev. Otto Meyer,. C. M., Pastor of St. Stephen's church; and the
subdeacon was the Very Rev. Austin
Minogue, C. M., Pastor of St. Katheiine"is church. The Rev. Lambert
Steens.,traC.M., was Master of Ceremonies.
Present in the sanctuary were Archbishop Joseph Francis Rummel of New
Orleans; his auxiliary, Bishop L. Abel
Caillouet. Right Reverend Monsignor
Lucien Caillouet, Vicar General of the
Archdiocese, was present, together with
Monsignor Joseph Pyzikiewicz, a close
friend of the deceased. Several of the
diocesan clergy attended the Mass,
together with a group of Vincentian
Fathers. Archbishop Rummel officiated
at the obsequies.
The Very Rev. William P. Barr, C.
M., gave the sermon. Father Barr was a
life long friend of Father Helinski. He
spoke of the dignity and office of the
Priesthood and stated that Father
Helinski had been a true priest. The
lips that had spoken from the pulpit, in
defense of the poor, in encouragement
of criminals, in forgiveness of sins, in
comfort to the dying, were now stilled. Father Earr recalled the labors
among the oyster camps on the gulf
coast; with the condemned men going
to be hanged; at the bedside of the dying in Hotel Dieu; and finally, he
recalled his intense patriotism for the
land of his birth, as well as the land
of his adoption.

The Celebrant
(Continued from Page Three)
tion of St. Mary's Seminary, LaPorte,
Texas, which had just been given to

the community. Thus after fifty years
of distinguished service, Fr. Barr is still
carrying on the work of St. Vincent..
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The Celebration
(Continued from Page Three)
Honored Father, William Slattery.
wer
Others that were mentioned-~
those from His Emminence Samuel
Cardinal Stritch of Chicago, His Emminence J. Francis Cardinal McIntyre of Los Angeles, His Eminence Pietro
Former
Cardinal Fumasoni-Biondi,
Apostolic Delegate to the United States,
Archbishop Vehr of Denver, Bishops
Mark Carroll of Wichita, Joseph McGucken and Timothy Manning of Los
Angeles to mention but a few of the
many Archbishops and Bishops of dioceses in which Father Barr had worked
and some of whom he had taught.
Praises were bestowed on Father
Barr by speaker after speaker, many of
which evidently embarrassed him. As,
for instance, when Father Thomas ahill, who had been chosen to speak in
beialf of the jubilarian's Vincentian
students, stated that Father Barr had
put Garrigou Lagrange's matter across
to him better than Garrigou himself
did the following year when he studied in Rome. Father Robert McKeon
reminisced with Father Barr over Kenrick days and days since. High were his
praises for a man who only two years
ago had come to his parish to preach a
Tre-Ore and insisted on preaching on
Holy Thursday evening, on preaching
Holy Friday evening, hearing confessions for nine hours Saturday and then
stating that he wanted to preach at all
the Masses on Sunday morning where,
Father McKeon said, he drew the
line. This same reminiscent strain was
carried on by the next speaker who was
His Excellency Albert R. Zuroweste,
Bishop of Belleville, who spoke on behalf of the Episcopacy of the country.
His Excellency went back to his days
at Kenrick where he had first met
Father Barr and spoke of that friendly
smile he always had for all. The Bishop
pointed out the agility that he had noticed in Father Barr as he went
through the actions of Holy Mass that
morning. "An Athlete's legs are the first
to go," he said, "and it is evident that
Father Barr is still an athlete of Jesus
Christ."
The Jubiliarian Sueaks
The most welcomed talk, needless
to say, was that of the jubilarian himself. His humor could not be restrained
as he told us he was reminded during
the sermon of Father Stakelum that

morning of the old Irish woman who,
after listening for a while to the
preacher's panegyric over her husband,
told her son to go and look in the coffin to make sure that was his father.
In a more serious vein he stated in
his usual humble, simple way that
through the months that had passed
since preparations for this occasion
were spoken of many were the thoughts
of gratitude that had come to his mind.
Above all he said he was thankful that
God should allow him, a poor, weak instrument, to be elevated to the un-

speakably high dignity of the Priesthood. Words could never capture the
sincerity with which Father praised
that high and exalted state. And next

Mother Seton's Cause
In New Orleans
An Apostolic Court under the direction of the Most Rev. Joseph F. Rummel, Archbishop of New Orleans, met
at Notre Dame Seminary, New Orleans,
in November, 1945, to receive testimony
in connection with the cause of Mother
Seton. The court studied the case of
Sister Gertrude, a member of the staff
of De Paul sanitarium, who had presumably been cured of a malignant
cancer, after having been given up by
the doctors. The Sisters of Charity of
the De Paul staff and Hotel Dieu, where
Sister Gertrude was operated on, invoked the intercession of Mother Seton.
In two days she was improved and in
less than a month she was discharged,
completely recovered, from the hospital.
Archbishop Rummel served as chief
judge of the court session, and Bishop
Charles P. Greco, now Bishop of Alexandria, then Msgr. Greco, served as
presiding judge. Sister Gertrude died
of pneumonia on Aug. 20, 1942, just
seven and a half years after the "miraculous cure." An autopsy after death
revealed no trace of cancer nor scar
from the exploratory operation.
(Catholic Action of the South, New
Orleans, Oct. 13, 1953.)

Congratulations
Congratulations are in order to
Messrs. John Grosch, David Lukefahr,
Phillip LeFevre, "Allen Moore and William Richter, who were recieved into
the Novitiate on Sept. 25, and Mr. Louis
Robello, who was received on Oct. 2.

to the gratitude he had for being raised to the Priestly dignity was that of
being allowed to live in a country and
in a time when the Papacy, the Episcopacy and the PTiesthood were of such
a high caliber. Father said that he was
glad and thankful that he had been
allowed to help in his small way in
training a part of that Episcopacy and
that Priesthood. From such a long and

intimate contact with the clergy of
these Western United States he had
received nothing but inspiration and
encouragement for better days to come.
If there is to be a Calvary it will be but
three days and surely followed by the
glorious Resurrection when this country will be what such pioneers of the
Faith as Gibbons and Ireland hoped
it would be, a "Catholic America." As
the jubilarian so succinctly expressed
it, "Fiat, Fiat."
With this sincere and earnest talk
from a Priest member of the Little
Company the celebration of that mem-

orable day was brought to an end. But
with Archbishop Ritter we would like
to join our fervent wish that God
will spare Father Barr to us "Ad Multos Annos."

IN DIEBUS ILLIS
Nov. 12, 1890. Annual retreat commences today. The whole number present
were: 6 priests, -4 students, 11 novices
and brothers.
Nov. 1, 1895. Messrs. Levan and John
J.Martin made their vows at 4:45 this
morning in the community chapel.
Nov. 13, 1895. Some men began to drill
for a well on the left of the novice walk.
Nov. 3, 1904. The new fire department
was tested and behaved very satisfactorily. The stream went twenty feet over
the students' building. The pipe-men
enjoyed a bath owing to their inexperience.
Nov. 7, 1923. The community moved
from the refectory to the store room
which will be used as a dining room
until repairs on the kitchen are finished.
Nov. 11, 1928. Class this a. m. in spite
of the fact that everyone in the country is celebrating Armistic Day. However we got off this afternoon, because
the mother of one of the students (who
arrived today) expressed her surprise
that we were having class on such a
great public holiday.
Nov. 15, 1928. Immediately after breakfast Fr. Coyne sent for the Doyen and
commanded us to replace the camp
truck tires on the gravel truck.
Nov. 1943. Fr. Kearny is busy teaching
Philosophy anda Education.

Our Own Jubilee
(Continued from Page Four)
Coincidentally with our own jubilee
was that of Heri-Hodie, the magazine
published by the scholastics of the eastern province, which was twenty-five
years old last July.
It is certainly in place, while we are
reminiscing about our short history,
to give a special vote of thanks to Mr.
Zoeller who has been so friendly and
helpful during the years in publishing
the De Andrein. The trouble and time
which he takes to do our printing, his
patience and cooperation, will always be
deeply appreciated by the community.
All that remains to bre done now is to
start work on the next twenty-five
years.

Our Lady of Talpa
(Continued from Page Four)
Our Lady of the Rosary of Talpa
plarish, was formed in 1928 when religious persecution was sending thousands of Mexicans across the border
into the United States. It was under
the direction of priests from a neigh-

boring parish until 1938 when the
Spanish Vincentians were placed in
charge. The present church was completed in 1943, the parish school in
1951 and the new convent in 1952.
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The people that walked in
darkness have seen a great
light: to them that dwelt in the
region of the shadow of death,
light is risen.
Thou hast multiplied the
nation and has increased the joy.
They shall rejoice before thee, as
they that rejoice after taking a
prey, when they divide the
spoils.
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Fr. John W. Conroy, CCM.
Forty-two years was the time alloted
in God's Providence for the fulfillment
of Fr. John Conroy's vocation in the
Holy Priesthood. And forty-nine years
was his time in the community. He died
on November 13, 1953 at St. Vincent's
Hospital in Los Angeles.

Fr. John Cronin, C.M.
"Scis illos esse dignos?" asked Archbishop Copetelli as he began the stirring ceremony for the ordination to
the Priesthood on the morning of December 19, 1903. And the archdeacon
asnwered, "Quantum humana fragilitas
nosse sinit, et scio, et testificor ipsos
esse dignos ad hujus onus officii." "Deo
Gratias." The joyful words rang out in
the morning air of St. Appollnaris in
Rome. Thank God that another man
has been chosen from among men and
appointed for men in the things pertaining to God, that he might offer
gifts and sacrifices for sins. No one
knew better his unworthiness for such
a high state than the young, twentythree old Vincentian Rev. Mr. John J.
Cronin, who knelt in the sanctuary.
Yet, he was willing if it be God's will,
that he should stand at the altar a
mediator between his fellow men and
his God.
So began the long and fruitful priest(Continued on Page Seven)

He was chaplain of Los Angeles Orphanage at the time of his death. Just
a few months before he had been relieved of his teaching duties at St.
Thomas Seminary in Denver to undertake duties less iburdensome for one
with a poor heart condition.
Chanting of the Office of the Dead
·
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took place in St. Vincent's Church on
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a child is born to us,

and a son is given to us, and the
government is upon his shoul-

der: and his name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, God
the Mighty, the Father of the
world to come, the Prince of
Peace.
(Isaias 9:2-3, 6)

the evening of November 15th by about
25 confreres. Solemn Requiem Mass,
celebrated by Fr. Marshall F. Winne,
assisted tby Fr. Francis Koeper as Deacon, and Fr. John Farris as Subdeacon,
was said the following morning. Students from Los Angeles Prep sang the
Mass. Present were 30 priests, the sisters and children from the home, and
numerous lay persons. Fr. Russell Kirchenheuter preached the sermon.
(Continued on Page Three)
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FIRST PROVINCIAL PAROCHIAL MEETING

rtirst row: teir to rignr) raners wmine, u. iviartin, 6oaKeiuni, niymel, wara.
Second row: Fathers White, Dunker, Donohoe, Minogue. Third row: Fathers Moynihan, T. Murphy, E. McCarthy, Flannery. Fourth row: Fathers Huber, G. Brenan, Stranton, Dyra. Fifth row: Fathers Meyer, J. Roche, Cannon, H. Guyot.
Sixth row: Fathers Shaughnessy, Edwards. McKinley, Kraff. Seventh row:
Fathers Rice, Coupal, Wesner, Louws, Hug, Hann. Not shown: Fathers Ganel and
Fitzgerald.
On Wednesday and Thursday, the sion on the important topic of "Public
11th and 12th of November, the first Relations-Meeting the People." There
meeting of the parish priests of the was again open discussion and in the
western province was held here at the afternoon, Father Austin
Minogue
Barrens. For the first time, representaspoke on "Parish Organizations under
tives of all our parishes met to disthe Direction of the Priests." The
cuss problems, suggestions, activities,- meeting was adjourned at 4:00 p. m.,
etc. The Parochial Meeting was co-relfollowed by a banquet for the visitors
ative to and a few weeks in advance of
at 5:00.
the Provincial Educational Meeting,
What Was Accomplished
held in Kansas City on the 27th and
The minutes of the meeting, which
28th of November.
at this writing have not been comThirty-two priests from all over the pleted, will be printed and sent to all
province congregated at the Barrens, the parishes. However, aside from parmost of whom were housed in the ticular results and conclusions, there
student biulding. For many weeks bewas a general enthusiastic feeling
forehand, the students had been busy among all those present that the meetcleaning out the guest rooms, moving ing had been eminently successful. The
the various "activity" rooms into other
interchange of ideas and problems, the
quarters. At the present time, all rooms realization of the help that can be had
on the north wing, and all but three in this interchange, all this gave a
(the archives) on the main corridor are feeling of accomplishment in a very
guests rooms. These rooms have been
short time. Problems will vary from
equipped with desk, beds, new blankets,
place to place, yet there is a remarktowels, etc., to be used exclusively for
able sameness about many of the
tl.e visitors. All the rooms on the north things that parish priests meet with in
wing have also been furnished with
different parts of the country. Open
venetian blinds.
discussion of these problems among
The Meeting Itself
experienced priests is a great step toThe meeting was opened on the ward solving them.
morning of the 11th with a High Mass
Among the matters open for discusoffered by Father Stakelum in the sion were parish finances, confessions,
Church of the Assumption, assisted by
the necessity of priests always on duty,
all the priests present. The first ses- retreats and days off.
sion was held later the same morning,
It was definitely decided that there
with an address of welcome by Father
should be another parochial meeting
StafeF' im.and then the first paper, sometime next year, to be held also at
"Census Taking," by Father John Donthe Motherhouse. Father Maurice Hyohue. A short recess was followed by mel, Pastor of Saint Boniface and Asan open discussion. In the afternoon
sumption churches, was chairman, and
Father Anthony Falanga spoke on
Father John Donohoe, Pastor of
"Fostering Vocations."
Precious Blood church, Denver, was
secretary.
On the 12th, there was open discus-
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De Paul University
Undertakes
Development Program
Toward the end of October, the Very
Reverend Comerford J. O'Malley, C. M.,
President of De Paul University, announced a five and one-half million dollar development program for the University.
The program, affecting all of the University's seven major undergraduate
and graduate divisions, is to be supported by a long-range fund-raising
campaign which was launched on October 26.
Principal units in the De Paul development program, as revealed by
Father O'Malley, are an all-purpose
auditorium, three-story library building, a four-story research laboratory addition to the hall of science, a four
story annex to the Liberal Arts building, and amplification of the facilities
serving students in De Paul's downtown divisions of Law, Commerce,
Music, University College and Graduate School.
The program is also aimed at providing De Paul with an endowment to
supplement the regular sources of income, improving faculty salary scales,
student scholarship opportunities, and
adult educational service.
Initial objective of the fund-raising
program is an all-purpose auditorium
to be located between Sheffield and
Kenmore Avenues on Belden Avenue
at the north end of De Paul's present athletic field.
All buildings have been designed by
Naess and Murphy, leading Chicago
architects, whose contributions to the
Chicago skyline include the new Prudential Building, which is being erected
just a block away from De Paul's downtown center.
Not Elaborate, Necessary

"There is nothing elaborate in De
Paul's development program," Father
O'Malley declared as he announced the
three to five year-plan for expansion
and improvement of the University's
present facilities.
Gratifying endorsement of the De
Paul development program was given
by the University's Chancellor, His Eminence Samuel Cardinal Stritch, Archbishop of Chicago, in a letter to Father
O'Malley.
"My Dear Father O'Malley:
"Everybody in Chicago knows and
appreciates the large outstanding work
of De Paul University in the field of
Higher Education. Into this work the
sons of St. Vincent De Paul literally
poured themselves with such unselfish-'
ness that without endowment of large
gifts they have given to Chicago this
important University.
"Today we are in a igreat world crisis.
The question is: whether our civilization with its recognition of human
rights and human dignity is going to
fall victim to a police might which
enslaves men and herds them together

in a mass without the freedom to develop and perfect their own persons.
We need able, clear-milied leaders who
know how to act and think in the
(Continued on Page Seven)
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FELIX DeANDREIS-A NEW LIKENESS

Fr. Conroy
(Continued from Page One)
Father Conroy was born in St. Louis
on September 8, 1885. He attended school
at St. Mary's school and at St. Joseph's
school in St. Louis. On April 30, 1904
he entered the novitiate at the Motherhouse and on May 1, 1906 pronounced
his vows. May 10, 1911 saw impressed
on his soul the character of the Sacred
Priesthood. Two years later at the Collegio Angelico in Rome he earned his
S.T.D. degree.
A Life of Teaching

l
This

This is the recently discovered portrait of the Venerable Felix De Andreis,
as it appeared in the Saint Louis
Globe-Democrat on Sunday morning,
March 7, 1920. It is a copy of an old
print, supposedly the only authentic
one in existence, and was presented to
the community by the Reverend Paul
C. Reinert, S. J., President of Saint
Louis University.
For those interested in the history
of the community in this country, an
intriguing problem has always been:
is there really an authentic picture of
Felix De Andreis? Certainly some of
those in existence are anything but
flattering. And others, of course have
been heartily condemned as being
idealistic and bearing little resemblance
to the original.
The fact is that up to the present
time we really haven't known what the
original looked like. The only portrait
which so far possessed any claim to
authenticity is in the Collegio Leonino
in Rome. The Italian confreres maintain
that it is roughly contemporary, bu,
it has obviously been retouched by a
later hand. It is one of those that is
frequently found in lives of our venerable confrere.
The portrait which hangs in the
students' recreation hall and which
adorns the masthead of the De Andrein, has been the subject of much
controversy. To just what extent it represents the true Felix De Andreis is a
moot question. It was painted some six
or seven years ago by one Ernest Aspenwall, then a resident of the state
penitentiary. Some of the student body
at that time were searching for an artist who would, at a minimum of expense, paint a portrait of the first superior of the Congregation of the Mission in the United States. Mr. Aspenwall agreed to do so at cost only.
For the actual composition of the

is

one

of

th

reproduced portraits of our Venerable
confrere. The original is in the Collegio Leonino in Rome, and was one of
sources used for the portrait which
appears on the front cover of the De
Andrein.
picture, the Leonine portrait and some
others were used. All the details possible, such as the color of the eyes,
were gleaned from the various biographies and contemporary accounts.
This portrait, admittedly a composite,
was unveiled on the occasion of the golden jubilee of the reopening, of the
Barrens.
That brief history now brings us to
the subject of the latest picture. JTo
tell that story, perhaps we can do no
better than to print the letter sent by
the Rev. Paul C. Reinert, S. J., President of St. Louis University, to the
Very Rev. James W. Stakelum, C. M. V.
"Recently I had a conversation with
Father Laurence Kenny, the oldest
member of our community, who has
been teaching history at the University for over fifty years. He told me
that several years ago, he examined the
scrapbook of Mr. Paul Robyn, an aged
citizen of Saint Louis. He was delighted
to find in this scrapbook a picture of
Father De Andreis that was a great improvement over the one that has appeared in his Life and elsewhere.
Father Kenny noted that this picture
had apeared in the Globe-Democrat
on Sunday morning, March 7, 1920. Accordingly, he requested an alumna of
Saint Louis University, Mary Ellen
Davis, to secure a replica of this picture for the University. She sent him
two copies of both the negative and
the positive. It occured to me that
you might not have a copy of this
picture and since we have two, I am
happy to enclose one of the negatives
and positives for whatever use you
may wish to make of them."

Almost his entire priestly life was devoted to teaching. His first appointment was to St. Thomas Seminary. He
remained at this post until 1918 when
he was transferred to Kenrick Seminary. After ten years there he came
here to the Motherhouse for the year
1928-1929. The next decade saw him at
De Paul University. In 1939 he returned
to Seminary work with an appointment
to St. John's Seminary, Camarillo, California. For three years he taught there
until his appointment as superior of the
preparatory seminary, St. John's, in
Kansas City, Missouri. He held this
post for seven years.
During his tenure of office the construction of a large dormitory wing was
completed. This consisted in a threestory addition joined to the west of the
classroom building housing dormitory
and recreation facilities for the boarding students. In 1948 he was assigned
to St. Thomas Seminary in Denver
again, a house at which he remained
until September of this year. At that
time he was made chaplain of Los Angeles Orphanage.
Father Conroy was widely known
among the priest alumni of the many
seminaries in which he taught. These
all testify to the sterling character oi
the man. He was, above all, a priest
of God in the widest and best sense of
that term. He was zealous for the formation of the priestly character in
those whom he instructed. A man of
considerable learning yet he never lost
that quality of simplicity insisted upon
by St. Vincent. Children, such as those
in the neighborhood of St. John's Seminary in Kansas City, found him
friendly and approachable. What better eulogium than to say that he was a
true Vincentian.
Requiescat in Pace.

And this, of course, is the samn picture
that is reproduced in this issue. It is
beyond doubt that it is a great improvement over previous portraits. We know
no more of its authenticity and history
than what has been given above. If
our readers have any comment or additions to make to this little bit of
community history, the De Andrein is
happy and willing to print them.
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God's Wanderers
(Translated from the article: Les
Forairs du Bon Dieu, Ecclesia, October,
1953).
It is at the gate of Bagnotet, not
very far from the subway entrance
"Gambetta." At this spot, there are
spacious grounds which lie beside the
old and ancient fortifications and
spread out between blocks of cheap
broken tenements and the modest suburbs of the city. From this plateau
one can see the thousand glittering
lights of Paris. But the crowds which
hurry diffusely along the avenue and
afterwards along the stony paths
which wind through the grassy prairies,
have their attention not on these
lights of the city, but on the others
which bore into the night and seem to
call customers with the help of loudspeakers. It is a circus? This big top
is made of green canvas and is supported by two masts; at its peak waves
a French banner and the white and
yellow flag of the Pope. "God's Wanderers" are there, and so that the
people may know it is they, they inscribed their name in letters two feet
high on a calico cloth.
These are the Vincentians, the sons
of St. Vincent De Paul, instituted for
the purpose of carrying the Gospel to
the poor country people. At the time of
St. Vincent others were worrying about
de-Christianization and also did something aoout it. Everyone knows the
role the missions assumed in France in
the hundred years which followed the
Catholic Reformation: Father Maunoir
in Brittany, St. Francis Regis on the
eastern border of the Massif Central,
St. Grignon de Montfort in Vendee and
its neighborhood influenced many of
the people. They ploughed the lands
where nothing was growing up from
the ancient seed of Christianity; the
results they wrought are still noticeable. The modern "Missionaries of the
Tent" have done nothing but adapt the
popular psychology of the twentieth
century to tried methods. If one sees
them in action, it is not difficult to
call to mind what must have been one
of those missions in the seventeenth
century which history remembers. The
picturesque is here also as it was then.
The saints did not lack this picturesqueness in their missions, either.
How It All Started

The idea of "God's Wanderers" came
to a Vincentian of Loos-Lez-Lille about
five years ago accidentally, when he
was on a journey in a Parisian suburb.
Outside a pitiably empty church he
asked himself some questions: "How
can one attract back to the House of
God the crowds who have left it? But,
if they should come back, how can they
be made to stay? This old church here
couldn't possibly hold more than three
hundred persons." By considering these
questions more and more, the solution
came to him out of the blue. The sight
of a circus and everything that went
with it gave him the idea. The big
top! That would do the trick. He could

get a tent that was capable of holding
from two to three thousand people at
one time, more than ten times the
number of the old churches. His
knowledge of human nature convinced

May the Divine Infant fill you
with peace and joy and may He
fulfill all your wishes according
to the wealth of His loving kindness.
Vincent
-St.
And there shall come forth a
rod out of the root of Jesse and
a flower shall rise up out of his
root. And the spirit of the Lord
shall rest upon him: the spirit of
wisdom, and of understanding,
the spirit of counsel and fortitude, the spirit of knowledge and
godliness. And he shall be filled

with the spirit of the fear of the
Lord.
(Isaias 11: 1-3)
His empire shall be multiplied,

and there shall be no end of
peace: he shall sit upon the
throne of David, and upon his

kingdom; to establish it and
strengthen it with judgment and
with justice from henceforth
and forever.
(Isaias 9:7)
him that it would be infinitely more
easy to bring the lukewarm, the doubtful, and the timid in to this edifice of
canvas than into any church.
For five years now two big tops of
the Vincentians have wandered here
and there, either in the Parisian suburbs or in the large Tri-Cities of
Lille-Boubai-Tourcoing. Soon a third,
even larger tent will be in service. Each
big top comprises some four missionaries, men full of faith, enthusiasm,
generosity, and ordinary good humor.
They spend a month at each assigned
place. The first week is spent in preparations, setting up the tent and-this
is most extraordinary-informing each
family of the opening of the mission by
a personal visit by one of the priests.
And they don't give up if the door is
slammed in their faces.

Th De__Andrein__
Each evening the mission opens with
some kind of entertainment. On one
side of the tent a large stage is set up
which bears an altar on one of its
sides and an improvised pulpit on the
other. From the very beginning the -atmosphere is calm, contact is made.
These missionaries do nothing which
would create a barrier between themn
and their audience. Their talk is
straightforward, simple and striking.
Between the preacher and his public
a dialogue is conducted, where it is
necessary for everyone to participate.
They won't let anyone sleep! Of what
is he speaking? First, of the natural
virtues which are: honesty, work, selfrespect; and secondly of little squabbles, in a style sometimes a little humorous, putting the audience into his
confidence but always doing so very
gently. Afterwards there is a sermon,
a real sermon of about twenty five
minutes in length, which amazingly
makes the people both attentive and
recollected.
What is it about? They talk only of
Christ, of the Gospel, in a very few
direct and simple words. It must have
been almost like this when Paul and
the first disciples preached in the low
quarters of Ephesus or of Corinth.
Then comes a tableau, in a style which
one must confess is very childish. This
tableau always calls to mind one of the
chapters of the Bible. How do the
people like it? They -are enchanted.
God, who is incarnated by a young girl
in a red dress, creates the world,
throws the bad angels from Heaven,
and casts Adam from Paradise. When
after Benediction of the Most Blessed
Sacrament, the crowd starts flowing
out, one can hear various groups talking about the tableaus with admiration,
as if at the end of a regular theatrical
performance.
Results Impressive
I can well understand that some refined DeoDle can judge severely this
method; one is far from the oratorical
art which is taught at St. Sulpice. But
the fact is incontestable: this technique
has had great success. At Baynolet, for
example, where the population is over
eighteen thousand souls, all the Sunday Masses were hardly able to assemble one thousand of the faithful. Under the canvas of "God's Wanderers"
each night for twenty one days, without even speaking about the two hundred or so who refused to enter, but
lurked outside in the shadows, there
came about two thousand five hundred
persons.

An even more and impressive result:
the missionary asked the audience to
go to church in the morning at a
Mass which was celebrated at 6:15.
There arrived three hundred persons,
filling the church to capacity. This
was the first time in years that the
parish church even saw so many in it.
There were baptisms of adults, blessings given to couples who for a long
time were satisfied with a civil marriage or no marriage at all; there

were also first Communions made well
over the ordinary age. All these things
were certainly heartwarming.
(Continued on Page Seven)
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Sister Mary Joseph
Forty-two years of service to the citizens of New Orleans and its environs
came to a close on Thursday, Nov. 19,
with the death of Sister Mary Joseph
Kelly, Daughter of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul.
The Very Rev. Thomas Stanton, IC.M.,
pastor of St. Joseph's church, sang
the Requiem High Mass in the Hotel
Dieu chapel Nov. 21. Interment was in
St. Vincent's cemetery.
A native of County Mayo, Ireland,
Sister Mary Joseph was born Oct. 16,
1876, and came to the United States
in 1897. For three years she lived with
her sister in Germantown, Pa., before
entering the postulatum at Mt. Hope
retreat in Baltimore, Md., in May, 1900.
In August of the same year, she began her novitiate at St. Joseph's Seminary, Emmitsburg, Md.
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mination, the work has progressed far beyond what is shown in this photo. The
$3,000,000 building will replace the outmoded, ex-hotel, now in use in LaPorte. It
will serve both Galveston and Houston. The Most Reverend Wendelin Nold is
Bishop of Galveston, and the Very Reverend William P. Barr, C. M., Rector of the
major Seminary.

Fr. Cronin
(Continued from Page One)
ly career of Father Cronin. Born in
Chicago on June 11, 1880 he received
most of his grade school education at
St. Vincent's before coming to the
Apostolic school here at Perryville. This
phase of his education completed he
began his novitiate on March 24, 1897
and pronounced vows two years later
on March 25, 1899. While yet a novice
he had started his Philosophical training -and therefore but one year of
Philosophy and three years of Theology
remained before he would become a
priest in the Little Company. Before
completing his theological studies at
Perryville, however, he was sent to
Rome to begin work on his Doctor's
degree in Sacred Theology. Upon the
attainment of this degree he returned
to Perryville in 1907 to take up the
responsible offices of Novice Director as
well as professor of Philosophy. Father
fCronin remained in Perryville until
1910 when he was transferred to Kenrick to become Director of Students. He
held this post for only one year, however, at the completion of which he
was sent to Denver to take over the
duties of superior at the major seminary. For seven years from 1913 until
1920 Father Cronin held the position
of superior at Denver in the one brick
building that then constituted that
seminary.
It was in 1920 that Father Cronin
first came into official contact with the
type of work that was to occupy the
greater part of his priestly life. For in
that year he was called to St. Louis to
become assistant to Father James Sullivan then Director of the Daughters
of Charity in the Western Province.
Two years later he became Director of
the Daughters and has remained in
that capacity to the present time. As
Director of the Daughters he is carrying on a work dear to Holy Founder. A

work truly in accordance with the
wishes of St. Vincent that Vincentian
priests be the directors of this part of
the Double Family. It is his duty to
make spiritual visitations of the houses
of the Daughters throughout the Province. He also hears external communications of the nuns and is available to
them as an adviser on any problems
they may care to write to him about.
Through the thirty years that he has
directed the Daughters of Charity
Father has set himself to the task of
author. For at the insistence of the
Daughters he has written three books
of Conferences which he has delivered
on different topics and several booklets
on such practical points as the particular examen and the method of meditation.

In the solemn high Mass of thanksgiving that Father Cronin will offer
o-. December 8th at Marillac seminary
chapel we of the Double Family join
our prayers in congratulations for the
years that have passed and prayerful
best wishes for the years to come.

Sister Mary Joseph began her career
of service at St. Vincent's Infant
Asylum in March, 1901, as directory
of dietary. In June, 1910, she was missioned to St. Margaret's Hospital,
Montgomery, Ala.
The following year, in May, 1911, she
came to Hotel Dieu as director of dietary services and remained in that capacity for 37 years until she was retired in February, 1948.
She said she was "taking things easy"
visiting patients in a 30-bed area and
making home visits with the Ladies of
Charity.
Typical of Sister Mary Joseph's generosity was her message to the personal of the hospital when she celebrated her golden jubilee in 1950.
"I thank you for your generous participation in my jubilee. May God
bless you. You are remembered in my
prayers. I am having Masses said for
all my jubilee friends, asking God
to bless each one in a very special way."
During the years of the depression
Sister Mary Joseph saw to it that
literally thousands of meals were given
to the needy and that many poor families received sufficient groceries to
maintain their health.

De Paul
(Continued from Page 2)
light of true principles and basic reIalities. De Paul University in training
such leaders is a major defense and
power for our country in this crisis.
"University education is not supported from student fees. It must have
large sums to carry on and provide
needed facilities. For these sums De
Paul University looks to the charity of
Chicago. To meet some very pressing
needs for carrying on and expanding
its facilities De Paul is asking for contributions. The need is very great. The
cause is most appealing.
"May God bless and prosper this undertaking.
sincerely yours in Christ
Samuel Cardinal Stritch"

God's Wanderers
(Continued from Page Four)
There are numerous proofs that the
mark that the missionaries leave lasts
long afterwards. Catholic Action groups
have sprung up and the attendance
at Mass has increased. "God's Wanderers" are powerful in word, striking
in originality, indefatigable in energy.
And if one should want more proof
that the old people of France are not
de-Christianized as some say, and that

a readaptation of the apostolic methods is required, see "God's Wanderers"; they alone give the proof!
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The Language Problem

Formosa
Editor's note-The following is composed of extracts from a letter of
Father John Hickey, C. M., written
November 6, after his arrival in Formosa. It is an interesting and informal
account of life in one of the community's newer apostolates.
Father Johnson and I boarded the
CAT (Civil Air Transport) plane at the
Hong Kong KaiTak airfield at 4:30
p. m. and arrived here three hours
later. We went right through customs
but we only had hand baggage. Father
Meijer and another Dutchman, head
of the Legion of Mary on Formosa, a
confrere, were on hand to greet us and
drove us to the Catholic Center here
in Taipeh. I couldn't but smile at the
thought of the mode of our arrival,
compared with Blessed Perboyre's,
whose feast we'll celebrate tomorrow.
(And very fittingly we take the nine
o'clock train in the morning and arrive
in Tainan oni his feast day.) But I like
our way, to be sure.
I can't figure out the complete setup here at the Catholic Center. I think
our confrere, something like Fr. Bernon, is in charge and is renting part
of the place out to the Salesians. We
are living in the Salesian section, so I
guess we're somebody's guests. But
nice. This morning we visited Father
O'Neil, M. M., Director of the Formosa
Catholic Welfare. Then we dropped in
on Archbishop Riberi, Papal Internuncio of the Island and wound up out

pre-luncheon activities by checking in
at the American legation.
After lunch, we entered our little
cubicles and fulfilled the universal
ecclesiastical law, de dormitione. We

both did fine, since we had some difficulty last night in sleeping on the
chinese bed-a woven bamboo "spring"
covered by a mattress, a quilt about an
inch thick.
TAINAN

This morning at nine o'clock we
took the Tainan train out of Taipeh
and after seven hours reached our destination at 4:00 p. m. The train was
not so bad, though it could have been
lots better. I would compare it to the
Frisco between Saint Louis and ICape:
pretty old equipment but satisfactory.
We had our lunch in the diner which
again was far from first class but at
least it was clean. As we sat down there
was another person just finishing up
his meal. He had rice with some meat
in it. As he came across little chips
of bone in the rice, he moved his bowl
over and removed the pieces out on the
table. When he got up and left the
waiter just wiped the table off, pushing the bits of bone on the floor.
The Mission Church
Well, to make a short story long,
Fathers Fox and Smith greeted us at
the Tainan station. With them were
Major Taft, U. S. something-or-other.
Major Taft had his station wagon so we
stacked everything in it and drove to
the house we are to occupy. I haven't
heard the size of the piece of ground we
have here but it is ample for a softball game. The residence was built by
the Japs as a pagan temple or a place
of burial service. In a separate little

building we have a shower. The new
church is in its infancy. The materials
are piled up and the foundation is
pretty well taken care of so it shouldn't

And thou, Bethlehem Ephrata, art a little one among the
clans of Juda; out of thee shall
he come forth unto me that is to
be the ruler in Israel; and his going forth is from the beginning,
from the days of eternity. Therefore will he give them up even till
the time wherein she that travaileth shall bring forth and the
remnant of his brethren shall be
converted to the Children of Israel. And he shall stand and feed
in the strength of the Lord, in
the height of the name of the
Lord his God: and they shall be
converted even to the ends of
the earth. And this man shall be
our peace ...
(Micheas 5: 1-4)

I came over thinking that it would
be a long time before I would be of any
positive use to the mission due to the
language problem. Father Johnson has
some grasp of the lingo and with a
little brushing up I am sure he'll be up
with the rest. However, Father Fox said
that both of us can go to work Monday
with classes in English. I don't know
just how it is going to be run as yet.
Many of these people are anxious to
this opportunity of practice in the
learn English so Father Fox gives them
language by giving the instructions in
English. Undoubtedly there are others
who neither know nor care to learn
English, so Chinese will be needed for
them. But at least until I get it down
well enough I'll be doing some good.
As I am typing this, there are little
side happenings. For the last thirty
minutes, I have been trying to get a
kettle of water to boil over a kerosene
burner (for drinking purposes). Also I
am fighting off umpteen insects and
bugs and flying beetles. We have someone else's chickens and rooster in a
coop out in the corner of the yard. If
I hear one yelp out of any of them, we'll
have chicken for lunch tomorrow. I
think they are the property of the former owners. (On second thought, do
chickens yelp?) The Saints preserve us,
one of those crazy roosters is crowing as
I am writing this. They must be psychic. And this is about 10:00 p. m. That
crazy mixed-up kid!
A New Phase
All in all I think we are in a new
phase of China mission work entirely.
Certainly from a material point of view,
things are much more convenient and
nicer than in the interior of the mainland. The techniques are very different
as far as bringing in converts is concerned because the situation and problems are so different.
For those who are curious about
China's ability to retake the mainland,
I find everyone out this way just as
much in the dark as people in the U.
S. Some think it could happen soon.
Some say it will take years. One man
who is really in the know says they'll
never go back, unless someone makes
them go back, because of the good living here. Be that is it may, the water
has boiled so I'll let it cool off a bit
and pour it into some clean containers
so that we can have something to imbibe.
In St. Vincent,

be too long before it is up. The floor
plan is 75 feet by 40 feet. Not bad at
all for a mission church.
For the next several months, Father
Fox will continue to live at his present place. It is spacious enough I
think, but it is in the midst of downtown noises and Father Fox says that
the evening classes are drowned out
sometimes by the noise outside. In late
spring the owner of the place wants
him to vacate the premises since he intends to sell the building. At that time
we will bring all the activities out
here and make this the Catholic Center. Future plans at the present seem
to aim at turning this place over to
Sisters for their residence (we hope to
get Sisters for the school) and then
build a priests' house.

John Hickey, i.s.c.m.
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REVEREND

1900- 1953

THOMAS F. SCHMUCKER

REQUIESCAT

C. M., S. T. D.

Father Schmucker entered the novitiate of the Congregation of the Mission on September 27, 1918 and pronounced his holy vows two years later
on September 29, 1920. His student life
was interrupted by a year of teaching
at De Paul in Chicago. After three
years of theology he was ordained a
Priest of God forever on June 16, 1926
in St. Louis by Archbishop John J.
Glennon. His success as a student had
prepared him for further theological
study and so he was sent to Rome immediately after his ordination to obtain the degree of Doctor of Sacred
Theology. This degree successfully attained, he returned to this country to
begin teaching in seminaries under
Vincentian care, a work that was to
consume the greater part of his priestly
life. His first assignment took him to
St. Thomas Seminary, Denver where he
remained but a short time before being
transferred to Kenrick Seminary in St.

0

. . ._-

IN PACE
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"I would in closing like to mention
that on the morning of December 30
the Community was shocked to hear of
the death of Father Thomas Schmucker. Words cannot express our regret for
the loss of this congenial and humble
priest of St. Vincent de Paul. May his
soul rest in peace!" So was recorded
the last significant fact of history in
the log of St. Mary's Seminary for
1953.

5

__

Louis in 1929. Here he remained until
1931 when he was sent to the St.
Louis Prep. for a year. In September
of 1932 he was transferred to Perryville where he taught such varied subjects as Sacred Scripture, Hebrew,
Greek and French as well as Fundamental and Special Dogma. Besides
carrying such a heavy teaching load he
served as Administrator for Crosstown
from 1932 until 1939. The years 1940
to 1948 found Father Schmucker back
at St. Thomas Seminary in Denver.
After a brief stay at San Antonio
Father was sent to Holy Trinity Church
in Dallas because of ill health. While
still resting he Was sent to Perryville
once again in September of 1950. At his
death he was Librarian as well as professor of Fundamental Dogma and
Latin.
The news of Father Schmucker's
death came as a great surprise here at
the Barrens where he had been seen
but a few days previously. While at his
brother's home about 2:30 a. m. on the
morning of December 30 he had a
heart attack. The doctor and priest
were summoned immediately and in
God's providential designs he lived
long enough to receive Extreme Unction. His body was brought to Holy
Trinity Church, Dallas, Friday afternoon, where it lay in state until the
Pontifical Requiem Mass which was

-

-
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_

_ _~~rh~~~)~A)

morning
by
celebrated Saturday
Bishop Augustine Danglmayr, Auxiliary Bishop of Dallas; the sermon was
preached by Bishop Wendelin Nold of
Galveston. Both Bishops were close
friends of Father Schmucker.
The body of Father Schmucker was
brought back to Perryville where it
was received at 4:00 p. m. on January
3; the chanting of Matins and Lauds
for the Dead followed. At 10:30 the
next morning a Solemn High Mass was
celebrated by the Very Reverend Visitor assisted by Rev. Mr. Joseph Bronars
as deacon and Rev. Mr. William Ho.r,
as sub-deacon; the sermon was preached by the Very Reverend Daniel W.
Martin. Many confreres were present
YoFi. tie solemn Mass as well as a
brother and two sisters of the deceased
and a good representation of towns
people. Father Schmucker was buried
in the Community cemetery here according to his wish.
Father Martin but expressed the
feelings of all when he spoke of Father
Schmucker as a simple, obedient and
docile confrere who lived and died an
admirable member of the Little Company. Ever conscious of his unworthiness he never allowed his great
learning to make him proud and take
from God the honor that was His. May
his soul and the souls of all our deceased confreres find rest and peace
with God!
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ST. VINCENT'S HOSPITAL PLANS EXPANSION

87 BED CLINIC TO BE ADDED
It was a contemporary of St. Vincent who said, "Mr. Vincent does more
good than twenty other saints put
together. There is not a single misery
to which he does not come to aid with
a paternal devotion. Everyone is sensible of the efforts of his ardent charity."
How true these words really are is
evidenced by the continual diffusion of
St. Vincent's love for God and the
needy through the hands of his Daughters of Charity to this present day, including the elusive but real need of the
mentally ill. Recently Archbishop Ritter in a letter asking the Clergy, Religious and laity of the Archdiocese of
St. Louis to be of assistance to the
Daughters in their latest undertaking
in that area said, "St. Vincent's Hospital for almost a century has been
caring for the mentally ill. During all
these years, with a dedication that cannot be measured by material standards,
the Daughters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul have treated thousands."
$1,600,000 Clinic
The new building being planned for
the addition to the present St. Vincent's
sanitarium will consist of four floors
and will be known as St. Catherine
Laboure clinic. Scheduled to cost $1,600,000 the clinic will be separated
from the present hospital but administered from the hospital. General hospital facilities for the treatment of
emotionally disturbed patients Will be
included in the plans being drawn by
Maguolo & Quick, Architects, of St.
Louis. When the new building is opened, the old building will be used mostly for long-term elderly patients requiring custodial care, and the shortterm patients will be treated in the
new clinic. Ample space will be provided in the building plans for the
student nurses' quarters, thus allowing
an increased enrollment in the number of nurses giving psychiatric training.

In this their latest endeavor to
spread the charity of St. Vincent we
are sure that the entire Western Province joins their prayers for success. In
undertakings such as these are the
words of St. Vincent fulfilled, "Let us
love God but let it be with the
strength of our arms and the sweat of
our brows."

New Administrator
For St. Vincent's
Hospital Named
In addition to the building plan
which has just been inaugurated (see
page two, St. Vincent's Hospital, St.
Louis, also received a new administrator. She is Sister Anne Aycock, of the
Daughters of Charity, former administrator of De Paul Sanitarium in New
Orleans, Louisiana. She succeeds Sister
lary Delaney, whose term has expired,
but who will remain in an advisory
capacity.
Sister Anne holds a nurse's degree
and a master's degree and is a fellow
of the American College of Hospital
Administrators. She is the author of
numerous articles on mental hygiene
and psychiatric nursing, which have
appeared in medical and nursing journals throughout the country. During a
previous assignment at St. Vincent's,
Sister Anne was instrumental in opening the School of Nursing for affiliate
students in psychiatric nursing.
The new administrator will have
charge of the projected new St. Catherine Laboure Clinic, about which more
news will be found in another section
of this issue.

St. Louise in St. Peter's
(Borrowed from "Sintesi Vincenzina"
N. 4-5, 1953)
The two "lCappellone" (Lit. "Big
Bonnets"-an Italian nickname for the
Daughters of Charity) who every day
for many months have left their home
on the street of St. Catherine in Florence to go to the Bearzi casting works
to pose for the sculptor Antonio Berti
finally have finished their task. The
statue is now modeled in clay and the
two sisters no longer have to go, humbly and obediently, to the top room to
lend their countenances to St. Louise
de Marillac -and to the sister who listens, fascinated, to her words: a task
which they do not prefer to the other,
harder ones which await them: to care
for the sick and instruct the young.
Out of a Fantasy
These two sisters themselves seem
to be creatures of some fantasy: rather
pale, timid and silent. Berti seemed to
them to be hasty when he picked for
his work such exceptional models; but
they arrive punctually at the studio in
their white starched coronets and their
blue habits, in which it would have
been impossible on one day to find a
crease different from that of the previous day, and sit in a corner of the
large room. The sculptor at times forgets all about them; the two sisters
simply pray.
The statue which is now finished
is the last one to fit into a niche in
St. Peter's, in the nave of Sts. Simon
and Jude and required three and a half
months to bring to completion. It also
required the help of five students (of
Berti's) and a most able workman:
Fortini.
It was necessary at that time for
Berti to figure out certain effects and
certain proportions as they will appear when the group will be in its place
and all this has not been easy, as can
be imagined. A hand which, when
(Continued on Page Six)
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Provincial
Education Meeting
What is the purpose of the Vincentian Educational Meetings? Father
Daniel art:o outlined the answer to
that queis'on at the annual Educational meeting of the Western Province in Kansas City on Nov.
27-28. Its prime purpose is to work
toward self-improvement within the
community; this is produced by self
criticism, pooling of ideas and experiences and the introduction of new ideas
by experts in various fields. Secondly,
Said Father Martin, the "Point of
Focus" of the meetings should be to
perfect the contact-intellectual and
spiritual-between students and teachers. Thirdly, to stimulate interest and
to establish as broad a base as possible for cooperation, a representation
of the administration of each educational institution of the province for
discussion of aims, problems and
methods of the departments of each
institution. To accomplish this aim
most efficiently, a structure of procedure was set up for the annual
meetings. This would consist of general
and special sessions for high school,
college and theological administrators
and a concluding general session and
open forum.
The First Sessions
of this year's meeting
sessions
The
followed for the most part the procedure outlined by Father Martin. On
Friday, November 27, at 9:30 a. m. in
the assembly hall of Gethsemane Retreat House on the grounds of St.
John's Preparatory Seminary in Kanled
^
sas City, Father
the opening prayer and made a short
address of welcome. The Very Reverend
s10B then commented on the many
benefits which the meetings have
brought to the province and encouraged all to give their best efforts to bettering the educational status of the province. After he had done this, Fr. Martin
presented a proposed statement of
objectives and scope of the Vincentian
Educational Meetings. Father Joseph
then addressed the session on
P••j
Degree of Master of Arts in
T
Religious Education in the Seminary."
That afternoon, the groups reassembled for special sessions-the high
school session in the assembly hall of
the retreat house and the college and
major seminary session in the seminary
library.
Religion in High School
In the high school session, Father
outlined the content,
Francis Ga
method and text of the high school
texts
religion courses. High school
should contain the elements of Scripture, Dogma, Moral, Ascetical, Liturgy
and Church History. Father Edward
then commented upon the place
JI
of'teacher preparation in high school
religion courses. A priest's training is

sufficient background for teaching religion, said Father Riley; it does not
guarantee his success as a religion
(Continued on Page Six)

FORMOSA
Tainan, December 8, 1953
We have a nice -residence here,
though the long distance plans call for
a regular priests' house, at which time
this will be made into a classroom.
This place-chapel, dining room, personal rooms, everything-is divided
only by wooden partitions which do
not reach the ceiling, so that noise in
one section is heard all over. Rather
like living in a dormitory. The same is
true of the use of lights in late evening.
Other than this, the house is fine. The
new church is nearing completion. We
have me pictures of the structure and
will supply you With same. Perhaps,
when everything is ready, we will get a
good picture of the interior to give you
an idea of what it is like. It is quite
plain and simple, but very nice for a
mission church. Better to have the
parish established before trying anything elaborate.
147 Baptisms

Yesterday, I took care of 45 out of
a group of 147 persons who were baptized in our parish here. Fathers Fox
and Johnson handled the others. It
took the three of us from two o'clock
in the afternoon till after four thirty
to finish. I don't know about the
make-up of the other groups, but
mine were mostly converted mothers,
with three or four small children. There
were also three men. Sister-fMary assisted me, because I just can't talk
Chinese. Everything was fine until
close to the end of the ceremony-after the actual pouring of the waterwhen the catechist, who should have
known better, came in and started giving out -the rosaries which were supposed to be given out' at the end. Naturally our newly-baptized Christians
thought that they would really be
looked upon as solid Catholics if they
had a rosary to say during Mass. 'So
they began rushing the distributor and
made a bee-line for the exit. We got
them back and before we knew it
the catechist was back with holy cards
Same result. At that point I wished I
knew some appropriate ,Chinese proverb I could sagely quote to him.
And a -Grotto
We want to put up an outdoor shrine
to Our Lady on the grounds here,
either
the
grotto type, or-merely a pedestal with statue. All we have to do is
to get a statue. We tried the Catholic
stores here but no "outdoor" type
statues. They have to be made out of
very durable materials. We want to
make a big event out of the statue for
the Marian year for the new Christians.
It is good to hear that the Christmas
week is approaching with all its festivities. I always enjoyed those days
and will be with you ini spirit, you may
be sure. Our festivities will be mainly
spiritual. We'll be racing against time
to open the new church for the feast.

I don't think we have anything to worry about if the work continues at the
pace that has been set. We are hoping to have the traditional Christmas
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novena also. I got some copies of the
music and words from Father &iesAman at Denver and have had the
phonetics for the Latin written down
in Chinese and mimeographed for our
choir. We have no organist and most
of the people here can't understand a
word of English, Cacophony is a weak
description of the result. Last year
there was a choir here and it learned
some Christmas hymns, so we reviewed
them by my picking out the first notes
with one finger on the organ to get
them started and then joining in. They
sang in Chinese, yours truly in English.
These hymns are to be sung during
the principal Mass on Christmas Day.
Fortunately, there is a good chance of
getting an American lady to play for
us at that Mass. The Novena will have
to take care of itself. I intend to sing
the prophecies and antiphons at the
Magnifica. For all the verses of these
the LaetiWitur Coeli, En Clara Vox and
Magnificant. For all the verses of these
hymns I have written down just the
simple melody, so I think we can get
by.
In St. Vincent,

JiHicke

. s. c. m.

School "Built by
Angels" Completed
November 2 marked the day that four
hundred and eight pupils moved from
the old to the new at St. Vincent's
school in Los Angeles. This movement,
accomplished in only one day, during
the height of the school year, was the
culmination of a rapid bu~ilding program.
The old St. Vinceký's school, located
on Flower St., ws built in 1925 and
still was a solid and useful building.
However, it was condemned by the
city, which proposed to run the route
of a new harbor freeway through the
area. November was the deadline for
moving ouit.-The building permit was
taken out July 14 and some four months
later the new school was ready for
occupancy. The speed with which the
construction was accomplished caused
the Los Angeles Tidings to refer to it
as the school "built by angels."
Across the parking lot from St. Vintwo-story
cent's Church, the new
building includes an auditorium, cafeteria, clinic and offices, ten classrooms,
and a place for the children to play
The
weather.
.during unfavorable
building is of reinforced concrete construction.

Designed by Montgomery and Mullay,
architects, the school was built by J.
A. McNeil Co., Contractors. It is laid
out in modified mission style, common
in Southern California schools.
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Education Meeting

In Diebus Illis

St. Louise

(Continued from Page. 5)

1924
January 9-Father
assumes directorship o theAssociation of the Miraculous Medal. Mr.
'ullivann received word that
Jam
e is assigne
oallas. :He is to leave
in the morning. Never had so many
students in different houses at one
time: eight in Chicago, three in Cape,
one in Denver and one in Dallas.
January 14-The Miraculous Medal
Association moved to new quarters in
a well equipped building in town.
January 25-Feast of the Conversion
of Saint Paul. Solemn Mass at six
o'clock followed by benediction. A large
yellow airplane circled over the seminary and landed in the field behind the
mound this afternoon. A friend of
Brothle
's is the owner and

(Continued from Page Two)
seen from one angle, appears immeasurably large, becomes, when seen
from another, almost invisible.

teacher in the classroom. Formal
courses in methodology seem necessary.
A practical methodology recommended
by Father Riley was a pooling of ideas
and methods of successful religion
teachers for the benefit of those beginning to teach these courses.
Psychological Testing
In the college and major seminary
division, Fathers ~mon Smt
and
e e conWilliam
senl.Ua
on
e
tent, method and text of college religion courses and the place of college
religion courses in the minor and major seminary. Father Smith stressed
these aspects of college religion classes:
their
presentation
of
speculative
knowledge, applied religion, apologetic
appeal, and the lay apostolate. One
notable suggestion of Father Smith
was that colleges shouldi offer minor
sequence of 18 semester hours and
major sequence of 30 semester hours.
Father Kenneally discussed three topics;
regligion in the minor seminary, formal religion courses in the major
seminary and the time allowed for
these formal courses.
At the second general session the
next morning the assembled fathers
were addressed by Doctor Raymond
McCall of the faculty of De Paul University. His topic: Educational and
Psychological Testing.
A third general session was held in
the afternoon. Various committees
made reports on the progress of their
work. At an open forum held afterwards, discussion was held on the attendance of scholastics during the
summer at universities as a supplement
to their seminary work, the use of
student evaluation sheets for teachers
and other topics. Minutes of the special
sessions were read; it was 'decided that
the next meeting would be held ,at
Kenrick Seminary on December 28 and
29 of 1954. The meeting was closed
with aprayer by the Very Rev. Visitor.
Those Who Attended

Those attending the meeting were:
Father t ke
:; from the Motherhouse, Fa ers Marpn and eonPi
from St. John's in ansas CityFahers
Lee

o, D&
om
acit
ri,
gvs, • ,.
Camarillo; Father J
~i~
.;
from the Los Angeles Preparatory
Seminary, Father
•g-'; from Cape:
Fathers @gp, QCggje and ,
;
from De Paul: Fathers Pi
and
Paul Academy:
De
wgi~h; from
Fathers 1•,y
and g•iggeaid; from St.
Thomas in jenver: Fathers I
Sg§
and Harold FPrig; from Kenrick:
1
Fathers Nicholas
and John
^SdQnU; from' La Porte, Father
I
alenil•le; from St. John's in San
Antonio: Fathers
g
y and •gga; from Assumption Seminary in
San Antonio: Fathers Qlg;uy
and

Schulte; from St. Louis Preparatory

pilot.

January 26-The airplane took up
passengers this morning, including
Brother Walter. None of them got sick.
January 27-90
went up in
the air and borbade any more Vincentian students to go up in the air in
airplanes.
1928
January 5-Classes begin again. Several professorships have been shifted.
Father Jose
~h
ais
released from
teaching
oral and will give all his
time to the work of the Miraculous
Medal Association. Father
is
teaching Moral and Father Joseph
g is teaching Dogma, along with
Scripture and countless other things.
January 7-Father -jip
in Dogma,
has instituted recitation in Latin and
weekly disputations.
1936 "
January 5-The students are beginning to get that startled examination
look in their eyes. Some of the profs
have handed out fat assignments to
be worked on at leisure. They produce
the same effect as handing a man his
death sentence and telling him to relax.
January 9-The holiday smile was
washed from the face of every student
this a. m. as the voice of the tocsin
summoned them to class.
One of the students turned carpenter
at the insane hour of 9:30 tonight. He
conceived the idea of fixing his transom, and preceeded to do so. He une'athed an old plane and began hacking away at the "high spots" which
prevented him from closing it tightly.
o!lghn

Editor
Mr. Stafford

i

, i.s.c.m.

In Berti's studio, which is at Sesto,
in Florence, a group of this size (it is
more than 17 feet high) could not be
begun. There was needed a room which
was seven or eight meters (app. 21 to
24 feet) high; and there were also
needed more helpers. At Sesto it would
have been difficult to make them come
every day, as the two sisters did. It was
necessary, therefore, to find a suitable
place, and Bearzi, whom every one in
Florence knows, at least from the time
when he goldplated the doors of the
Baptistry*, placed his studio at his
disposal. It is a studio where all sorts
fo bizarre things are found: bronze
horses' legs, a woman's head (in clay),
American Generals on horseback and
pasles with sketches religiously covered with plastic cloth.
Looking for Marble

Now at Bearzi's will begin the making of a plaster model of the statue,
a work which will last, almost three
weeks. Then the group will be taken
to Rome and will be put into the niche;
after approval, Berti will make the
modifications which eventually and
necessarily, will result. Then the monument will be reproduced in marble.
This is not easy; there are here also
many difficult problems to solve, when
dealing with a work of such dimensions.
For one, it will be impossible to find a
block of marble of the necessary size;
Berti will have to reconcile himself
to completing it in two pieces; to wait
for the right occasion, for a block of
the right size, would mean letting
years pass. And, on the other hand,
there is the contract to think about;
the work has to be in its place by December (and about this Berti has his
doubts); France is impatient to see its
Saint finally honored in the place assigned to her.
The mayor of Florence, Giorgio La
Pira, called at the studio orieafternoon
to see the monument. There were many
people there to see it. There were
photographers and the students of
Berti and the workmen of the Bearzi
studio. A small repast was improvised
by the Florentine sculptor who, after
Pbllaiolo, has had the honor of sculpturing a monument for St. Peter's. La
Pira expressed his cordial admiration
and rejoiced with the sculptor. The
mayor really wishes that all the
Florentines would bring themselves
that much honor.
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The latest word is that the statue of
St. Louis (in plaster) has now been
situated in its niche without any difficulty. And with the same facility the
lmarble group will also be situated,
despite a weight of several thousand
pounds. The "Sampietrini" are not yet
spent.

*Perhaps the reference is to the
famous doors of Lorenzo Ghiberti in
the Baptistry near the Cathedral.Ed.
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An Old Mission And A New Seminary
The above picture gives a panoramic
view of the new Junior Seminary being
erected for the archdiocese of Los
Angeles in the flourishing San Fernando Valley. The Old Mission San
Fernando Rey is the quadrangle to the
right, the Junior Seminary the two
rows of more recent buildings to the
left.
The sire ior tie mission was first explored by the Franciscan Padre de
Santa Maria in the year 1795 when he
was searching for a place half way between San Gabriel and San Buenaventura in which to establish a new link
in the chain. The present mission was

built in 1797. It now serves as a parish
church and only recently a large new
cemetery was built near it to serve the
valley area.
Construction began on the new
seminary late in September of 1952. The
building has a frontage of 760 feet
and a depth of 260 feet at the deepest
point. At completion, there will be
113,000 square feet of floor space. Completion and moving dates are as yet
uncertain, although it is ,hoped that
classes will begin in the new Seminary
next September.
The building is intended to accommodate about 300 boarding students

/I

- - NO. 6 b(1%

and a faculty of 20. There are now
eleven confreres stationed at the present seminary on South Detroit Street;
the Very Reverend Victor Roden, C.
M., is superior.
To those who watch with interest
various community projects, there has
been a noticeable expansion over the
past two years. A new seminary was
'dedicated in San Antonio, new plants
were undertaken in Galveston and Los
Angeles; expansion and building plans
got underway at Denver and Perryville.
It is only a small part of the Church's
work but may God grant us the grace
and vocations to carry it Out well.
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Prison 71
If audience reaction is any criterion,
then certainly Prison 71 should rank as
one of the most successful dramatic
presentations of this generation, at the
Barrens. It not only entertained but
may, it is hoped, set the pace for
plays of the future. If it does, then
seminary entertainment has a bright
future.
This story of life in a German prison
camp during the second World War
was ably directed by the Rev. Mr. William Horan, C. M., who certainly will be
the last to deny that it had more than
its fair share of headaches. It was not
an easy play to produce. The accent
was more on character than on plot, on
the relations of the men to each other
and to their captors, on their efforts to
unearth the informer planted in their
midst. Its two main elements, comedy
and suspense, were sustained until the
very end.

PRISON 71
Left to right: Messrs. Joseph Cozy, John Burger, Joseph Bronars, William
Behm, Warren Discon, Thomas Jordan, Francis Agnew, Alphonse Hoernig,
Joseph Haley, Glennon Figge, Jerome Fortenberry, Donald Spitzka, John
Lavanway (behind stove), Edward Mullin, and John Haley. Unfortunately
we were unable to obtain a picture which included Rev. Mr. William Horan,
the director responsible for a very successful production.

Chips From The Log
A journal of history as it happened
at the Barrens, and as it appeared
to one humble student during the year
1953. Presented by Mr. Martin Culligan, C. M., January 1, 1954.,
January 20-Fr. Martin came to the
auditorium for class this morning only
to find he had none. All men are allowed a slip-up in their schedule from
time to time.
February 12-James Cashman came
into Scripture classroom today to find,
in the silence, studious students, stuffing scriptural science into
their
heads. In his usual gentle, beaming
tone he asked: "What's the matter, did
you think I was the superior or somethin'?" In his continued glance around
the room his eyes finally rested on a
sight to behold. Yes there with a surprised look and a suppressed smile sat
the Very Rev. Superior.
Holy Saturday-Father Sharpe, celebrant and fire-maker, sung and smoked his way through the solemn Mass.
The incense used was a special mix
concocted by our smoke-loving liturgist,
whose enthusiasm over the incense pot
urged him for days to experiment on
what combustible substance produces
the most smoke. Result: charcoal soaked in oil. The choirs could not see
the altar through the black smoke, but
they could hear that Mass was being
said.

September 23-Repose until 6:00 will
be the usual Wednesday order from
now on according to the Kalendarium.
It seems that some did not as yet read
their issues of this year's schedule.
These anxious individuals, brothers and
students alike, rose, dressed and repaired to their respective chapels,
where they waited and waited while the
rest of the community obediently
slept. This is a case where the early
worm got the bird.
September 30-Father Barr celebrates his golden jubilee at the Barrens today. Many dignitaries of the
Church are present, among them Archbishop Ritter. Priests included our own
Vincentians and many diocesan, who
at ,one time or another were taught
by the Honored Jubilarian.
October 3-In addition to our private
chant libraries consisting of many volumes, we have. a new addition in the
form of a convenient, vest-pocket edition of the Pius X Hymnal. Das Handbuch!
December 21-I would like in closing
to mention that onh the morning of December 30 the Community was shocked
to hear of the death of Father Thomas
Schmucker. Words cannot expresss our
regret at the loss of this congenial
and humble priest of St. Vincent de
Paul.

The characters were of every imaginable type and afforded a rare opportunity, especially to those who like
"character" parts. The straight roles
were Hoffy, the barracks leader (Mr.
Francis Agnew, C. M.), his friend
and advisor Price (Mr. Thomas Jordan,
C. M.), and Sefton (Rev. Mr. Edward
Mullin, C. M.), a misanthropic black
marketeer and general black sheep.
These three handled the drama and
were responsible for most of the plot
development.
As for the comedy, this burden was
placed mainly in the capable hands of
Messrs. Joseph Cozy, C. M., and John
Burger, C. M. These two literally threw
themselves into the parts of two not too
intelligent New Yorkers. Mr. Cozy's
semitic mannerism were especially well
done. They both valiantly resisted the
temptation to smother their roles with
overacting. Herb, an equally dumb
mountain boy whose character, unfortunately, was not as well defined as the
others, was played with fine understanding by Mr. John Lavanway, C .M.
The smaller roles were filled out admirably by Rev. Messrs. Joseph Haley
and Warren Discon as two captured
Ameriican fliers; by Mr. John Haley
as a prisoner who didn't say one word
during the entire performance; and by
Mr. Donald Spitzka, more or less a
background character, and Mr. Jerome
Fortenberry as a sort of walking gossip
column.
An interesting feature of the play
was the large amount of German
spoken on the stage. Mr. Alphonse
Hoernig, as an S. S. captain, spoke
nothing else. It was also used, to a
lesser extent, by the guards (Rev. Mr.
William Behm, C. M., and Mr. Glennon Figge, IC. M.). It considerably enhanced the realism of some of the
scenes. Mr. Figge, incidentally, turned
in a memorable performance as the
victim of some homemade schnaps
in a wonderfully funny scene in the
last act. For it, he won the annual
Nugent medal for making the most of
the least.

(Continued on Page 7)
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FATHER JOSEPH FALAIQ3A has arrived to take up his duties as professor
ental dogma, liturgy and latin.

of

The vow brothers made their annu.al retreat January 26 through Yebrucar f,
under the direction of FATIER CECIL PAPRES.
The novices made their five.day retreat
January 26 to 30..

-

Semester exams took place from the 19th to the 23th.
The rather regret4
table lack of province-wide news in the feature section of this issue can be directly traced to these exams.
As we do not foresee their early abolition the problem
still
remains: how to compose a De A-ndrein during exam week?
Through the courtesy of Ross.V. Randolph, the Warden,

students visited the Menard Branch of the Illinois State Prison.

twenty eight of thi

The-Rev.

Joseph

Strzelec, of the diocese of Belleville, who acts as chaplain, was agide for the st-idents and gave many interesting bits of information asnd advice.
The tour was most
thorough, including sections not usuially shovi to visitors.
Generally speaking, it
was a revealing afternoon and one that those present will not soon forget.
FABTIER MICHAEL MCHUGH gave the retreat to the student body of St. VinW

centis High School, January 26-28th.
..... .. ..

. ......

. .

..

.

A New Year's present to the -:studentbody is a new Ford truck. A good
deal larger and better than the old, one, it has evoked almost universal admiration.
A bed for it is under donstraction by . the students•:
:
tial

FATHER JOH~ O'M. :SHAPE has been aprointed librarian, PMas and iniwork are now. underway for the great movement next summer when the contents of

our old library are carried the hundred yards

to their new home*

FATHER SEAPPE is

also the adiniistrator of the Lithium parish.
Library dedication day has been officially set for May 28th.
The bbuilding itself
is coming along quite nicely, especially on the first
floor.
Some of the
classrooms look ready for immediate occupancy.
Asphalt tile
and tabber flooring have
been laid in the classrooms and reading room.
The stacks will be laid*in
linoleum
flooring.
Some post-holiday and post-ex~a student activities have been:
roller skating, hunting, and an all
day hunting trip to camp.

*H *

*f( *K.

ice skating,
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Cape
FATHER LAVELLE arrived on January 12th to take up duties as a member of the facOn the sare day the Cape "B" basketball squad won their geme with St. Vincent's

ulty.

High of Perryville; the "At

squad lost in a thriller.

the season and Cape's first

and only lost.

It was St. Vincent's first win of

Snow on January 17th provided sledding, ice skating, and "it
ball fights --

the first

is

rumnored" snow-

snow-in two years.

FATHER D1ENNIS FLTYMN volunteered to lead the freshman class in a soccer game
The challenge was accepted and will take
against the sophomores, led by FATHER WILSON.
place soon.

Another improvement: the ceiling of the boys' refectory has
acoustical

been redone with

materialo

St. John's Seminary, Kansas City

.
MUEL
A minstrel directed by FATR
sented by the students was a great

rPELLETERI and presuccess..

FATHERS ORLIS NORTH and LEE ZIMMEBMAN gave the high school
retreat starting January 20th to the students of WardiHigh School in Kansas City, Kansas.
FATHER PIACITELLI is

rehabilitating the library

Kenrick Seminary, St. Louis
SKenrick and. the Preparatory seminary were represented by
at the 14th
FATHERS THOMAS V. CAHILL and ROBERT BENNANI
At the
annual Fathers-Sons bsnquet of the .0hristiain Brothers' Military Hig School.
banquet, held in the Gold Room of the Hotel Jefferson on January 27th, FATHER CAHILL
Bistinguished
He spoke to the cadets on the religious life.
was principal speaker.

civic and religious leaders of St. Louis attended.

...

St.

;.

....

COLORADO
BD

_O

Thomas Seminary

lorado A & M.
lecturer.

At the end of January FATEER GIESELMAN conducted a four day retreat
at Fort Collins for the members of the New Club there who attend CoHe also spoke before a--gr op of other students at the college as guest

FATBER DANAGHER conducted the monthly day of recollection for the
clergy at Colorado Springs.

Forty Hours'

FATHERS OVERBEERG LENTIHAN, & GALVIN preached the sermons for
Devotion at St. Mary's Academy in nearby Cherry Hills.

the

The conferres attended the funeral of MSGR. BOSETTI at the Cathedral
on January 22nd. Msgr, Bosetti is well known to many of the confreres all over the proHe was also
vince.
He was vicar General of the archdiocese at the time of his death,
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famous for his Cathedral-male choir as well as for his work with grand opera.

In numerous

operas staged by him in Denver he. engaged famous stars of the Metropolitan and. the Chicage
Some of his own "finds' later gained fame in the operatic field.
Grand Opera.

The Monsignor was -a native of Milan, Italy. In 1908 he was ordained at Ohr,
Switzerland and in 1911 he came to Denver. He was appointed chancellor in 1917, was made
a Domestic Prelate in-1926, and became Vicar General in 1.2933,
-Besides his enthusiasm for music, Msgr. Bosetti was an ardent mountain climbIn Colorado,
he
er.
He climbed the queen othehe Swiss imountains, the Matterhorn itself,
was able to continue his interest in mountain climbing.
In 1933 he celebrated his Silver
Anniversary by offering the Holy Sacrifice atop
the Mount of the Holy Cross, one of .Amer
ica's most difficult climbs.

CALIFORNIA
St. John' s Semina-ry
at St.

T.
ATHEBR
John's Hospital in

.
EWMAN EBERHARDT conducted a retreat for the Sisters of Mercy
Oxnard on the-last three days of 1953.

FATHER OSCAR MILLER, using colored kodachrome slides, gave an illustrated lecture on St. John's Seminary at the Knights of Columbus 'Father-Son' rinner meeting

on January 12th in Oxnard.

LOUISIANA
St. Jo.sph' s Clhurch
gram.

. : -.
FATHER STANTON has inaugaratd. the perpetual daytime adoration proTo date 280 persons have enrolled to take part.-

. St. Joseph's Holy Name Society was one of the societies in the city
- ..
to receive an award, from -ARCHBISHOP RUýEL on Sunday, January 10th, in the Cathedral.
The awards were for the faithful and satisfactory recitation of- the rosary over a loEach parish takes its
turn reciting the rosary for a week.
cal radio station.
-Two thousand persons jammed St. Joseph's ev.ening.Mass on Sunday, Jannary 10th &t 5:30 o'clock.
Three railings of people received Holy Commnion.
early a
thousand persons attend evening Mass every Sunday.
The increase on the 10th was because
of the inclement weather in the morning.
De Ptaul Sanitarium .
A large shrine to Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal was recenttly dedicated in the lobby of the sanitarium, Made of glass brick, it was blessed.en the afterThe shri::e contains a 42-inch imported
noon of January 29th by FATHER JOSEPH'STELE.
A short adlress
Italian statue of Our Lady and is ornamented by palms and floral gifts.
was given by FATHER CHARLES RICE.

The
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A RAY OF CHARITY

On the 5th of May, 1952, there was received into the National Worker's Clinic a worker, 39 years of age, a native of Santander and blind in both eyes. His name was Gabriel
Revilla Herrero.
His eyes had been injured by caustic soda while he was working.
For seven months he
waited for the doctors at Valecilla to heal them.
But when they released Gabriel, they
si ght.
were nable to give him hs
But it was his sight that the sick man wanted the most.
He knew that there was an
eminent specialist in Madrid and he went there, but only at the cost of going beyond his
slender means.
The specialist decided: "With a corneal transplant, we would have a
renkote possibility of restoring your. sight."
There was question of a possibility both problematical and remote.
But there was
.always the possibility. And so the sick man, instead of returning to Santander, where his
wife and three children impatiently awaited him, made arrangements to" .be received into the
Madrid clinic'.
He prayed,

vuld

suff ered, and hoped.

There were in the clinic-nine Daughters of Charity caring for the sick. Perhaps it
be better to say eight.
For Sister Maria del Carmen Berdejo, suffering from heart

trouble ad the victim of a recent hemiplagia,

was paralyzed in bed, after having

eleven years of her religious life
in the ca thc e
she was resigned to dying on the day when it would
be no other than the glorious day of the Ascension
after the arrival of Gabriel, whose misfortune she

spent

the sick workers.
She was young,
but
please God.
And that day turned out to
of Christ, the 22rd of May, fifteen days
learned about through the other sisters.

The invalid sister immediately called her superior an asked in all simplicity that
her feyes might be used for the operation. The superior then sought and immediately obtained
permission from higher authority,
When the sick woman heard this she was filled

with heavenly joy, which was manifested

in the sweettess of her countenance and the fervor with which she constantly repeated the
Our Father .The corneal transplant was successful and while the credit for a perfect operation
must go to the doctor, to Sister Maria del Carmen goes the gratitude of the worker Gabriel Revilla Herrero, whose eyes have regained their sight, thanks to a ray of charity from•
a daughter of St TVincent.
(La Milagrosa, published by the confreres in
reprinted in Sintesi Vinceniana. )

Havana,
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Prison 71

SATAN TAKES A HOLIDAY
Left to right: (seated) Messrs. James Cashman, Albert Lee, Michael Boyle,
Louis Franz, Stafford Poole, Francis Shine, Martin Drew, and Walter Housey.
Back row: Messrs. George Weber, James Collins, Daniel Sumonka, Joseph
Bronars, William Wiesner, Felipe Martinez, John Haley, Thomas Ahern,
Paul DiGrazia and Robert Salzer.

(Continued from Page Two)
Like any other Barrens production.
Prison 71 had its technical flaws. The
actors, for the most part, ably covered
over mistakes or omissions, but the
prompters were often at a loss to discover where they were. Mr, Behm's
actions in planting notes to the informer under the stove were almost
entirely lost on the audience and
seemed extraneous to the plot.
But for all that, it was obvious that
Prison 71 was a "natural" for seminary production. It had an all male
cast and required a small amount of
excision and almost no rewriting. And
above it, it was blessed with fast, constantly funny and interesting dialogue.
The repartee was steady and sustained,
not allowing the play to drag or sink.
The actors, once they had forgotten
about the audience, delivered it with
all the ease and naturalness of ordinary
conversation. It was an enjoyable beginning for the Christmas entertainment.

The Minstrel
Hades:
about?

Boy, what

you scratchin'

Desolation: Man, it's them 'rithmetic
bugs again.
Hades: 'Rithmetic bugs? Why for you
call them 'rithmetic bugs?
Desolation: Because they adds to my
misery, they substracts from my pleasure, they divides my attention and
they multiplies like the dickens.
So capered and sang Satan, Abomination, Desolation, Infernal, Hades,
and Pendemonium, Gehenna and their
devilish cohorts for two and a half
hours on the afternoon of December
28. To a full house the perennial jokes
and buffoonery went on. The Minstrel of 1953 adroitly carried on our
Barrens minstrel tradition of corn and
color.
The theme this year was an attempt
to explain how "Satan Takes a Holiday." And that was the title. And that
also was the reason for the outlandish
names, for Satan was there with his
full retinue.
The monarch of this motley group
was ably played by Mr. Louis Franz,
C. M.-which is to say that he was interlocutor. His hideous crew of six served him well. In the course of the prologue the audience sat in on a classroom scene. The skit began innocently
enough. A professor of Scripture in a
certain seminary began his class. He
was immediately chagrined by a
series of boorish questions about Lot's
wife, fleas, asses' jaws and one poser
on the Hebrew grammar of the hexaemeron.

To demonstrate to this professor that
even Satan takes a holiday, Satan
obligingly took him for a tour of the
nether regions. And there was found
the excuse for the rest of the minstrel.
In a show of initial braggadocio,
Satan crooned, "I'm sittin' on Top of
the World." As he came moaning to a
stop, Desolation quipped, "Man, that's
what I call singin' like the devil." In
the ensuing repartee, horned rogues
proceeded to blacken the names of
numerous innocent victims, within and
without this showman's infernal domain.
Finally, to clear the air, Satan presented one of his best singing helpersRev. Mr. George Weber, C. M., in his
last minstrel appearance. The tender
lyrics of Evalina soon calmed bedeviled
nerves.
This didn't stop the devilishness,
however. More names were blacked in
the continuing dialogue. The faculty, of
course, received its fair share. There
were quips about flying Dutchmen and
Americans in Rome. Intermittently in
this sparkling chit chat, one John
Haley kept trying to tell a jolke. John,
,however, was not permitted to exhibit
his talent and was abruptly pushed
back to his chair.
Finally, after much dialogue and
song, the joke was told. It seems that
it was graduation time in Rome. A Redemptorist received his degree. The
presiding Bishop said, "Congratulations, Father, you are receiving your
degree cum laude. Then a Jesuit accepted his degree. Said the Bishop,

"Congratulations, Father, you are receiving your degree magna cum laude."
A Dominican followed and amidst the
applause received his degree summa
cum laude. Finally, a Vincentian, came
up. The Bishop looked at him intently
and said, "Father you are getting your
degree-mirabile dictu."
The costuming this year was colorful and well done. In keeping with the
motif, satanic horns, forked tails and
red tights were the order. Members of
the ring wore red tights with black
capes; those in the chorus wore black
costumes with red trim. The staging
predominated in red. At the rear of the
stage a large harp-like window appeared-the work of Mr. Walter Housey, C.
M. Through this opening the devils
popped at their cue.
Each member of the cast-ring and
chorus-was presented in a solo. Not
easily forgotten are "Lucky Old Sun"
by Mr. Paul DiGrazia; "I Believe" by
Rev. Mr. Weber; A special Irish rendition of "Plantation Moon" by Mr.
Michael Boyle, C. M. Accompaniment
was by Mr. Thomas Glynn, C. M. at
the Hammond, and direction was by
Mr. Lee Trapp, C. M.
The audience-priests, sisters, students novices, brothers-were an appreciative one. Under the capable pen
of Messrs. Charles Miller and Kenneth
Grass (who are to be commended for
their careful selection of jokes), the
Minstrel of 1953 attained its purpose,
viz., it entertained and entertained
well.
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dumped on a table in the middle of
the stage. This scene, done very realistically, was the signal for old Emil to
go crazy with grief and release the
wolf man, in order to kill all concerned.
The resulting confusion brought the
play to its final solution, viz., the whole
thing was just a joke.
Technical flaws were held to a minimum, though not entirely absent. At
one time, during the third act, when
the captives were vainly seeking a
method of escape, the front door stood
wide open! But it would be carping to
stress such individual items to the
neglect of the whole.

LUCIFER'S LODGE

Left to right: (sitting and kneeling) Messrs. Roger Roberts, John
Floersh, Lee Trapp (make-up), Thomas Cawley, Gerald Brown (stage),
Charles Persil (stage) and Richard McCarthy.
Standing: Messrs. Kenneth Grass, Ronald Ramson, Francis Crowley,
Thomas Feely, Clyde Klump, Terence O'Donnell, Stafford Poole, and Edward
Gallagher (the director.)

Lucifer's Lodge
The "O1' Boards" creaked for the
last time during the Christmas season
this year under a well chosen cast of
"character" actors directed by Mr. Edward Gallagher, C. M. The play itself
moved slowly and derived most of its
interest from the fine individual performances of the cast. The curtain
opened on the only scene of the play,
Dr. Lucifer's Lodge, to action that was
unique: a wolf man (Clyde Klump,
1C. M.) was being pursued by one
Emil Brundt (Kenneth Grass, C. M.)
and his burly son Karl (John Floersch,
C. M.). Emil's maniacal laughter interspersing a German accent that would
have made any movie villian proud
gave the play just the background it
needed.
After the audience was thus informed
that this lodge was far from a sane,
ordinary lodge, four more "characters"
Crandall
Ogdan
introduced.
are
(Thomas Cawley, C .M.) jauntily dressed in beret and sporty attire, could be
mistaken for nothing else than the successful author and man, about town
he was. His nephew, Ross Crandell
(Richard McCarthy, C. M.), was the
stock, college playboy character one
would expect. Amid all the wolf howls,
chain clankings, decapitation and what
have you, that sprinkled the play,
Ross's character stood out and finally
found expression in that deathless
line, "I'm not afraid, Uncle."
Along with Ross Crandall was his
friend Chesterfield Pippitt (Stafford
Poole, C. M.) whose name only too well
fit his character. His fawning affection for Ogden Crandall, "a real live
author," lisped out over three acts,
almost drove the main character crazy.

Chester's tripping gait almost overshadowed the chauffeur, Felix, (Roger
Roberts, C. M.). His shiverings and
frightened speeches were a real highlight of the evening. Emil gave him
good reason to shiver when he told
them that the lodge had been built
by a crazy German who had eaten part
of his mining partner one winter when
they had been snowed in.
The plot grew thicker, if you will
pardon the cliche, when Azariah
Squiggs ( Rev. Mr. Thomas Feely, C.
M.), a local product, after much
wringing of the mustache and a profusion of rustic expletives identified
Emil with the German who had eaten
his partner years before. He also informed the group that Dr. Lucifer,
owner of the lodge, had, because of one
of his wife's misdemeanor's, turned her
over to his South American servant
(Mr. Terence O'Donnell, C. M.), a
headhunter who promptly relieved her
of her head. Mr. O'Donnell, who supposedly was tongueless, spent a good
deal of time enthusastically licking his
chops and the large machete he carried.
The play reached its high point with
the entrance of the vaunted Dr. Lucifer (Francis Crowley, C. M.) and the
revelation of his plan to kill all the
main characters. Then the plot compounded, and included among other
things, a decapitation scene in the
second act. Karl, for allowing himself
to be bribed, was condemned to losing his head by the hand of the headhunter. This, of course, occurred offstage. However, in the third act, to
remove the doubts of his intended
victims, Dr. Lucifer orders the head

For one thing, the individual performances were excellent. Each person
on stage seemed determined to make
his part stand out, to give it a "character" all its own. Reactions, mannerisms, all the small things that go to
make a good performance were there
in abundance. The dialogue was spoken with life and feeling. Even the excellent make-up added to the technical
perfection of the various parts. All
concerned are to be congratulated with
having given excellent treatment to
what was really only a fair script. As
Pope said:
In art, as nature, what affects the
heart
Is not exactnesss of peculiar parts,
'Tis not an eye or lip we beauty call,
But the joint force and full result of
all.

The apparition of Our Lady of the
Miraculous Medal was the point of
departure for the great movement
which has made the !Church resplendent with the glory of the Immaculate
Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
Card. Richard
Archibishop of Paris
(1886-1908)
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C C D COMES TO THE BARRENS
Historic St. Mary's of the Barrens
made history February 14 to 16 by
holding the first seminarians' institute
of the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine. The purpose of the institute,
organized and planned by Fr. Martin, was to imbue the scholastics and
seminarists with a sympathetic and appreciative understanding of the work
of the Confraternity.
During the week preceding the institute we were prepared by hearing
read in the refectory official documents
relating to the CCD: the encyclical of
Blessed Pius X on the teaching of
Christian Doctrine. Acerbo Nimis, the
decree of the Sacred Congregation of
the Courcil, Sane Consilio, and an allocution, of His Holiness, Pope Pius XII.
Why, What & How

SPEAKERS AT CONFRATERNITY INSTITUTE
Shown here on the last day of the first seminarians' institute of the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine with Father Martin (extreme right) are three of the
four speakers who presided at the institute: (left to right) Father John E.
Kelly, assistant national director of the CCD; Father Jerome Hastrich, Director
COD of the diocese of Madison, Wisconsin, who spoke on the Madison plan of
Bible Schools; and Father Burt Gulnerich, assistant director of the Confraternity in Buffalo, New York, who is soon to join the national office. Not shown
is Father Suddes, Director of the CCD in the diocese of Springfield, Illinois, who
spoke on discussion club techniques.

DePaul Fund
Drive Progresses
The alumni branch of the De Paul
Fund raising campaign has gotten underway, with expectations of good results, in its campaign for the university's expansion program. At a luncheon held by the campaign executive
Council on January 5th, chairman
Thomas J. Sullivan revealed that more
than 1,000 alumni are ready to undertake the campaign. Plans were laid
for "kick-off" dates for launching the
drive throughout Chicago during the
month of February.

First announced last October, the
five and a half million dollar program
has as its major objectives an all-purpose auditorium for on campus athletic,
cultural and social events; a threestory library building; a three-story
addition to the present Hall of Science;
a four-story annex to the Liberal Arts
Building; and increased faculty and
student facilities in the downtown divisions of Law, Commerce, Music, University College, and Graduate School.
The program aims also to provide endowment funds to supplement regular
sources of income. Other goals are im,proved faculty salary scales, scholar(Continued on Page Two)

The institute opened Sunday eveninp:, Feb. 14, with an address, "The
Why, What, and How of the Confraternity in the United States," by Fr.
John E. Kelly, assistant national director of the Confraternity. Fr. Kelly
pointed out that the Confraternity is
an official and necessary society in
the parish, a fact evident from many
pontificial pronouncements and from
canon 711, No. 2. In the U. S. the
CCD is an official parish society, by the
laity and for the laity, whose work is
the religious instruction of those not in
Catholic schools, whether children or
adults. Its scope is fourfold: (1) public
school pupils; (2) adults; (3) parents;
(4) the apostolate of good will to the
non-lCatholic.
At Holy Mass Monday in the Community Chapel Father Martin delivered
a sermon in which he explained the
work of the Confraternity in the Marian year, and pointed out that the providential time and place of the institute demanded that it be dedicated
to Mary.
At the morning session on Monday
Fr. Kelly, together with Fr. James
Suddes, director of the CCD for the
diocese of Springfield, Illinois, treated
the topic, "How Seminarians May Prepare for and Participate in the CCD
Program." We were both edified and
inflamed with zeal in hearing how
effectively and enthusiastically seminarians have carried out the work of
the CCD entrusted to them. Of particular interest was the work of the
(Continued on Page Five)
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Daughters Accept
Mission in Japan
On January 25, feast of the Conversion of St. Paul, the Provincial
Council of Marillac Seminary announced the names of the first Sisters selected for the newly accepted mission in
Wakayama, Japan.
The chosen Sisters, to whom we extend our hearty congratulations, are:
Sister Mary Moran, at present Principal and Sister Servant of Notre Dame
School, Price, Utah.
Sister Baptista Casper, Director of
the School of Nursing, De Paul Hospital, St. Louis.
Sister Angela Sheehan, Supervisor of
the Pediatric Department, O'Connor
Hospital, San Jose, California.
Sister Patricia Collins, Group Sister
and Teacher, Roman Catholic Orphanage, San Francisco.
Preliminary Study
The Community plans to have the
Sisters study the Japanese language at
the Berlitz School of Languages, St.
Louis, for several months. They will at
the same time familiarize themselves
with other factors of life in Japan: its
geography, government, economics, social customs, and other phases of its
culture. While doing this, the Sisters
will form among themselves those family ties which are such a valuable, integral part of Community life. Later,
when they sail, which will probably
be in September, they will go out as a
family unit.
Work Undefined
The work of the Sisters in Wakayama is not as yet defined. The Community is negotiating for a tract of
land, four-and-a-half acres in extent,
on which will be erected first a Sisters' home. Tentatively the Sisters are
considering as their first works a dispensary and the visiting of the poor in
their homes. With this beginning, they
will follow the guidance of Divine
Providence as to future works.
Items of interest in regard to this
new work will be given to our readers
from time to time. In the meantime
the De Andrein and all the members of
the Double Family of the western province offer sincerest best wishes and
prayers for these four sisters, as they
extend still further the work of St.
Vincent.

God loves the poor; consequently, he
loves those who love the poor. When we
love anyone very much, we have an affection also for his friends.

(St. Vincent)

Sister Josephine

DePaul Fund Drive

By Marcelle Mazeau
Translated from Temoignage Chretien
(Nov. 20, 1953)
She is the most humble among the
humble: Sister Josephine.
Her daily work is not a pleasant
one: she washes the laundry of a
whole Parisian quarter. She is unique
and she doesn't know it. Her influence is extraordinary; she conquers the
most stubborn. If this article comes to
her knowledge, she'll raise the roof
and her modesty will be very much offended. Anyway, she is responsible for
this herself.
Who Is She?
Sister Josephine, a Daughter of
Charity of St. Vincent de Paul, has
been running a big laundry now for
thirty years, a laundry whose enormous
washing machines work day after day
cleaning the laundry of those who
would ordinarily have to do it in a
small kitchen sink.
It's not easy to describe Sister
Josephine. One must see her.
It is a pleasure for us on Saturday
afternoon when we "customers" go to
get our clean and ironed laundry. One
can then chat with Sister Josephine
who never fails to impress us; her
remarks are both quick and witty. For
example: "I don't see my napkin, Sister Josephine," says one girl, "did it
get lost or did you sell it?" "You're
right," Sister replies, "I sold it." "That's
the way I make money so I can take
my merry-go-round rides."
Devotion And Discretion
Her devotedness and discretion are
incomparable.
"I'm in a hurry to get these shirts
done," says Sister. "Mrs. X will be here
tomorrow at 8:00 a. m. to pick them
up. She lives and works far from here
and has plenty of worries."
Sister Josephine knows the secrets of
her customers. She never has to pry
into their confidential matters either;
they tell them themselves. Seldom have
I met so much goodness, compassion,
finesse, and understanding together in
one person. Sister comes from the
north of France, and has inherited
from her people that love for work,
that infinite energy, and that touch of
sentimentality which is characteristic
of the people of that foggy province.
Sister's memory amazes us too. She
doesn't know about organization, books,
or numbers, but no article of clothing
ever gets lost. Every handkerchief
finds its owner every week. "I see,"
she says, "that I put it by mistake in
the package of Z." "They were both
alike except for a little red thread. I
remember now."
Sister always remembers. "How do
you organize all this Sister?" "It's
enough to make you batty." She
answers: "What about the good God?And Grace?-And Sister Anna?"

(Continued on Page Five)
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(Continued from Page One)
ship funds for needy students, and
adult educational services.
The first objective of the program is
the all-purpose auditorium to be located on the northside campus on Balden
Avenue, between Sheffield and Kenmore.
The building will include classrooms,
exercise rooms, swimming pool and
other needed facilities for the University's college of Physical Education
and general Physical Education program, rifle range and drill area for
the ROTC corps and student and
alumni lounges.
It will also house an auditorium seating approximately 5,000 people for
varsity basketball games, symphony
and choral concerts, assemblies, lectures and graduation exercises.
Estimated Cost
Estimated cost of the all-purpose
auditorium is $1,200,000 of which alumni
and students have already contributed over a quarter of a million dollars. Present efforts, it is hoped, will
add the million dollars the University
needs to begin construction this year.
Several confreres on the faculty at
De Paul have been assigned as liaison
between the development headquarters
and each of the sections of the city
where the drive will be launched, to
assist in presenting the story of DePaul's expansion. They are Fathers
William Powers, C. M., Theodore
Wangler, C. M., Edward Kammer, C.
M., Gerald Mullen. C. M., Owen Quigley, C. M., and Thomas Mahoney, C.
M.

Alumni Visited
According to the present plans, every
alumnus will receive a personal visit
from one of the campaign committeemen. He will be given a detailed picture of the plans for the future and a
copy of the new brochure "New Horizons for De Paul and You." He will
also be invited to participate in the
program, in order to help realize its objectives.
At the January 5 meeting of the
executive council, Nathan Schwartz,
past president of the Alumni Association, pledged $25,000 over a three-year
period to the development program.
Said Mr. Schwartz, "We are not mendicants, we are not doing this work for
ourselves. We are doing it for others,
that they may receive a college education under the best posible auspices. It
is a fine civic, humanitarian work we

are
doing."
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MISSOURI
The Barrens
The feast of St Thomas Auinas was celebrated in the usual manner wi-th a
By reason of the Marian year, all thelsubjects chosen
Solemn Mass and evening Academia.
LMARTINEZ spoke on "The Immacuway.
MR0 FELIPE
in
some
Mariology
concerned
for papers
JOSEPH COZY spoke on .The
MR
Privileges";
of
All
Marys
the
Root
-late Conception
and MR. JEROME FORConception";
the
Immaculate
Dogma
of
of
the
Historical Development
gave the alloFALAGCA
FATHER
JOSEPH
Our
Sanctification..
TE•hERRY spoke on "Mary and
cution
of the walnut paneling for the Countess Estelle Doheny
March 9 saw the aival
It is now in the process of being installed. Work has alMuseum in the new library.
so begun on landscaping the lawn in front of both the student building and the library.

St. Vincent's College, Cape
conducted programs in

FATHER- SCHICK, who arrived recently to teach social sciences,
observance of the birthdays of Lincoln and-Washi-4ton.

FATHER LAVELLE, at the beginning of the second semester, assumed Freshman,
and Senior Religion classes, besides su-pervising all refectory readers.
FATHER GAUTSCHE is recuperating from a serious operation at St.
FATHER WILSON was also hospitalized for a couple of days.

cf all

On February 16th, the Freshmen presented their first
things, it was exceptionally well done.

Junior

Franicis Hospita.

play "Of All Things", and,

FATHER PITTIAN has begun a series of vocation talks in
his first
at St. Vincent's in
iCape
Girardeau.

neighboring parishes, with

FATHER SHAaGHEESSY has a basketball team organized at Holy Family School; it is
tournanent against other local grade schools, because of Father's exdoing well in its
cellent coaching.
At recent monthly days of recollection for the diocesan priests, there have been
record crowds of between thirty and forty priests, several of whom come from Illinois
tid KentucklQ dioceses.
bazaar was held., and was a great success, since
On February 23rd the studentsE
Many visiting confreres from Perryville and St. Louis
both prizes and food held out.
helped to add life
and encouragement.
Kenrick Seminary
The confreres at Kenrick were the authors of a series of sermon outlines on Mariology now in use throeughout the archdiocese during the Marian year at
the Saturday evening Masses.
The dr'ought wihich has been afflicting southeast Missouri for the past two years
has also struck the seminary by causing a section of the rear of the building to sink.
The situation was relieved by deepening the foundations under the sacristy,
Religious Information Bureau
The
erected as an independent house,
LAISER assistant superior.

Religious Information Bureau has been canonically
FATHER DONALD FALLON is superior, FATHER VINCENIT
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COLORADO
St.

Thomas Seminary,

Denver
FATHER KEENEALLY conducted a retreat for the students of Lo-

retto Heights College.
FATHER TOLMAN gave the conferences for the February day of recollection held by
the clergy at Colorado Springs..
FATHMR TOWNS gave the semi-annual retreat for the girls
convent in Denver.
On the first

at the Good. Shepherd

Sunday of February, ARCHBISHOP VEHR ordained fourteen students to

the diaconate, making a total of twenty-six deacons in this year's

class.

They re-

present fifteen dioceses.
Following the diaconate ordination, FATHER
I

N

iEALLY was the principal speaker

at the awarding of the Ad Altare Dei medals and other honors to the Catholic Boy Scouts
of the area at the cathedral; the Archbishop again officiated.
CA IFORNIA
St. JobnIs Seminary,

Camarillo
CARDINAL McINTYRE spent the night at the seminary on

January 24th, and celebrated Mass for the- students on the 25th.
FATHER PATRICK O'BRIEN spoke on Medical Ethics at the meetings sponsored by the

Catholic Physicians Guild on February 9th and 16th at St. Vincent's School of Nursing,
Los Angeles.
Los Angeles Prep
FATHER PHILLIP LEFETVE gave a retreat to the Sisters of St. Joseph in
Los

Angeles.

FATHER FRANK O'MALLEY, on his return from Korea, spent a few days at the seminary
before returning to his base at Camp Pendleton, California.
Final moving date has not been set for entrance into the new archdiocesan junior
seminary.
Most probably, however, classes will begin in the-new buildings next September.
FATHER DIMOND RYAN and JOHN CLARK have been giving a series of Miraculous Medal
Novenas on the coast.

TEXAS
San Antonio
Sunday

As a part of vocation week, open house was held at. St. John's Seminary on
March 14.
It included guided tours, sports events, movies and refreshments,

Students at Assumption Seminary are planning an appeal this spring to the people
of the Archdiocese in behalf of the seminary's Correspondence Religion Courses.
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Pius X: Cure of Sister
Maria Louisa Scorcia
The Decree for the canonization of
Blessed Pius X, published in L'Osservatore Romano for January 18-19, 1954,
states that the second of the two
miracles accepted by the Holy See in
this cause was worked in favor of a
Daughter of Charity, Sister Maria
Luisa Scorcia. This Sister was gravely
ill as a result of a diseased condition
of the brain and spinal cord. From the
very beginning of the illness, she and
the other Sisters made repeated novenas seeking the intercession of Blessed Pius X.
On February 14, 1952, Sister Maria
Luisa slent a restful night. On the
following morning, fully recovered, she
rose, went to the chapel, and took
breakfast, apparently in as good health
as any of the Sisters. On that same
day, the physician confirmed the fact
that she had been completely cured.
This medical verdict was later upheld
by the experts appointed by the Holy
See to study the case. After the usual
thorough consideration of all the
evidence, His Holiness, Pope Pius XII,
on January 17, 1954, approved acceptance of the cure of Sister Maria Luisa
as a miracle effected through the intercession of Blessed Pius X.

CCD Comes to Barrens
(Continued from Page One)
confreres at Northhampton who, Fr.
Kelly stated, are the most active seminarians in the country.
At the same session the Fourth Year
Theologians demonstrated the discussion club technique.
In the afternoon session Fr. Burt
Gulnerich, assistant director of the
CCD for the Diocese of Buffalo, joined the speakers in explaining the CICD
program on the elementary and secondary school level during the school year
and in vacation periods.
In the evening there were panel discussions on parent education and the
apostolate of good Will. The latter subject was of keen interest to those attending the state college at Cape Girardeau.
In a sermon on Tuesday morning
Fr. Sharpe spoke on "Lay Apostles
and the CCD." The morning session
was occupied with a lecture on the
place of the CCD in the seminary.
Many fine suggestions were made with
regard to Education and Cathechetical classes, observation of teaching, and

practice teaching.

About People
Who Bear Witness
(From the Hong Kong Sunday)
Examiner, December, 1952)
Pope Pius XII said: the most urgent
task for Catholics in an age of publicity
and propaganda is to bear witness, not
with their words, but with their lives.
Father John Herrygers, C. M., a 52
year old native of Rouckfen, Holland,
and Apostolic Administrator of Yungpingfu, Hopei Province, arrived in Hong
Kong after being expelled by the
"Chinese People's Government." He had
spent 26 years in China. While never in
prison or under actual house arrest, he
was trailed by agents every time he left
his house. On November 19 while at
breakfast, Father Herrygers was arrested by the police and taken to headquarters for trial. His accusations were
numerous and sometimes humorous,
such as that he had formerly consorted
with KMT (Kuomintang-the Chinese
Nationalist Government) officials, established the Legion of Mary, sent
Chinese priests throughout the country
on reactionary business, kept the young
people out of Communist Youth Organizations, would not let the children
wear the red ties of the "Young
Pioneers," and sabotaged the "Anti-Imperialist and Love the Country Movement." Father asked that he be allowed
to take up citizenship as a member
of People's China and then defend
himself against these charges in court,
but the judges snarled a refusal.
There are still sixteen Chinese priests
left in his mission; of these eight are
Vincentians and eight are secular
priests. One of the Vincentians is in
prison and the rest are united in such
faith and charity that they have agreed
to go to prison or die rather than to
give in to the reform movement. They
have kept their churches open and

courageously administered the sacraments.
From May to June 1953 a great effort
was made to spread the "Anti-Imperialist and Love the Country Movement." When gathered together as
Catholics and harangued about the
evils of the Catholic religion, the people
said, "Our priests are good!" The
speaker replied, "If they are good,
they are led by an imperialist." The
people shouted, "We will give our heads
to prove that he is not an imperialist."
Next they tried to have the Labor Unions call a meeting and then bring up
the religious question. The Catholics
said, "The Labor Union has no right
to interfere in religion." And then they
walked out.
They also attempted to pressurize the
Legion of Mary members among the
mine workers. One miner said, "I am
a Legion member and that I remain
until I die. Here is my badge number;
take it down and call me when you
want me to go to jail or to die." Next,
neighbor groups were called together
to be lectured on health. After a few
words on health, the pressure was put
on religion again. The Catholics rose
and forced their way out; the pagans
said that religion had no connection
with them and bolted the meeting too,
leaving the speakers alone. There are
many Catholics among the miners, cement and railway workers; at least ten
of the "Model Workers" are Catholics.
When asked what they thought about
a priest who had been shot as a "reactionary," they replied, "He is our
glory and our hero."
The miners work hard; their food is
very poor and little. There is no flour
and half rations of other food items.
The crops were bad and everything is
rationed. The winter and spring look
bleak and discouraging. However the
workers crowd the churches for evening
Masses. There are five times the number of rCommunions than there were
before the "liberation."

Sister Josephine
Fr. Jerome Hastrich, Director CCD
for the Diocese of Madison, Wisconsin,
took part in the last session in order
to tell us about the Madison plan of
Bible schools. The final topic was the
work of correspondence courses in the
CCD. Both Fr. Kelly and Fr. Gulnerich,
after an inspection of the Crusade Correspondence Courses, were very much
impressed and praised highly the efficiency and work of the Courses.
Fr. Martin closed the institute by
thanking the speakers and by assuring them that their work here at the
Barrens for two days would bear much

fruit throughout the Western United
States.

(Continued from Page Two)
"Who is Sister Anna?", we ask her.
"I came came to Paris in 1909, as a
postulant. I was then twenty-one years
old. At first I worked in the kitchen,
but then one day in 1925, our Mother
Superior said to me: 'Sister Josephine,
you go out and help Sister Anna in
the laundry; she is tired.' That's the
way I came to help Sr. Anna who has
since gone to her eternal reward. I'm
still here." In spite of her smile she
was impressed.

For forty-five years Sister Josephine
has lived in Paris and for thirty years
has been doing the laundry of the
Parisian people. If you met Sister
Josephine just once in your life, you
would then know that the world still
possesses a face radiant with goodness.

-a-e
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diocesan clergy in a twentieth century
revival of this unique and original work
of St. Vincent.
These conferences, named in honor of
Blessed Pius X, are modeled on those
of post-Reformation France. They have
for their purpose the discussion of
topics pertinent to the spiritual welfare
of the clergy.

Tuesday Conferences
"Every Tuesday afternoon the priests
of Paris met for discussion. There was
nothing academical about this; they
were concerned with two well-defined
matters which were complementary.
In the first place the 'Mardistes' (as
they came to be known) constituted
themselves as a working team and,
following a program settled at least a
week beforehand, studied questions
the Church.
concerning the life of
Then, with the same team spirit, they
considered how they could acquire the
virtues of their state, and by discussions encouraged each other to devotion. All seeking for effect, eloquence or
formality were excluded from these
meetings. The Superior of the Mission presided at the conference. As far
as he could, he kept himself in the
background, breaking silence only to
bring back to earth a divine whose
eloquence had run away with him. At
the end of the meeting he summed up,
clothing the ideas previously expressed by his colleagues with the warmth
of his own heartfelt sentiments."
(Msgr. Jean Calvet,
St. Vincent de Paul)
The Tuesday Conferences were one
of the many powerful efforts of St.
Vincent to improve the condition of the
clergy in seventeenth century France.
But St. Vincent would certainly be the
last to limit all the potentialities of
these conferences to a clergy badly in

1
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The proposal for the renewal of the

conferences came first from the Very
Rev. Gilmore Guyot, C. M., rector of
Assumption Seminary, in the Fall of
1952. It met with immediate encouragement and favor of Archbishop Lucey,
and so began in December of that year.
Since that time they have been held
regularly at the seminary, attracting
priests from all over the archdiocese.

No matter how we seek, we shall
alway discover ourselves unable to contribute to anything greater than to
the making of good priests.
(St. Vincent)
need of reformation. That they can be
used to intensify and co-ordinatepriestly life is being successfully demonstrated in the archdiocese of San Antonio. Every third Tuesday of each
month throughout the scholastic year,
Assumption seminary is host to the

-

-

Attendance at these functions is often
quite difficult for the priests, some
of whom have to travel a distance of
150 miles or more. The conferences
themselves do not exceed an hour and
a half, and touch such varied topics as
meditation, spiritual reading, divine
office and liturgy.
What the ultimate result of these
conferences will be, God alone knows.
But the signs are encouraging, both in
the large attendance and in the spread
of the plan to other dioceses. This projection of the spirit of St. Vincent into
our own times certainly deserves the
support and prayers of the entire
double family.

-
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Annual Students Bazaar
APRIL 30, 1954
STUDENT ACTIVITIES & MISSION FUND
1. $100 White Gold Gruen Wrist Watch
2. Smith-Corona Portable Typewriter
3. Beautiful Handstitched Quilt

"Let us love God, but let it be at the expence of our arms
-St. Vincent
and in the sweat of our brows."
Subscription-$1.00 per year
(Published monthly, October to June)
Please notify us of your change of address
Editor-Mr. Stafford Poole, C.M.
Assistant Editors-Mr. Louis Franz,
Cawley, C.M.

C.M., Mr.
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(Courtesy of Ladies of Assumption and
St. Boniface Parishes)
DONATIONS: 10c, 3 for 25c, 15 for $1.00
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St. Mary's Seminary

Rev. Lawrence J. Leonard, C.M.
Contributor-Mr. Charles E. Miller, C.M.
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St. Vincent's Church, Los Angeles
At Figueroa and Adams, a Marian Year reminder (see page two)
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New Rectory For New Parish

'An Expression of
Love and Devotion'
With these words His Eminence
James Francis Cardinal McIntyre added another gem to Mary's crown of
glory. In line with the desire of the
Holy Father, "that in this year especially the Faith of the people may be
increased and their devotion to the Virgin Mother of God become daily more
ardent," a new statue of Our Lady was
erected on a pedestal at a busy intersection in Los Angeles. Like the silent
sermon of St. Francis' good example it
is meant to raise the minds and hearts
of passersby to Mary.

Shown above is the newly completed rectory of Most Precious Blood parish,
Denver, Colorado. This is the first part of the new parish plant to be completed.
The Church, although nearing completion, still requires enough finishing work
that a suitable photograph cannot yet be had. Father John QDonoe, C. M., is
the pasor. More complete details on Precious Blood parish will be found clsewhere in this issue.
Precious Blood Parish, the community's new parish in Southeast DI'nver, will soon see the completion of its
three-unit plant. This includes
a
church, parish hall, and priest residence.
The residence, a ten-room house, will
be completed in April. It is a one-story
structure with full basement and ten
rooms including two conference rooms.
It is built of tan brick with dark trim
to match the exterior of the church and
hall.
Church Nearly Completed
The brickwork on the church has
been completed. Considerable glasswork has been installed. The large
windows have been fitted in a blue
cathedral glass. Plastering is under
way. The heating plant has been installed and is in use to help dry the
plaster.
The parish hall is a structure of the
same tan brick, 35 by 54 feet in size.
Besides its use as a meeting place for
parishoners it will be utilized to instruct children of the parish. Girls
from Loretto Heights 'College will conduct the classes in religious instruction.
The Church is planned to hold 385
persons. Rosecolored brick lines the interior of the body of the church. The
sancturary, designed by Pax Studios
of Denver, will have a glazed-tile altar
and furnishings. Bas-relief statues of
terra cotta will be installed. Father
John QaghWJaoopes to see the church
in use by early summer.
Loss by Fire
During the past year the parishoners
have been attending Mass in a basement church at St. Vincent de Paul
School, 2401 E. Arizona Avenue. In
that church on February 28, 1954, there
was a $5000 fire. The cause of the
blaze was attributed to a ten-year

old boy playing with matches. Sometime after the last Mass at 11:00 a. m.

this youngster threw a match down
on the floor which ignited a paper.
From there it spread to nearby vestments. Before the fire was brought
under control it had destroyed the altar
and had caused heavy damage to vestmnents and sacred vessels.

St. Thomas Seminary
Expansion Continues
A $30,000 contract was let for the
construction of an addition to the refectory of St. Thomas Seminary, Denver, Colorado, and work was begun
early in March. It is hoped that the
new refectory will be sufficiently completed for use at the annual archdiocesan priests' retreat in July.
The announcement of the giving of
the contract was made by the Very
C. M., SuRev. William jnjIia
perior at St. Thomas. He also announced that plans for the new main building are still being processed, as are
those for the new library.
The expansion program now underway at St. Thomas is the result of the
Seminary Campaign conducted by
Archbishop Urban J. Vehr of Denver
in the spring of 1953. The campaign
was made necessary by the tremendous
need for priests in the archdiocese and
the inadequacy of the present facilities
of the seminary.
The enlargement of the seminary
refectory will involve the addition of
38 feet to its present length, or the
space of three windows of the size in
the present structure. Now able to accommodate 195 persons with crowding,
the enlarged refectory will seat 250
persons comfortably.

On the pedestal are inscribed these
words: "Holy Mary, Mother of God,
pray for us-Marian year 1954."
And a New School
In connection with the erection of
this dramatic daily reminder of the
Marian year another dedication took
place, that of the new 10-classroom
St. Vincent School. Here not only will
Catholic youth see the silent sermon
of good example as given by the
Daughters of 'Charity but also will hear
of the glories of Mary and, most especially, of Her greatest glory, Jesus. In
his talk at the school dedication Bishop
Timothy Manning said that, "Schools
like St. Vincent's make the children
firm in their knowledge of Almighty God
and love of country. That gives
strength to the whole national structure."
Assisting the Cardinal in the dedication ceremonies were Very Rev. Francis KoQper, C .M., rector of St. John's
Seminary, deacon; Rev. Johnasey, C.
M., of St. Vincent's, subdeacon and
Rev. Benjamin G. Hawkes, master of
ceremonies.
Chaplains to Bishop Manning were
Very Rev. James Stakelumn,C. M. and
Rev. Marshall MWine, C. M., pastor of
Miraculous Medal Church, Montabello,
California.
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The Barrens
S -Overthe Easter holidays, the ..student-s were hosts -to twenty •nine students
from De Paul Academy, accompanied by FAT P.IERS iBA3Y,
Q
S=
I,E
I3~
N sEd A-

aJnL,
and Mr. Maniola, lay professor at the Academy.

The trip was climaxed by

the

presentation of -the Easter play, which many visitors at the seminary also enjoyed.
For the first

time also, the restored Easter vigil was held at the church of

the Assumption..
The library is practically completed. The only amount of true finishing work
At present the floors have been laid
that remains to be done is in the two museums.
in both the Bishop Sheehan and the Boheny-musemn.
This latter was recently decorated
The Criwith gold leaf, which is now being sulbdued with several coats of shellac.
sade Correspondence Courses and the De Andrein have alreasdy been moved to their new
Venetian blinds and desks are now being installed in the
quarters in the basement.

classrooms.
-planted. in grass and oats (for
The front lawn of the library has already been
quick growth) and several of the large boxwoods from the plot next to the community
cemetery have been transplanted to the new. buii-lding.
FATHER JERI IAH lIHAi
is now taking his exams at St. Louis University for a
Ifglish.
He passed the orals with flying colors and is now in the written
doctorate in
exams.

SCOLORADO
St. Thomas Seminary, -enver
Archbishop Vehr was celebrant for the solemn closing of
the Forty Hours devotion at the seminary, for which Archbishop Byrne preached the
sermon. Present for the ceremony were four bishops and almost one hundred monsignori .
Life
.FATHER
MCEA LLY was one-of-the speakers for the Religion in
=
GN
FATHER
held on the campus of the University of Colorado at Boulder.
of
.enver..-.
University
spoke at a similar gathering held by the
In a recent list
names of FATHERS W&NA
FATHERS (^ Ef-,
mons at the Forty Hours'

Week

therer
e re included the
of archdiocesan apointments,
as judages of the Matrimonial Tribunal.
and D~i^S'
PHILLIP
andd IBROLD ESggICH delivered the serdevotion held at the Go-od Shepherd Convent.

I celebrated Mass and delivered the sermon in the chapel
FATHER •••
of Loretto Heights College, which sponsored the Letters atd Fine Arts Conference
held there..

r.

The student body heard an address in the semina ry aditorium given by
Yves Simon, professor of Thomistic philosophy at the University of Chicago

Pse
fo-a
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CALIFORNIA

Sto .Johns

Seminary,

Camarillo

by FATHER GEORGE Sa
the allocution.

As at the Barrens, the St. Thomas da&r program, arranged
Cardinal McIntyre gave
treat-ed exclusively Marian subjects.

On Saturday evenings, the Miraculous Medal novena is broadcast- from the student chapel over station KTEN in Venturao
The seminarians do the announcing, lead
the novena prayers and. give the--sermon
FATHER OSCARB
uis
in charge.
FATHER
Iff
also gave a series of lenten talks luring the Miraculous Medal
novena held each Wednesday evening at the new Assuamption church in Ventura.
FATBER EHAROLD Z
gave a series of lenten talks at St. Catherine of Siena
church in Reseda.
Father also preached at the Legion of Mary Acies held at the Cathedral in Los Angeles.
FATHER PATRICK
~R
delivered the sermon at the Solemn High Mass on Ash
Wednesday evening at the Santa Clara church in Oxnard.
He also preached the Tre Ore
services there on Good Friday.
For Saint Patrick's day, FATHER NEMA
vIAN
Solemn High Mass in Santa Clara churchr
Oxnard.o
FATHERS FRANCIS 22Qa, JAMES
Western College Association-meeting held in

Queen of Angels Seminary,

was the preacher

at the

O-b
.QN and OSCAR . MTjl
attended the
Los Angeles on April 9th and 10th.

San Fernando

of the new archdiocesan
This is the title
junior seminary.
The confreres and students moved in just after Easter.
We hope
to have more details in next month's issue. For those interested, the new address
is:
Qaeen of Angels Seminary, Box 1071, San Fernando California.
A group of five nuns arrived recently in Los Angeles to staff the kitchen
of the new seminary.
They belong to a Spanish order, although two of them are native Californians.
MISSOURI
Saint Vincent' s College,

Cape

FATHER JAMES APAQ Lhad a sudden and very serious
operation on Palm Smuday afternoon.
He had sung the Passion and fulfilled all his
choir master duties that :norning and so the operation came as a shcka
to allo It
also caused the postponing of F-ather s twenty fifth anniversary celebration.
FATHER W
Q
continues to handle a thriving rabbit population as his
hobby.
All who have tasted the fruiits of his animal husbandry agree that is is
well worth while.
The annual minstrel was staged on March 28th to a large gathering which
included, besides the Cape students, many of their relatives and a few visiting
priests. FATHER 8^^[.g
did wonders with the music, as did FATHER CALLIER with
the non-musical portions.

fivi
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Cape, cont'd
FATHERS
2B,
ISXN and
Ta.IS
were delegates to the convention of the
National Catholic Educational Association in Chicago.

Lent and Holy Week devotions and ceremonies were conducted by the faculty
at several churches in

the county.

FATHER SCHICK gave talks at the Sisters'

convent

in Benton.
FATHER
TE Ais
now giving vocation talks in
FATHER I1arON, with his practical hobby of photography,
in a local contest.

the neighborhood, and
collected another ribbon

The grotto being constructed on the grounds by the boys is making progress;
granite has been hauled, more rockand building materials gathered, and FATHER
4,Y
has had the church's concrete mixer repaired for its uce.

St. Johns's Seminary, Kansas City
given days of recollection in

FATHERE
$4
the Kansas City area.

During lent, FATHER ZBStI
N,
, ~K
lenten talks at different parishes in and about the

and FATHER?P,,

IJTRT

and

ELXJ.I have

L.TRI
E,

gave

city.

TEXAS
St. John's Seminary,

San Antonio

On February 11th, the secular and religious clergy
of the archdiocese held a Marian Conference at St. John's.
Opening exercise was a
Pontifical Mass in the Mission.
On March 6th, the confreres of Assumption and St. John's had evening services
in the Mission.
Each first
Saturday a different community holds exercises there for
the Marian year.
Evening Mass was celebrated and all those present were enrolled in
the Miraculous Medal.
At the cloOn ,March 5th through 7th, Forty Hours was held at the seminary.
sing were Archbishop Lucey, Bishop Fitzsimmons of Amarillo, Msgr. Geehan, Vicar-General of the archdiocese, Msgr. Manning, the Chancellor, and several others of the diocesan clergy.
On March 15th, open house was held for all boys in grammar and high schools
and for their parents and friends,
295 registered for attendance prizes.
On March 21st, several days of recollection were given for teen age groups:
FATHER JEREMIAH
at Selma, FATHER JOHN 'f••QQat
New Braumfels, and FATHER
RUDOLPH
•
at: Falls City.

Assumption Seminary
Four lenten series were given by FATHERS Q
, RY;M·~~
ON
at
services
Week
had
the
Holy
¶G
Qi•
B
FATHER
E
and..
^fLS
fllSBIU ~
Nada, and FATHER EII
gave the Holy Week talks at St. Paul's, a new mission
parish connected with St. Anne's.
EATHER
•C^ gave a mission during Holy Week
at Cary Air Force base.
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Assumption Seminary,

cont'd
FATHER MORGAN

tal in

.gave the nurses'

retreat at St. Paul's Hospi-

Dallas,

FATHER '
seninary session in

talked on "The Immaculate Conception" at

the NCEA joint

Chicago.

Many former San Antonians will be sorry to hear
tha.t Madre Esperanza, the
superioress of the Josephine Sisters at the seminary, was critically ill
and had to
be anointed on April 9th.

ILLINOIS
ee Paul University,

Chicago

M-spoke before the National Catholic
FATHER EDWARD -'
Educational Association convention on "The Needs of Catholic Education."
He noted
both non-Catholic attendance at Catholic universities and the "leakage" of Catholics
to non-Catholic schools.
A study on this particular subject,- he said,- would be useful in arguments for colleges' recruiting forde.
De Paul itself
has a student body
which is 26% non-Catholic.
New schools ought to be built, especially in engineering,
pharmacy and medicine, "if every Catholic college student is to attend a Catholic
college.
FATHERS Q MAL
and. IA
led a group of faculty members in
the North Central Association sessions in Chicago March 23-26.

attendance at

LOUI SIANA
St. Joseph's church
FATHER THOMAS $a
stayed overnight
P
at the United States
Government Hospital--at Carville, Louisiana, in order to celebrate Mass for the
Sisters there on the feast of the Anntuciation.
It was an occasion for Father

to see the set-up of the famous hospital which is under government control, while
the Sisters remain in

important capacities.

A very successful day of recollection was held for the men of the parish
during March.
It was well organized by Holy Name leaders and was conducted by
Father Joseph Ryan,
o0..Io, from the Cathedral,
About 85 men attended.
The restored Easter vigil service was held for the second time in the parish,
beginning this year at 10:45 P.M.
Last year about 650 people were present,.
FATHER
LAMBERT i~W
again had the honor of being the celebrant of the vigil, which
was conducted by him alone.
His Excellency, BISHOP ANTONIO QC
IMC.O-G
Mo,, was guest at St. Joseph's
for about a week, when he came from Hondouras to transact some business.
On Tuarsday, April 8th, one side of the huge overpass behind St. Joseph's
was opened.to traffic, while the other and adjoining side is still
in process of
construction.
This overpass begins just behind the church, on Claiborne street
and will be a new landmark for visiting confreres.

rage
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New School Dedicated
:.... Almost simultaneously with the announcement of the construction plans
for a new grade school at Miraculous
Medal School parish, Montabello, California the dedication of a brand new
St. Vinvent's grade school took place.
The new school contains ten classrooms, an auditorium, cafeteria, clinic
and offices and a place for the children to play during the unfavorable
weather.
The actual dedication ceremony was
performed by His Eminence James
Francis ICardinal McIntyre assisted by
Very Rev. Francis 0e•er. C. M. and
Rev. John Q•ey, C. M., assistant pastor
of the parish. The sermon in connection
with the ceremony was delivered by
Bishop Timothy Manning who praised
schools such as St. Vincent's which give
a firm basis of truth to its students
who in turn give the whole national
structure strength.
This new school is part of the Province-wide building program which
finds improvements being made in
other parts of California as well as in
such widely scattered places as Denver,
La Porte, Chicago and Perryville.
The old St. Vincent's school, located
on Flower St., was built in 1925 and was
still in very good condition. However,
it was condemned by the city, which
proposed to run the route of a new
harbor freeway through the area.
The new building was designed by
Montgomery and Mullay, architects,
and built by J. A. McNeil Co., Contractors. It is laid out in modified mission
style, common in Southern California
schools.

-

--

-

De Paul Biologists
Test Water Purifier
Three years of intensive testing in
the biology laboratories of De Paul
University have resulted in the development of a small ultra-violet irradiating unit for purifying home
drinking and cooking water. Announcement of the new electronic device was
made on February 3 in New York and
Chicago.
The device was developed by engineers of the Electronics Manufacturing Corporation and scientists of A. R.
F. Products, Inc., River Forest, Illinois
and was tested at De Paul by Father
aQejQau,. C. M., chairman of
J•hQ .R..
the biology department, and by biology
professors Margaret McWhinnie and
Joseph Semrad. According to Father
Cortelyou, the results of the tests, along
with many others, show that the
mechanism is totally effective in rendering water bacteriologically safe for
drinking.
For testing purposes, Chicago tap
water was contaminated with many

--

------

----

--

more coliform bacteria than would ordinarily be found in natural waters
used for drinking. When this water
Father Qomerford ýMalley, C .M.,
was passed through the purifier, the recently carried the De Paul University
collected samples indicated that a.i of
expansion program to the university's
the coliform bacteria had been killed. alumni on the west coast. Addressing
Tests were also made on thirty-six 250 alumni of the Southern California
different samples of well water taken area, he said that private buisnesses
from various sections of the United alone could support private education
by means of tax deductible donations.
States. Of these samples, twenty-three
contained harmful organisms. It was
to 5% of a business's profits
found that treatment with the new are"Up
not taxable if donated to non-profit
purifier killed all harmful bacteria in
schools. And if private business gave
the well water. Tests also revealed the
only that amount to private colleges
typhoid organisms were even more
and universities, these schools would
susceptible to the ultra-violet radiations than coliform bacteria.
not face a life and death crisis today,"
The whole unit is no longer than he said, and added that the National
an ordinary electric toaster 'and can be
Association of Manufacturers is carryattached to any supply of tap water. It ing on a strong program encouraging
operates automatically and purifies
a continuous stream of water by means private business to endow private
schools of higher learning.
of a 4 watt germicidal lamp. It is estimated that the purifier can serve
While in Los Angeles, Father O'Malsome 27,000,000 persons who depend
for their drinking water on such ley also preached the tre ore service at
sources 'as wells, cisterns, springs, rivers Saint Vincent's church on Good Frior lakes.
day.

Fund Drive Continues
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SISTERS GO TO JAIL
Many members of the Double Family might be able to say that at some
time or other they have been to jailto visit, of course. But there are two
who are able to say that they have
been in and out of jail for twenty
years. Sister-Elizabeth and $ister Rosilia, both stationed at the Los Angeles
Orphanage in South San Gabriel, California, are regular visitors at*the Los
Angeles County Jail. Their purpose is
to teach catechism to the women prisoners and to counsel those who seek
their advice.
Classes Voluntary
The classes are entirely voluntary. It
is simply announced that the Sisters
have arrived to teach catechism and
that whoever wishes to, may come. Attendance may be anywhere from 10
to 30 girls.
Are there any permanent results?
Both Sisters would immediately answer
this question with an emphatic yes.
Many of the girls whom the Sisters instruct keep in touch with them after
release, although, as might be expected,

there is a goodly number whom they
never see again.
Characteristic of some of the incidents which they sometimes encounter
is the story told by Sister Elizabeth.
"Once after a long catechism lesson I
told a girl: 'I hope we haven't taken
up too much of your time.' She said:
'Sister, time's the one thing I've got a
lot of.' "
...

And in Mexico

While on the subject of jail, another
Daughter of Charity, Sister Guadalape
Colon, made news recently in Mexico
City by being arrested on the street for
wearing religious garb. But she was
soon released when she protested to the
police that her habit constituted a
"uniform," and as such was sanctioned
by national law.
Anti-Clerical decrees issued in 1926
during the presidency of Plutarco Elias
Calles forbid the wearing of religious
garb outside churches. While technically still in effect, the decrees have not
been widely enforced since the days of
the Camacho regime.

New School
For Montebello
Father IVarshal ,.F. ,WVinne, C. M.,
pastor of the church of Our Lady of
the Miraculous Medal, Montebello,
California, recently announced the
start of constructic o n neight classroom parish school. It will be located
to the rear of the five acre church
property at 820 N. Garfield Avenue.
The Daughters of Charity, who also
corduct the Los Angeles Orphanage in
South San Gabriel and Our Lady if
Talpa school in Los Angeles, will staff
the new school. At first it will consist
of only four grades.
The school structure itself will be of
concrete masonry construction, with a
textured pattern in the blocks. At one
end will be a large trellised area for
use during the lunch periods. The plans
also call for extensive planting areas
around the building. All classrooms will
open onto an outside corridor or ambulatory.
The parish of Our Lady of the
Miraculous Medal was established late
in 1950 and includes parts of Montebello, Monterey Park and East Los
Angeles. At the present time, the area
is the scene of considerable expansion
and home building.
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Father Martin Moore
Dies May 9

Library Completed
The new library building of Saint
Mary's Seminary has at length been
completed after, more than two years
of construction. The dedication day has
officially been set for the 28th of May,
and already work is being undertaken
in preparation for the great event, the
newest addition to the seminary in
more than twenty years.
Externally the library presents a picture- of striking geometric proportion.
The front wall is surfaced with Bedford Stone, the roof with green variegated tile. At either end of the front,
on the second floor level, squat bay
windows break the monotony of
straight lines. The building is two
stories high with a sub-basement.
The walls of the vestibule are covered with dark Lored Chiard marble,
interesting for the fossilized specimens
of marine life etched into it. Care was
taken in installation to preserve the
lines of the original vein of stone. The
result is a continuous and pleasing
series of unbroken lines around the
room.

The foyer is covered with Rouge
Antiaue marble and trimmed with
Lored Chiard. In the center of the
floor the seal of the seminary has
been etched with multi-colored terrazo.
All the ceilings of the entire first floor
are covered with sound-killing acoustical material.
To the east and west of the foyer
runs the corridor connecting the various classrooms. Cream colored tile

- Dedication May 28
covers the walls to a height of four and
a half feet; above that, sound-proofing
cinder block completes the walls. Six
classrooms flank the corridor, along
with other conveniences, such as lavafountains,
ladies'
tories, drinking
lounge, etc.
The classrooms represent the ultimate in modern design. Fully soundproofed, with forced air heating and
thorough ventilation, they are illuminated by powerful fluorescent
lights. Metal cupboards line the walls
by the windows. The science laboratory contains modern equipment, recently purchased, along with still usable older pieces salvaged from the old
building. All the classrooms have asphalt tile flooring, with venetian
blinds on the windows.
Practicality is Keynote

Fire protection and easy maintenance keynote the interior architecture.
The stairwells are approached through
heavy firedoors. The stairs are of light
green terrazo, the walls of the stairwells yellow tile.
The second floor contains the main
reading room, the two museums, periodical room archives, rare book respository, librarians' office, etc. The
main reading room is a commodious
room about sixty feet long and thirty
feet high. Wooden paneling and shelves
cover the room on all four sides. Shields
of the various community houses of
the province adorn the cornice of the
walls. Five large tudor windows encased

Father Martin V. Moore, C. M., died
at five o'clock in the afternoon, May 9,
at DePaul Hospital in Saint Louis. He
was 78 years old and for the past few
years had been almost totally blind.
Heart disease was the cause of death.
Father Moore, the eldest son of
Basil and Emma Moore, was born on
January 30, 1876, in Sereno, Perry
County, Missouri. He taught school at
Sereno before entering Saint Vincent's
College, 'Cape Girardeau, Missouri.
From there, he entered the novitiate
at the Barrens, and, having pronounced his perpetual vows, entered upon
his scholastic career. He was ordained
June 10, 1905, by the later Cardinal
Glennon, in the chapel of the old
Kenrick Seminary in Saint Louis.
Father Moore taught at De Paul University from 1905 to 1919, and then
at Saint Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau, from 1919 to 1922. In 1922, he
returned to De Paul to teach and, in
1935, became superior of the house. He
remained at De Paul until 1941 when
he became superior of the Cape. In
1946, he was assigned to Los Angeles, as
chaplain at Saint Vincent's Hospital,
where he remained until his retirement
in 1949. In that year he returned to the
Cape, after a short visit at the Barrens, and remained there until last
year. For the last 15 months, he had
been living at St. Vincent's in Saint
Louis.
During his years of teaching, Father
Moore specialized mostly in mathematics, adding to this, at DePaul,
civil engineering. He had a phenomenal
memory and during his years as president of the Cape, always knew each
student by his first name. Even after
many years, despite his age and poor
sight, he would recall former students by
their first name.
Father Moore is survived by seven
brothers, two of them priests of the
community: Father Leonidas Moore,
C. M., of New Orleans, and Father
(Continued on Page Four)
in Bedford stone are set in the north
wall and have been decorated with the
seals of famous English printers.
Bishop Sheehan Museum

The Bishop Sheehan Memorial Museum is a gem of modified Chinese art.
Although at this writing the varied
collection of Chinese art and curios
has not been put into the museum,
this promises to be an
intriguing
room. The floor is of teak wood, laid
in herringbone stitch, with an inlay
of lighter wood forming a large square
in the center. The walls and ceilings
('Continued on Page Four)
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Marian Year Congress
May 1st to 3rd were the dates of the
Marian Year Congress, sponsored by
the Daughters of Charity of the Western Province, to honor Mary, the
Mother of God.
Approximately two thousand young
women, including eleven hundred
from out of town hospitals, high
schools, grade schools, social centers
and day nurseries, representing all
the work of the Daughters of Charity
of the Western Province, attended the
opening ceremony, a Solemn High
Mass at St. Louis Cathedral on May
1st.
Archbishop Presides
Archbishop Joseph E. Ritter of St.
Louis presided at the Mass. Chaplains
to the Archbishop were: Reverend John
J. Cronin,. C. M., and the Reverend
William M. Brennan, C. M., Celebrant
of the Mass was the Very Reverend
James W. Stakelum, C.- M., Visitor of
the Western Province, assisted by the
Very Reverend Thomas V. Cahill,
C. M., as deacon and the Very Reverend Eugene E. McCarthy, C. M.,
as subdeacon. The Masters of Ceremonies were the Reverend Joseph
McIntyre, C. M., and the Reverend
Raphael Kuchler, C. M. The sermon
was preached by the Most Reverend
Charles W. Quinn, C. M. The "Missa
de Angelis" was sung by the delegates, directed by the Reverend
Thomas J. Barrett, C .M., with Dr.
Mario Salvador at the organ.
Luncheon and facilities were provided
for the delegates at DePaul Hospital,
for nurses; Laboure High School, for
high school students; St. Ann's Home,
for grade students and St. Philomena's
Retreat House, for other delegates.
Conferences Held
Between two and four o'clock of the
first day, group conferences were held
on the theme "Personal Sanctification
Through Mary,, Our Model." Rosary
and Benediction concluded the devotion, followed by supper and a social
hour/
On Sunday, May 2nd, there was a
Solemn High Mass at Marillac Seminary, with the Very Reverend William
P. Barr, C. M., as celebrant; the Very
Reverend Edward Riley, C. M., Deacon; and the Reverend A. D. Fassbender, C. M., as subdeacon. Reverend
James O'Sullivan, C. M. was the Master
of Ceremonies, and the sermon was
given by the Reverend John J. Cronin,

C.M.
After luncheon group conferences
were held on the theme "Mary, Model
of the Lay Apostolate." In the evening,
despite inclement weather, there was

the crowning of the Blesed Mother,
followed by the Act of Consecration
and Solemn Benediction.

At Perryville
The Congress was climaxed by a pil-.,
grimage of the delegates to the Shrine
of Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal
at St. Mary's Seminary, Perryville.
Here at the Barrens, the pilgrimage
found the seminary prepared as for a
seige. About sixteen hundred of the
delegates came, a far larger number of
visitors than the seminary is accustomed to entertain in one day. Guided
tours were arranged through the
Church of the Assumption and the
principal buildings, a first aid station was provided and a complete loudspeaker system was set up throughout
the grounds. All students and novices
wore identification tags for the convenience of the delegates and to keep
hierarchial order intact.

New Seminary Opens
Sunday, May 25, 1954, saw the arrival
of 220 high school and college students
at their new home, Queen of Angels
Seminary, San Fernando, California.
They had been preceded to the new
quarters by the confreres who direct
the seminary, under the Very Rev.
Victor Roden, C. M.
The focal point of the new building
is, of course, the chapel. It is decorated
in the modified Spanish design which
is characteristic of the seminary and
of the mission as a whole. It contains a
simple marble altar behind which is an
ornate Spanish reredos (ornamental
screen or partition) which until recently was part of San Fernando Mission.

Bus Caravan
The delegates left St. Louis in 39
chartered buses and arrived at St.
Vincent's school in Perryville by 10:30
a. m. Upon arrival refreshments were
served, the new St. Vincent's High
School was visited, and there the
delegates were welcomed by the Very
Reverend Maurice Hymel, C. M., pastor of St. Boniface and Assumption
churches. Lunch, prepared by the ladies
of the parish, was served in the Knights
of iColumbus Hall. The Delegates then
made a conducted tour of the seminary, the students acting as guides
and commentators. The tour completed, the rosary was said in common, being led over the public address
system, as the delegates and their hosts
proceeded to the grotto. The closing
sermon was delivered there by the
Reverend Anthony J. Falanga, C. M.,
and the Congress brought to a close
with Solemn Benediction, at which
the Most Reverend Charles W. Quinn,
C. M. was celebrant.
It was a .wonderful experience to
see so many persons, especially among
the young, come together to show their
love for Mary-an experience not soon
to be forgotten. Congratulations to the
Daughters of Charity for the efficiency
and generosity that made the Marian
Congress such a marked success.

Impressive Features
The chapel is surrounded by a quadrangle in which are found the classrooms and administrative offices, cut
off from the chapel by patios. Further
to one end of the building are the two
dormitories, and to the other end, the
auditorium and dining hall. Recreational and gymnasium facilities are in the
basement and the priests' quarters on
a second story behind the chapel.
One of the most impressive features
of the new seminary is the kitchen,
which effectively utilizes much stainless steel. It is equipped to provide
meals for the three hundred persons
who can be accommodated in the dining hall.
The building itself is of re-inforced
concrete, but nevertheless blends well
with the old mission to which it is
adjoined.
The faculty quarters can accommodate 17 priests and contains a recreational hall, a small chapel and five
Mass rooms. The athletic facilities now
being installed include a swimming
pool, tennis, volleyball, handball and
basketball courts. Baseball and football fields will be added during the
summer. Altogether the seminary has
113,000 square feet of floor space and
a frontage of 760 feet.
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The Barrens:
S...FATHER: JOHN SHARPE is
stomach ailment...

a

On Sundayt, May 9,

-....

at present in
.
.

the parishioners of St.;

the hospital with a recurring
-

Vincent's parish,

Brewer, made

The
a pilgrimage. to the seminary and. marched-.in procession to the grotto.
the pilgrims
After the procession,
group was led. by FATHER GEOBRGE BEI&N.
heard. a sermon in the church-of the Assumption by FATER ROB3RT BMZIIT
TAN
.And on Sunday, May 15, the annual May procession was held at the semhe act of consecration was read and the statue of Our Lady crowned
inary.:
The crowd
FATHER GEORGE BREBINAJ preached the sermon.
according to custom.
was estimated -as one of the largest that has ever attended.
On that sase weekend, the students played. host to nine young men fromwho ca•ne down for al visit with
Lasalle, Illinois, all potential vocations,
FATHER SAUNDER.S.
The students from Cape made their annual visit at the Barrens on May 65,
The sportineg events were.held as usual, the Cape boys losing the baseball
game 8 to 1; the day was climaxed with a movie.
classes were held in the new library building on May 20 for
The first
the philosophers; the theologians Christened the new building with exams.
The lower half of the main corridor of the student -building has now
The color is medium
been lined with Xalistron, washable plastic tiling.
It,
The auditorium is also being repainted -- a light, pine green.
green,

is all part of the general plan of rehabilitation of the physical maize-up
of the Barrens, concomitant with the preparations for the library dedication.
COLORAlDO
St. Thomas--Seminary,

Denver:

hTne quarterly meeting of the St. Vincent De Paul
Arch.bishop Vehr celebrated the"
Society was held at the seminary on May 2.
held
in the refectory after breakwas
which
the
meeting
Mass and presided at
fast:, and which was attended by the students as'is the custom each year.
There were over 75 members of the Society present for the Mass and breakfast.
On May 10, the seminary ,was host to the eighth-grade altar boys of the
The
archdiocese at an open house and field day held on the seminary grounds.
annual event is sponsored by the Sers OCluba nd is conduxcted with the co-operation of the seminarians.. Archbishop Vehr officiated at the Solemn Pontifical
'to
begin the day'.
Mass offered in the seminary chapel

gTe De,
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Thomas Seminary, Denver: cont '

This year's ordination class has twenty seven members, representing fifteen different dioceses.
Six were ordained for the archdiocese of Denver.
The plans for the new buildings have been completed and were given to the
contractors for their bids on April 26.
The bids were submitted on May 24.,and
work is expected to start shortly.
The expansion of the dining hall has almost
been completed and the new structure should be ready for use during the clergy

retreats

this sumnmer.:

Most Precious Blood Church, Denver:
A recent issue of the Denver Register devoted an entire section to the new parishes of the city, foremost among which
was Most Precious. Blood. It carried extensive descriptions of the liturgical
art of the new church and a story about FATHER JOHN DONOHOE, the first pastor.
LOUISIANA
St.

Joseph's Church, New Orleans:

:
FATHER LAMBERT STEENSTRA received word in
April from the Ditch provincial that he has been appointed to Formosa to be
the superior of a band of IDtch Vincentians who will begin work on the island.
Father will leave as soon as all the ppers have been arranged.
FATHER FRED FISCHER was appointed to St. Joseph's after two years on the
west coast.

FATHER STANTON was called on to give the invocation as a group of civic
dignitaries gathered for the dedidation of one side of the new overpass con-

stiucted behind .the church.

The other side is in the process of being finished.

ATHERB STANTON also celebrated a special Mass on Sunday, May 9, Mother's
day, for the mothers of Saint Joseph's.
Tris was a feature of the annual
Mother's day celebration which was renewed for the sixth consecutive year.
Following the services, the participants marched in public procession along
Tulate Avenue to the school cafeteria where breakfast was served.

. _

Assumption Seminary,

.

.E

TEXAS

.

' .* .

..

.

.

. , "

San Antonio:

SAll former San Antonians will be sorry to
hear of the death of Madre Esperanza, who, though she knew she was dying,
asked her superiors in Mexico to allow her to remain where she had worked
for so long.
She is
buried in
San Fernando Cemetery.
Archbishop
Ordinations will be held May 29 at San Fernando Cathedral.
Lucey will ordain twelve deacons, of whom four are for the archdiocese of
San Antonio.
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The Barrens'
Little Theater

__
man, Joseph Bronars and John Burger) and the herald (Mr. Donald
Spitzka).
Well Received

Two theatrical presentations, close in
time but distant in thought and presentation, evoked much praise during
the Easter holidays.
The first was a fantasy, the ever
delightful story of the Character (Mr.
Albert Lee) whose best friend is a six
foot rabbit, invisible, of course, to all
but himself. Needless to say, the presentation of a play which contains any
amount of fantasy will demand the utmost from the cast. This was given.
The Plot . . .

The plot in brief is the story of the
attempts of the character's brother (Mr.
Stafford Poole, C. M.) and nephew
(Mr. Joseph Dowd, C. M.) to have him
confined to the rest home of a certain Dr. Chumley, (Mr. Louis Franz, C.
M.), so that he would no longer impede their social ambitions. Aided and
abetted by a psychiatrist (Mr. Lee
Trapp, C. M.) and the family lawyer
(Mr. Walter Housey, C. M.), they almost
succeed, until they are foiled by a
friendly taxi driver (Mr. Joseph
Schlade, C. M.)
. ..

and Players

Minor parts were well carried by
Messrs. Edward Mullin (his "swan song"
at the Barrens), John Lavanway,
Michael Boyle, John Joyce. Few persons in the audience (which included
guests from De Paul Academy and
many visitors at the Seminary) will
soon forget the scene in which Mr.
Lee, as the benign alcoholic, tells of his
first meeting with the invisible rabbit.
Rev. Mr. Warren Discon, C. M. is to
be congratulated on a smooth and
expert job of directing.
Fear in the Way

On May 6, the night after the Cape
trip, a different dramatic effort was
attempted. It was "Fear in the Way,"
the metrical story of the martyrdom of
Thomas a Beckett, Archbishop of Canturbury. Not offered in the same way
as the usual stage play, it was an
"applied production," that is, a dramatic reading, in which the principals,
without benefit of costume or make-up,
read the parts from lecterns on the
stage. The only scenery was strategically placed curtains. In the center of the
stage stood the lectern of the Archbishop (Mr. Thomas Cawley, C. M.);
to the left, the chorus of the women
of Cantubury (Messrs. Joseph Cozy,
Martin Culligan, Kenneth Grass and
upstage left, the
Charles Miller);

priests (Messrs. Thomas Jordan, Francis Crowley and Richard Monogue);
and downstage right, the four tempters
(Messrs. William Horan, James Cash-

The most natural question to ask is
"How did the audience like it?" It
would be too much to expect that an
audience of seminarians untrained in
the niceties of English poetry would,
on first hearing, come to a full appreciation of its finer parts. But as was
pointed out before the reading began,
the audience, more than most, could
associate themselves with the spiritual
values presented. This fact, as well as
the intrinsic worth of certain scenes,
e. g., the Christmas sermon, the attempts at self-justification of the murderers, helped to give an appreciation
that grew with reflection.
Directed by Mr. John Burger, C. M.,
"Fear in the Way" offered an evening
of fascinating and rewarding entertainment.

Most Precious Blood
Church Dedicated
On May 13, Archbishop Urban J. Vehr
of Denver dedicated Most Precious
Blood church, one of the newest
parishes to be entrusted to the care of
the community. Father John Donohoe,
C. M., is the first pastor, assisted by
Father Phillip LeFevre, C. M.
The church has been basically designed as a school and will someday
be converted to classroom uses. At
present it will accommodate 380
parishioners for Sunday Mass. The
building is rectangular in shape, with
an interior of natural brick and windows of blue glass. To add devotion to
a building essentially designed to be a
school, the designers have made use of
indirect lighting and vertical fins
erected diagonally to the main altar to
focus attention on the altar and make
it the center of the entire church.
The Furnishings
The nave of the church has been
constructed of light brick, light wood
paneling and pews stained a soft graygreen. All the sanctuary furnishings are
of Philippine mahogany stained a rich
brown, thus separating the two parts of
the church.
Side
of the
Gospel
to Our

altars are placed on either side
sanctuary. The altar on the
side of the sactuary is dedicated
Lady of the Miraculous Medal.

Scenes of the vision of Our Lady to
St. Catherine Laboure are to be found
(Continued on Page Four)
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Sister Christine
Two sisters got off the train from St.
Louis in Dallas on March 1st, 1902:
Sister Seraphine and Sister Christine.
Sister Christine had come from the
emergency hospital in Boston, the city
in which she had received her training
as one of the first registered nurses in
the country. She assumed her duties at
St. Paul's Hospital in Dallas as operating room supervisor-the position she
had been sent to fill-and remained at
St. Paul's for almost the rest of her life.
Asked by the hospital's administrator
to "keep the books," she accepted, although she claimed that accounting
was the one course she had failed in
college. Since bookkeeping at that time
was not as time consuming as it is today, Sister Christine also took on the
position of pharmacist.
In her spare time, Sister Christine
was in charge of the grounds and
greenhouse. And another of her many
talents, that of accomplished musicianship, qualified her for the position of
organist at chapel services.
Responsibility and Joy

In the early part of the century, it
was Sister's responsibility and joy to
find suitable homes for the many
foundlings who were left on the steps
and in the cloakrooms of St. Paul's
Hospital. She followed the progress of
these children with an active and personal interest which every year brought
many of the children, now grown, back
to visit her.
Sister Christine's personal interest
in everyone connected with the hospital
found outlet in many small, though
greatly appreciated, favors. When finally she had to be confined to bed in
her last illness she took an active part
in helping a little church in West
Dallas get started. She made all the
vestments for it herself.
There are many acts of charity and
love which will go unrevealed here because they are not known. Sister was
a humble soul. As a matter of fact, she
was a little "put-out" in 1946 when the
hospital staff celebrated her golden
jubilee as a Daughter of Charity. But
it was impossible for those who came
in contact with her not to marvel at
her talents and express their gratitude.
Sister's body lay in state in the hospital chapel on April 30th, facing the
altar she had tended as sacristan during her retirement and throughout her
half century at St. Paul's. She wore a
crown of golden laurel on her white
cornette which symbolized the fact
that she had spent more than fifty
years as a Daughter of Charity, and

having kept the faith, had received an
earthly token of the "crown of justice"
stored up for her in heaven.
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St. Thomas and
Meat Packing
"Ad cleri disciplinam" one of the
secondary ends of the community has
many aspects which the average person
often does not think about. The present
day seminary has innumerable facets,
numberless working parts other than
the purely spiritual and intellectual.
One of the most difficult and thankless of these tasks is that of the material maintenance and well-being of
the house, especially along dietary
lines. As new seminaries are built and
developed, proper care and thought is
given to modern kitchen equipment and
appliances, but in many older seminaries it is often necessary to adapt,
rearrange and even to rebuild.
A fine example of this is the new
meat packing room at St. Thomas
Seminary in Denver. A product of experience, it is the brainchild of the
Reverend Garret V. Winne, C. M. and
contains just about everything that
former accommodations did not have.
It is all part of the major expansion
program at St. Thomas which has been
treated in several issues of the De Andrein this year.
Located just off the kitchen, it consists of five rooms: the meat cutting
room, deep freeze, meat curing room,
walk-in refrigerator and small deep
freeze, these last two having been built
in 1951.
The meat cutting room, containing a
large maple cutting table, can handle
three hundred pounds of meat in half
an hour. The deep freeze, which can
hold three tons of meat, is kept at
-50

F., and functions with a blower

unit and a compressor which are shut
off twice every twenty-four hours. It
also contains an automatic defrosting
unit, with floor drains to carry off
the excess water.
The meat curing room is kept at 360
F. and is sterilized by Westinghouse
Sterilights in the ceiling.
Proof that the design has worked
out well is shown by the fact that at
present the deep freeze contains all
the meat which will be used at the
Denver and Pueblo diocesan retreats
during the summer, already cut and
prepared.

In Chicago also, recently, William A.
Bruce, of the Bruce Publishing Company, presented Cardinal Stritch with
a special copy of the New Testament,
to be presented to the Holy Father by
the Cardinal while he is in Rome for
the canonization of Plus X. The New
Testament is the new translation of the
late Father James A. Kleist, S. J., of
Saint Louis University, and the late
Father Joseph L. Lilly, C. M. It is inscribed with the coat of arms of the

Holy Father; Bruce also presented the
Cardinal with a copy of the translation, embossed with the Cardinal's
own coat of arms.

New Library
(Continued from Page One)
have been decorated in an oriental
style, with bright shades of gold, red
and yellow; in each of the windows
has been painted the coat of arms of
one of our confrere bishops in China.
The heavy doors of the museum are
decorated with two elaborate carvings,
displayed under glass, representing
Chinese life.
The Countess Estelle Doheny museum is the very antithesis of the Sheehan museum. It is entirely eighteenth
century French in design: deep walnut walls, trimmed with subdued gold
leaf. The floor is oak, laid in squared
designs. Already a large quantity of
Louis Quatorze furniture has been
bought for use in the museum. As this
is being written however, this furniture is the only part of the display
which has been publicly shown.
The basement contains, for the most
part, utility rooms. These include
rooms for the Crusade Courses, De Andrein, speech studio, audio-visual aids,
textbooks, registrar and bindery.
The stacks form almost a building
apart. Five stories high, they are capable of holding 100,000 books. Separate
foundations and superstructure, distinct
from the rest of the building, will carry
this immense load. Green-tinted glass
in the windows will prevent fading of
the books and consequent damage. As
yet, only one room in the basement
stacks has been partially filled with
books, most of those old volumes
from the second floor rooms in the
student building. The herculean task
of transferring our present library will
not begin until after school is out.
This is but a brief description of our
new building. To be appreciated it
must be seen and visited. However, to
be appreciated fully, one must realize
the tremendous advantages it offers
over the present crowded and inadequate facilities of our old library and
classrooms.

Precious Blood
(Continued from Page Three)
on the large circular tile in the center
of the altar and in the bas-relief directly above it. The altar on the Epistle
side is dedicated to St. Joseph and
portrays him holding the Christ child.
The large tile on the front of this altar
was designed to include the carpenter's
square and the lilies, both of which
are symbolic of St. Joseph.
The stations of the cross contrast
against the natural brick of the nave
by the use of tiles framed in mahogany
and glazed in black, terra cotta and
gold. The holy water fonts are triangular in shape to represent the Trinity, with a dove representative of the
Holy Spirit carved in the bottom of
each.

Most Precious Blood church serves
a tremendously expanding area in
southeast Denver. Our best wishes and
prayers go to our two confreres as they
launch this new community venture.

De Paul Preachers'
Symposium
More effective sermons from Catholic
pulpits may result from the bequest
of a Chicago woman who was a well
known public speaking teacher before
her death. Mrs. Rose Burns, who died in
Chicago in May, 1952, at the age of 84,
left a bequest providing for the advanced instruction of Catholic priests
in public speaking.
Mrs. Burns made the bequest in
memory of her only brother, who died
while a young seminarian studying for
the priesthood. She was a well known
lecturer and teacher of music and public speaking for many years in Chicago.
One result of the bequest will be a
symposium for preachers, to be held at
De Paul University, for priests of the
Chicago area. The symposium staff
will be composed of noted preachers
who will instruct their fellow priests
in more effective communication from
the pulpit.
Reverend Gerard Stamm, C. M., is
director of the symposium, and will
also- give a paper on "Oral Interpretation of the Epistles and Gospels." The
Very Reverend William J. Kenneally,
C. M., Rector of Saint Thomas Seminary, Denver, will give two papers: one
on "The Retreat and Recollection Conference" and another on "The Casual
Address." Reverend Joseph G. Phoenix,
'C. M., Dean of the Graduate School at
De Paul, will speak on "The Cana
Conference."

Father Martin Moore
Dies May 9
(Continued from Page One)
Henry Moore, C. M., now in Dallas,
Texas.
The funeral was held Wednesday,
May 12, at Saint Vincent's church in
Saint Louis. Father Leonidas Moore
was the celebrant, Father Henry
Moore, the deacon, and Father Joseph
Edwards, the subdeacon. Father Comerford J. O'Malley, president of De
Paul University, where Father Moore
had served for so long and with such
distinction, preached the sermon. Archbishop Joseph E. Ritter of Saint Louis
presided in the sanctuary. Burial was
in Calvary 'Cemetery.
"For the rest, there is laid up for
me a crown of justice, which the Lord,
the just judge, will give to me in that
day. . ." (2 Timothy, 3:8).
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TU ES SACERDOS IN AETERNUM
On Saturday, May 29, Archbishop
Joseph E. Ritter of Saint Louis ordained six men to the priesthood in the
Congregation of the Mission. To the
ordinands, to their parents who have
offered their sons to Christ and His
church, go our heartiest congratulations
and most heartfelt prayers.
At this time also, six priests of the
community are celebrating twenty-five
years spent in the priesthood. To these
who have finished this quarter century
as well as those who are just beginning,
we also offer our sincerest best wishes
and prayers.

Father Hugh O'Connor
Dies May 20

A native of Chicago's North Side,
Father Mullin received his primary education at Saint Vincent's school, under the watchful eyes of the good Sisters and the confreres who serve the
parish. He followed in the footsteps of
many other lads who were called by
God from that parish to the minor
seminary at "the Cape." There he took
an active interest in sports, and showed
his budding talents as an actor and
leading contender in oratorical contests. After a profitable four years he
entered the novitiate, passed two uneventful years according to worldly
standards, and finally pronounced his
holy vows on May 31, 1947.
During his student days he was afand
"Steady"
fectionately dubbed
"Chipper" because of his "stick-to-itiveness" and affable character. His
position on the baseball team was that
of tenth man, or as we say, bench
coach. The deadly accuracy of his shots
on the basketball court made him a
valuable asset on any team.
However, his two outstanding characteristics as a student have been his
acting ability and bookbinding efficiency, in both of which he excelled. Until
his last year as a student he was always
first chosen in any drama or musical
which featured on' "old man" part. Irish,
Scotch, English and crotchety old
Americans were always deftly portrayed, until last Christmas, when, as the
lead in Prison 71, he proved, to the
great satisfaction of the audience that
he could handle the part of a younger
man equally well.
(Continued on Page Two)

More than fifty-two years of service,
some in the active ministry, some in
the apostolate of sickness, came to an
end on May 20 with the death of Father
s g'g.Qnpor, C. M., in
Hug•~J,~•
Abrams, Wisconsin.
Born May 11, 1876 in Chicago, Illinois,
Father 00Connor attended Saint Vincent's Parochial School and Saint Vincent's College (now De Paul University).
In 1891 he entered the Apostolic
School of the western province which
was then located at the Barrens, in
Perryville, Missouri. In the fall of 1893,
he moved across the quadrangle from
the wooden school building to the novitiate, and on the 24th of June, 1896,
he made his perpetual vows. During his
student days, he took up, among other
things, telegraphy, one of the standard
fine arts of the day. At that time, the
scholastics were often missioned out to
help the shorthanded faculties of such
Vincentian institutions as St. Vincent's
College, of which there were three:
Cape Girardeau, Chicago, and Los Angeles. Five months after he had received the diaconlate at the hands of Archbishop Kain of Saint Louis, the Reverend Mr. O'Connor and the newly
ordained Father John Green were sent,
His
in August of 1901 to.ai1fornia.
principal duties were adminstrative, his
chief function, being that of prefect
of discipline. In addition, he taught
English, Grammar, History.
Succeeding years were to find him
as treasurer of De Paul University from
1907 to 1909; at the Motherhouse for
the following four years; in 1913, a brief
stay at Dallas, followed by another

In the year 2004, when the Reverend
William
oran celebrates his golden
sacerdotal ~fijuilee, some student in
charge of the De Andrein will be looking through some of the old scrap
books trying to find something on
Father Horan's student days at Perryville. If this young man looks hard
enough, he may find something like
this in the June '54 edition of the De
Andrein.
. .Philosopher, athlete, factotum,
dramatic actor, leader, ....

on and on

runs the litany of the many diverse talents of our own "Bissel" Horan. If all
were said about him that should be
said, 'twould fill volume upon volume.
We. will begin then at the beginning.
William Horan was born at Chicago, on
August 1, 1927. He also was a product
of Saint Vincent's Grammar school,
and Saint Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau, Missouri. He entered the Novititiate of the Congregation of the Mission on May 30, 1945, and took his holy
vows on May 31, 1947.

four years in Chicago. In 1918, he was
at Lon'g Beach, Mississippi and later
that year at Saint Vincent's in Saint

After vows, he took up residence in
the student building and immediately
plunged wholeheartedly into student life.
Perhaps he will best be remembered for
his intense interest in Philosophy and
his readiness to help one and all who
came to him with metaphysical difficulties. He -also served as both president and vice-president of the C. S. M.
C. unit at the Barrens, and during his
summers, has gathered credits in tducation at Catholic U.

(Continued on Page Five)

(Continued on Page Five)
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Silver Jubilee
May 9 and June 7 marked the days
that six of our confreres celebrate
twenty-five years in the priesthood.
The class of 1929 for the most part
had private celebrations. However, in
Chicago, Fathers Merlin ~E~,jz, Bernard
g Qg ;l and Clyde Noj as
.commemorated their anniversaries with a
Solemn Mass at Saint Vincent's church.
Father Feltz was celebrant, Father Guibord deacon, and Father Norman, subdeacon. Father Comerford Q~'lgey
preached the sermon.

Reverend Joseph Haley, C. M.

Saint Patrick's parish, LaSalle, Illinois, will again witness with joy on
June 6th, the first solemn Mass of one
of the many sons she has given to the
priesthood and to the community.

Rev. Merlin A. Feltz, C. M.
Father Feltz was born at Perryville,
Missouri, on November 19, 1904. He attended Saint Vincent's grammar school
in Perryville, and then Saint Vincent's
College, Cape Girardeau, until 1921. In
that year, he came to the Barrens to begin Novitiate. He pronounced his holy
vows on May 29, 1923, and was ordained
to the priesthood on the feast of the
Sacred Heart, June 7, 1929, by Archbishop Gonzales of Durango, Mexico, in
the community chapel, here at the Barrens.

Born on August 29, 1927, in LaSalle,
Father Halevas baptized, providentially enough, Joseph Vincent. After attending Saint Patrick's grade school,
he entered the Cape in September of
1941. The year 1945 saw him enter the
novitiate and on May 31, 1947, he pronounced his perpetual vows.
Wherever there were various and
multiple student activities, there was
Joe in the midst of them. Whether it
was mowing the lawns or summer
schools in Latin or hikes at camp, Joe
was :an enthusiastic and co-operative
participant. Not easily forgotten either
are the several musicals he sang in, or
the major and minor roles be filled in
plays, or the boxes he helped pack for
the victims of war. Nor should we forget
his steady support and work in the
Crusade Courses, for a few years serving as one of the backbones or "ancients."
In the classroom, we have in Joe
a student of above average attainment,
much to the admiration of his classmates and professors. In sports he will
be missed, on the touch-tackle field,
the basketball court, the baseball diamond, where his abilities led to his election as captain.
At the first Solemn Mass, the Reverend Robert imneg, C. M., will be
archpriest; Reverend Robert Brenn:n,
C. M., deacon; Mr. JQiy aleey, C. M.,
the ordinand's brother, subdeacon. The
sermon will be delivered by the Very
Reverend John goche, C. M., pastor of
Saint Patrick's.

That same year, Father went to
Rome, to the Pontifical University of
the Angelicum, where he received his
Licentiate in Philsosophy in; 1931. His
first appointment, upon his return, was
as instructor of philosophy here at the
Barrens, but very shortly after that, he
found himself at Kenrick Seminary,
again teaching philosophy. The following year, he began teaching at the
Saint Louis Preparatory Seminary,
where he was stationed for three years.
In September of 1935, he was assigned
as professor of philosophy of De Paul
University, where he has remained. One
brief intervals during this time was spent
at Saint Thomas Seminary in Denver,
again teaching philosophy.
(Continued on Page Five)

Reverend George Weber, C. M.

With the imposition of hands by the
Most Reverend Joseph Ritter, George
Webe will have completed his thirteen
years of training and become a priest
forever according to the order of Melchisedek.
Born in February 1929, George attended Saint Joseph's grade school
in New Orleans. On graduating from
there, he entered the Cape in 1941,
where he spent his four years of high
school. After two years of novitiate, he
took his perpetual vows -as a member
of the community on May 31, 1947.
By his easy .and friendly manner,
George has found many friends on the
scholasticate. Prompted by a true community spirit, he has been willing to
help out in any student activity, but
especially in musicals or minstrels,
many of which were enhanced by his
singing. At summer school, he has
spent his time on mathenatics, a subject in which he displays both talent
and enthusiasm.
Father Weber will celebrate his first
solemn Mass on Sunday, June 6, in
Saint Joseph's church in New Orleans.
He will be assisted by the Reverend
Manuel Pelleteri, C. M., as deacon; the
Reverend Harold Persich, C. M, as
subdeacon; and the Very Reverend
Thomas tanon, pastor of Saint
Joseph's, as Archpriest. The Reverend
Myles Monikqn will deliver the sermon.
FATHER MULLIN

(Continued from Page One)
At summer school, Ed has been specializing in English, and earned the distinction of being the first student to
pass the grueling qualifying examination of the English department of Saint
Louis University. This in itself has left
ia high mark for subsequent English
scholars to aim at.
Father Mullin will sing his first solemn Mass at Saint Vincent's church,
on Sunday, June 6th. The Reverend
Waldemar Kirschten, C.M., will be dearfrd Fitzgerald, C.M.,
con; the Re.
subdeacon; and the Reverend James
EcHardy, C.M., will preach the sermon.
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LIBRARY -M.DICATION

1954, was the occasion of the dedication of the first

major

building to -be cotstrtcted. at the Barrens in more than twenty years-. After three
days of intensive preparation, thenew library buildig was blessed by the Most
Reverend Joseph
than fifty

.

confreree

t

,

Archbishop of Saint Louis, in the presence of more

and' numerousi laity.

The ceremony began shortly after four o' clock, with a procession of all
the priests, students, novices, brothers and guests -- lay and clerical alike ng
- along the new sidealk run ning from -the ront door of the student•.ild
and
students
the
procession,
the
r*ing
library.
the
of
to the main eitrade

Archbishop Ritter read the preparatory

novices sang the Veni Creator Spiritus.

prayers before the mai n entrince, and then entered the building where he blessHe was accompanied by the Reverend Miilding
oTb•the
ed the schol •etio
GC.M., and the Reverend
Con fl, 7 .M :ý the Reverend John'F. n~f,
chael
who was Master of Ceremonies.
"
GlennonTi
While the .Achbishop was blessing the building as a whole,

Estelle fheny Musem was

the CGuntess

lessed by the Very Reverend William W4

CM,,
G.I

, G.M., and the Reverend James

accompanied by the Very Reverend Francis oe
At the same time, the Bishop Sheehan Memorial MuBeum was
COM.
G
ShtaM
0- ., B ishop of Yukiang, Kiblessed by the Most Reverend Charles W. ~ gg,
c. 0- M, and the
a
angsi China, accompanied by the Very ReverendZ.arold
0. M.
~0B
Reverend Vincent

After the concluding prayers, the procession returned to the students'
The Very Reverend
auditorium, where the dedidation speeches were delivered.
.,
ntroduced the -ery Reverend James W. SOa2, M.,
Daniel W. la~s

In his talk, ather Stakelum stressed the
who gave the principal address.
towards God and His Blessed Mother for
feels
community
the
which
gratitude
the part that the new library will have
and
possible
facilities
these
making
of the priests of the province.
formatio
inteilectial
ad
in the spiritu•ai

There were others also to be thanked, of whom Father Stakelun. singled out two
especially.

One was Countess Estelle

oheny, wh

was responsible for the

beautiful museau named for her and also for a substantial donation. The other
ho. fbr many years as head of the
Sr, GC..M,
was the ReverendJoseph A, .]
to improve the.:condtions
endevoured
has
Medal,
Association of thel ira'sulos
suitable library and
of
construction
by
the
at the Barrens, most especially
classroom facilities.
At the conclusion of Father Stakelums' talk, Father Martin introdued
Arch-bishop Ritter, who concluded the ceremoniS by congratulating the province
on the new building and indicating the function that it will have in training priests, not merely for the province,
throughout the west.
-

but in major and minor seminaries

Afterwards a banquet, generously prepared by some ladies from t.own, was
That
held at the Knights of Columbus Ball in Perryville for all the guests.
On
visitors.
evening, general open house was held at the library for all-the
in
five
to
one
Sunday, June 6, open house was again held at the seminary from
the afternoon, this time for. all who wished to come.
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•MISSO

The BarrenPs:.t the beginning of the ordinatioi

baxnqet :on Sard

ay 29,

:Thi. will

.oon
begineon a; new :recreation center at the Barrens.

work will s

,

made a surprise announcement to the assembled- commuity that

•• ,
Father" Sta

consist of gymnasium, bowling alleys, swimmingpool, etc, It is hoped at
the whole plant, which is to be erected south of the scholasticate, will be
.- .

ready for ordinations n.ext year.

Shas departed for Assmption Seminary, San Atonio,
FATHER GECIL s
who has come to the Barrens
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Saint Vincent~

Assumption

- C:ollege,

Seminary

The students bazaar was a great success and there is
hope that a swimmiing pool will hbe the result.
gavea. day of recollection on May 16 for the men

FATHER G

did the- same on May 19 for the senior

of Selma and FATHER.
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the ordination retreat at Notre Ie
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New Orleanso.
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class of Incarnate Word High School.
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Silver Jubilee
(Continued from Page Two)
Rev. Bernard Guibord, C. M.

Father Guibord was born in Chicago,
Illinois, on July 25, 1898. He attended
St. Pius school, Chicago, and Saint Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau, Missouri. After the customary years of Novitiate, philosophy and theology here
at the Barrens, he was ordained to
the priesthood by Archbishop Gonzales
on June 7, 1929.
Father Guibord's appointments have
included the Saint Louis Preparatory
Seminary, De Paul University, the
Saint Louis City Hospital, as chaplain,
and Saint Vincent's church, Saint
Louis. His present station is as chaplain at Saint Joseph Hospital, Chicago.
Father Guibord celebrated a solemn
Mass of thanksgiving on Sunday, May
30, in the chapel of Saint Joseph's Hospital.
Rev. Clyde Norman, C. M.

ylywas born June
Father Thomas
20, 1928 in Denver, IColorado. He attended Saint Patrick's grammar school and
Saint Francis De Sales high school.
Having finished high school with honors in studies and sports, Tom attended
Regis College, Denver, for a year,
where he concentrated especially on
mathematics and chemistry. However,
the year 1946 found him entering the
Novitiate, where after the customary
two years, he pronounced his holy voys
on September 8, 1948, the feast of the
birthday of Our Blessed Mother.
The remaining years of philosophy
and theology have seen a busy Tom
Feely. His chief extracurricular work
has, of course, been the Crusade
Courses, to which he has devoted years
of work and interest. However, he has
never been too busy for other activities,
from football to philosophy and theology papers and student theatricals.
At summer school, Tom has been majoring in sociology, a field to which he
brings and integrates his knowledge of
both Moral and Dogmatic theology.
On Pentecost Sunday, June 6, Father
Feely will celebrate his first solemn
Mass. With him on the altar will be the
Rt. Reverend Achille Sommaruga, as
archpriest; the Reverend James iaraini, C. M., Deacon; the Reverend
James Qqlyjn, C. M., Subdeacon. The
Reverend Vincent W3alsh, C. M., will
preach the sermon.

Father O'Connor
(Continued from Page One)
Louis. In 1919, he returned to Dallas
to help Father Marshall Winne raise
Dallas
funds for the war weakene
University.
In 1922 and 1923 he acted in a similar
fund-raising capacity for De Paul University; at that time it was acknowledged that he was instrumental in
gaining some of the largest contributions for De Paul. Since that time,
Chicago was his home, save for a two
year stay at Saint Vincent's in Los
Angeles.
May he rest in peace.

Father Norman was born in Denver,
Colorado, on August 18, 1898. He attended Public Schools in Denver until

his senior year in high school, when
he decided to prepare for the seminary.
That same year (1917) his family moved to Los Angeles, California, where
Father Norman attended Loyola High
School for his senior year. After graduation, he was drafted into the army
and spent three months in school at the
California Institute of Technology.
After the short "hitch" in the service,
Father Norman came to Cape, to prepare for the novitiate, where he was
received on June 2, 1920. During his
scholasticate, he taught at De Paul
Academy, during the school year 19231924, at the end of which he received
his A. B. degree.
(Continued on Page Six)

"Have you ever thought of becoming
a priest?"
"No, Father, I must say that I have
never seriously considered it."
"Well, I suggest that you try saying a
rosary every day that God may let you
known whether he is calling you."
Joe Bronars followed this advice of
and today he stands
a Navy •aia•lna
before the altar of God, a priest forever.
Father Joseph Bronars was born in
Chicago on August 3, 1925. He attended Holy Trinity High School and De
Paul University, where he majored in
Philosophy. He was then called to the
Navy. After his term in service, he returned to De Paul for another year.
Then, on November 23, 1947, he entered
the novitiate, pronouncing his vows two
years later, November 24, 1949.
Because of the credits in philosophy
which he had gained at De Paul, he
was required to spend only five years as
a student. But Joe will always be remembered for his scholarship and
deep interest in matters theological, his
community spirit, and his constant willingness to co-operate in all student activities, especially in the falso and
musical productions.
Father Bronars will sing his first
solemn Mass at Holy Trinity Church,
'Chicago, on June 6. The Archpriest
will be the Very Reverend S. F. Lisewski, C. S. C.; the deacon, the Reverend
Aloysius Przypyszny; the subdeacon,
the Reverend Theodore Wanglerns; C. M.
The Very Reverend William.ynn, C.
M., will preach.
FATHER HORAN

( Continued from Page One)
Father Horan will celebrate his first
solemn Mass at St. Vincent's church on
June 13th. The Very Reverend James
Flanne1y, C. M. will be Arch-priest; the
fitev6nd John Kearny, C. M., Deacon;
Reverend EdwardRoVwland?, C. M.,
Subdeacon; and the Reeed William
Pittman, C. M., will give the sermon.
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(Continued from Page Five)
On May 9, 1929, Father Norman was

ordained in Saint Vincent's Church,
Los Angeles, by Bishop McGrath. Since
Ordination, he has been stationed at
Saint Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau; De Paul Academy, Chicago; the
preparatory seminary in Kansas City;
the Los Angeles preparatory seminary;
back to De Paul Academy for another
two years; then back to the Kansas City
prep for another year; then, another
year at Saint Vincent's College, Cape;
then back to the Los Angeles prep for
another year; following this he was stationed at De Paul Hospital in Saint
Louis, -after which he was stationed at
De Paul Academy for the fourth time.
He has remained there since 1939.
Father Norman will celebrate a
solemn Mass of thanksgiving in Saint
Vincent's church, Los Angeles, on June
27. Present will be his mother, father,
brother and two sisters.
Rev. James Saracini, C. M.

Father James Saracini was born in
Italy. At an early age nis parents came
from Italy and Father spent his boyhood years in Poplar Bluff, Missouri,
whhere he attended Sacred Heart High
School. After attending Saint Vincent's
sCollege, Cape, he was received into
the Novitiate, pronounced holy vows,
and was ordained, along with the rest
of his class, by Archbishop Gonzales on
June 7, 1929.
Father Saracini's first assignment
was to the Barrens where he stayed
from 1929 to 1933. In that year he was
sent to the Cape, where he remained
for two years before being assigned to
Saint Thomas Seminary, Denver, Colorado. After five years at Saint Thomas,
he was assigned back to the Cape,
where he has since remained, teaching
both history and music and acting as
chaplain at Saint Francis Hospital.
Father Saracini is, of course, well
known for his musical abilities, which
have been evidenced both in the falso
at Cape and in men's choirs, as at Saint
Vincent's church.
Ill health has forced the postponements of the jubilee celebration, which
will be sometime next fall.
Rev. James O'Sullivan, C. M.
A native of Saint Vincent's parish,
Chicago, Father O'Sullivan pronounced
his vows in thecomiiunity on June
12, 1923, and ,after Ordination was sent
to Rome where he obtained his doctorate in canon law. His first assignment was Saint Thomas Seminary,
Denver, where he stayed for 17 years.
In the course of these years, he taught
at some time or another almost every
Latin,
subject on the curriculum:
Greek, Gregorian chaant, Canon Law,
Fundamental Moral, Sacramental Mor-

al, Speech, Pastoral Theology and
Ethics. In addition to all this, he was
prefect in the college department and
the first chaplain for the Mullen, Home
for Boys. He was also the author of a
Catechetical series on Christian Doctrine which ran for almost half a dozen

years in the Denver Register; besides
this, he was one of the judges on the
archdiocesan matrimonial court, in addition. to being the iudex ponens (whose
task it was to write up cases and their
summations in Latin, for transmission
to the Holy See in cases of appeal).

One other member of the class of '29,
who has already received the reward of
his years of service, is the Reverend

Patrick Schmucker, C. M., who died

at the Saint Louis Preparatory Seminary in February of 1944. May he rest
in peace.

After those crowded years at Denver,
Father O'Sullivan came to the Barrens
in 1948, where he again taught ICanon
Law, Moral and Speech. Two years later, he was assigned as hospital. chaplain at De Paul Hospital in Saint Louis,
his present appointment.
On June 6, Father O'Sullivan will
celebrate a solemn high Mass in the
hospital chapel, to be followed by a
breakfast in the new nurses' home.
Reverend Joseph McIntyre, C. M.
Father Joseph McIntyre, a native of
Amboy, Illin• is; 'omS
ted his high
school studies at the Cape, and having
finished the course of the novitiate,
pronounced his holy vows on May 29,
1923. During his student days, he was
to be found in many activities, notable
among which was the fouindation of
the De Andrein. After Ordination, he
was sent to Rome along with Fathers

Saint Vincent's
Seminary
"The harvest indeed is great. .. "

As community works in this province
grow, so grows the need for vocations. A great step tpward filling the
gap will be taken this September with
the opening of the new apostolic
school, Saint Vincent's Seminary, in
Montebello, California.
The land, donated by the Pansini
family of Southern California, contains
a house which Will serve as a residential building for the faculty. It will be
augmented before fall by another
building, a combination classroom and
dormitory. Future plans call for chapel,
auditorium and gymnasium.
The new apostolic school is literally a
mustard seed. At present it will have no
more than the first two years of high
school, with an expected attendance of
about twenty students. But to it go the
prayers of the province with the hope
that it may soon provide an abundance of vocations to serve the Western
United States.

L'Envoi

Feltz and O'Sullivan, where he gained a
Licentiate in Philosophy.
Upon his return to the United States,
he was stationed first at the Barrens,
then at the Saint Louis Preparatory
Seminary. During this time he was
prominent in the work of the motor
missions, and in 1936 became associated
with the Legion of Mary, an association that continues at the present time.
For ten years he has been spiritual director of the Saint Louis County Curia,
which numbers more than forty parishes.
In 1937, Father McIntyre was assigned to the work which has absorbed the
greater part of his priestly life-chaplain at Saint Vincent's Hospital in
Saint Louis. In a field where experienced priests are rarely found, he has kept
an abiding interest and found a life's
work.
On Sunday, June 27th, Father McIntyre will celebrate a special Mass of
thanksgiving.

So ends the twenty-fourth volume and
twenty-fifth year of the De Andrein.
Our thanks go to all who have helped
us this year: to Mr. Phillip Zoeller,
our printer, to our ever faithful correspondents, and to our many friends
and benefactors. But most of all, our
gratitude goes to our patient and long
suffering readers, who have both borne
with our inadequacies and helped us
by their encouragement.
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